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Editor's Note

This spring 1998 issue ofPrairie Forum begins with articles concerning Canadian cattle:
onehy. Max Foran on the 1892-1932 British embargo on .Canadian exports, . which
incidentally is now echoed by the general embargo on British beef; and another by
Michael Broadway, who compares the concurrent westward move of the beefpacking
industry in Canada and the united States, and considers the impact of this move on the
-small communities concerned.

Following this we have two articles on prairie natural environment, which attempt to
bring more nuance and flexibility into the broad classificatory descriptions to which we
are normally exposed. First, Todd Radenbaugh offers a model for the description of prairie
plant assemblages, harnessing a sophisticated classificatory system with a view to build a
complex hierarchy of nested assemblages which could be useful in the area of resource
management. Then G.D.V. Williams and E.E. Wheaton analyze variations in biomass,
erosion and crop patterns according to short-term changes within a long-term trend of
global warming, in an effort to predict these phenomena and determine their conse...
quences for prairie agriculture.

With Constance Maguire we return to more strictly human concerns: her biographical
sketch of Kate Simpson Hayes provides us with a ·complex picture of the limitations
intrinsic to an emancipated woman living in a not-quite-emancipated era. Next, David
Meyer and Robert Hutton explore the varying fortunes of an ingathering site connected
for several centuries with the spring activities of regional Cree bands. The name of the site,
Pasquatinow, can be considered in the light of the research note, Arok Wolvengrey's
contribution to the origin, spelling and pronunciation of aboriginal names in Saskatchewan.

Patrick C. Douaud
Editor-in...Chief
University of Regina



The Politics of Animal Health:
The British Embargo on Canadian Cattle, 1892.-1932

Max Foran

~ .. ----_.._----.,-------.--.-----.,...--,---.._._-------'--_..~--,~~.~....__.•_.._..,-_._._._--

ABSTRACT. In 1892, the British Board of Agricultu~~--~~s~(f;~ embargo on Canadian ~attle because of
contagious pleuro pneumonia in Canadian export cattle. The embargo, which lasted for thirty years before its
partial removal, meant that all Canadian cattle had to be slaughtered at their ports of entry rather than being
moved inland for fattening. Both contemporary and subsequent academic opinion have viewed the imposition
of this embargo as a British protective measure guised as an animal health issue with long-term negative effects
on the Canadian cattle industry. Evidence suggests, however, that while political considerations resisted the
move to end the embargo in 1922, its imposition may have been secondary to an endemic fear of disease in British
agricultural circles, a fear given further credence by lax procedures by Canadian exporters. Furthermore, the
impact of the embargo on the western Canadian cattle industry was minimal in terms of animal product, and the
growing importance of the live cattle market in the United States.

SO~. En 1892 le Conseil agricole britannique instaura un embargo sur Ie betail canadien acause d'une
pleuro-pneurnonie contagieuse chez le betail exporte, Cet embargo, qui attendit trente ans avant d'etre leve
partiellement, forcait aabattre le betail ason port d'entree au lieu de l'envoyer al'interieur pour l'engraissement.
L'opinion academique de l'epoque et de nos jours a juge qu'il s'agissait la d'une mesure protectrice deguisee en
probleme de sante et generatrice d'effets negatifs a long terme pour l'industrie du betail canadienne. nsemble
cependant qu'en depit des causes politiques du maintien de l'embargo apres 1922, son imposition ait ete la
consequence d'une peur endernique de lamaladie dans les cercles agricoles britanniques - peur aggravee par les
procedures relachees des exportateurs. De plus, l'impact de l'ernbargo sur l'industrie du betail de l'Ouest canadien
etait minime sur le plan du produit animalier et de l'irnportance croissante du marche du betail sur pied aux
Etats ..Unis.

The association of animal health issues with politics has recurred periodically within
the Canadian livestock industry. For example, the ninety-day quarantine imposed on
American cattle entering Canada in the 1880s was meant to salve British fears over the
danger of disease in Canadian export cattle. Similarly, the Canadian reluctance to
quarantine the State of Montana during the mange outbreak in the early 1900s was
directly related to fears of widespread American reciprocation. However, the most
enduring example of the use of animal health to disguise political intent concerned the
thirty year (1892-1922) British embargo on Canadian cattle. Canadian livestock officials,
convinced that the embargo was unjustly applied, regarded its imposition in 1892 as a
British statement of economic rather than animal health protection. Time served to
vindicate the Canadian position, for animal health had little to do with the longstanding
maintenance of the embargo, and did not figure at all in the heated debate which led to
its partial dismantling in 1922. The above notwithstanding, it also appears that a casual
attitude towards animal health by Canadian livestock exporters before 1892 gave the
British proponents of restriction all the ammunition they needed. The former's apparent
obliviousness to British sensitivity over the health of their pedigree herds contributed to
the mounting sentiment which resulted in an embargo based on animal health principles.
And once having handed the British the excuse they needed, the Canadian livestock
industry had to live with the long-term consequences. To the western Canadian
cattlemen, these consequences were not as onerous as might have been expected. The
embargo had a minimal effect on their British export product of fat cattle. Moreover, in
their eyes, the importance ofthe British live cattle trade, with or without the embargo, was
a much diminished factor when compared to the potential offered in the closer and more
voracious United States market.

The Canadian live cattle export trade to Great Britain commenced in 1876, and after
1887 was augmented by range fed steers from the great leaseholds in the North-West
Territories. The trade involved both finished (fat) animals, and stores (feeders). Shipped
by train to Montreal and then by cattle boat to Liverpool or Dundee, the feeder cattle were
sold to Scottish graziers, while the fat animals were marketed in Smithfield in competition
with British cattle and other finished animals from Europe. With commercial grain
.nt........n; __ .... ~_1- u.nf- q TY'\<:l;r",· t<:lr'rnr t-hic:: 11.",p r~t-t-lp t'r~r1p nrrnrirlprl ~ rn~ln~t~v in r::ln::lrll::ln
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exports.Byl~91, ...~h~~1?2!~gfQ~~~_JQ_Q,_QQ9_liy~~trl~~~~H~ed.J1JQlaLYalueofalmost.nine-_ ..
million dollars. The British attitude towards the live cattle export trade was ambivalent.
For while the availability offoreign beefhad its market advantages, the spectre ofpotential
disease generated a perennial nervousness among breeders and owners ofpedigree herds.

In late October 1892, the "Huronian and "Monkseaton," two cattle boats out of
Montreal, landed 1,200 head of Canadian store cattle' at the Scottish port of Dundee.
Within days the animals were sold and relocated to seventy...nine places in several Scottish
Counties including Aberdeen, Fife, Forfar, Kincardine and Elgin. A week later contagious
pleuro pneumonia was detected in one of the animals landed by the "Monkseaton" as well
as in some infected home bred animals.i All animals that had been on the two steamers
were immediately slaughtered, and within a week the British Board of Agriculture
announced that Canadian cattle were to be scheduled effective November 21, 1892.
Essentially this meant that all Canadian export cattle had to be slaughtered at the port of
entry instead of being allowed to move inland for fattening purposes.

More alarmed than surprised, Canadian interests were quick to react, even though the
British had attempted initially to ameliorate matters through reference to the embargo's
temporary nature. Prime Minister Sir John Abbott expressed his concern a few days before
the scheduling notice when he told John Carling, Canada's Minister of Agriculture that
"if once scheduled the. consequences will be serious and lasting." Accordingly, senior
Canadian officials proceeded to exhaust every diplomatic avenue in an effort to persuade
the British to change their minds. The Canadian case was based on the absence of the
disease in Canada and on the exhaustive measures immediately undertaken to prove
same.4 Certainly the Canadians believed, initially at least, that matters would be righted
if the British could be persuaded to delay their decision until completion of a thorough
Canadian herd inspection.i As a last resort, the Canadians offered to finance a British
inspection of Canadian herds in return for delaying the embargo. The offer was refused.
Ultimately it did not matter that the resulting inspection detected no evidence of the
disease in Canada. The British mind was made up.

Ironically, the other argument used by the Canadians underscored their own culpabil...
ity. The Canadians claimed misdiagnosis, an argument supported unequivocally by senior
veterinarians at the University of Edinburgh who were convinced that what had been
mistaken for pleuro pneumonia was actually non...contagious broncho pneumonia." It was

2

3

4

5

6

Store cattle refers to animals not classified as "fat," and therefore not subject to immediate slaughter at the
port of entry. Generally, they equated to today's feeder or stocker animals, although it was common that
animals, ready for slaughter upon leaving Canada, might not be classed as "fat" by the time they landed in
Britain. It was estimated that 70 percent of Canadian store cattle were fattened in Scotland.

Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 50, 1893, "Correspondence Between Canada and the United Kingdom With
Respect to the Scheduling of Canadian Cattle." (Hereafter cited as "Scheduling Correspondence.")

"Scheduling Correspondence," op.cit.

The first action was to trace the infected animals to their source. They were found to have come from
Manitoba in the Minnedosa district. All animals in the surrounding area were subject to inspection with no
disease being located.

The inspection which was continued well into 1893 was both time-consuming and extensive, with up to
eleven veterinarians visiting each farm and ranch. In his report one inspecting veterinarian wrote, "In my
opinion if Great Britain and the United States were as free from disease as Canada. there would be no need
for any inspection or quarantine."

"Scheduling Correspondence," Ope cit. The examinations were conducted by two veterinarians, one being
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put forward that an examination ofthe viscera of the infected animals by two university
veterinarians ..shQwed~~Qn~lU~iy~Jy ..th~! __th~._gi~~!!~~_h~dQ.ri.Ei!}!!.t~~t.!!! .. jhe bronchial .. tubes
which was not the case in pleuro pneumonia. In comparing the severity ofthis malady with
the common cold, the Scottish veterinarians had equated its incidence with the fluctuat...
ing hot and cold conditions consistent with those experienced in transporting animals.
Robert Wallace of the Agricultural Department of the University ofEdinburgh in a letter
to the London Times went so far as to say that he himself was opposed to the importation
of stores cattle because of danger to the pedigree herd, but that "duty will not permit me
tostand aside and observe without. protesting against what appears to be a meaningless
injustice.»7 Despite these assertions, the similarity between the two diseases was undeni...
able, and in this instance had induced a predictable conservative reaction. It could be
argued that the British Board of Agriculture had no choicebut to support the opinions of
its experts, opinions which in the President's words were "unanimous and unhesitating.»8

Furthermore, the British felt that, given the findings of their own veterinarians, they had
.no recourse legally. 9

Despite some rumblings in the British House of Commons, mainly from members
representing grazing areas in Scotland.l'' the embargo's status remained unchanged.
According to new Board of Agriculture President, Walter Long, in 1895, several instances
of pleuro pneumonia had subsequently been found in the lungs of slaughtered Canadian
cattle. I I Confident that they could build up their supply of store cattle and that consumer
prices would not be threatened, the British gave permanency to the embargo through The
Importation of Animals Act passed in 1896.

By 1903, five years after the last case ofpleuro pneumonia had been reported in Britain,
it was already clear that the British no longer regarded disease in Canadian herds as a
major source of concern. In that year, the President of the Board ofAgriculture stated that
the embargo was not disease ...related but that he was reluctant to remove it due to political
pressure.t' The subject emerged periodically in Great Britain between 1904 and 1914. In
the general elections of 1906, several elected members were purportedly pledged to
re-admission of Canadian store cattle. 13 Two years later however, Herbert Asquith
notified the House of Commons that the government was not prepared to initiate any
remedial legislation. Subsequent enquiries in the House met with the same response up to
the commencement of the war in 1914 after which time the matter became a dead issue.

7 "Scheduling Correspondence," op.dt. Doubtless the fact that these findings were by Scottish veterinarians
was not lost on the British proponents of the embargo. After all, the chief opposition to the embargo was
coming from Scottish graziers and farmers. Most English farmers were in favour of it.

8 Great Britain, House ofCommons, Parliamentary Debates,Fourth Series,Volume 8,6 February 1893,p. 1394.

9 This point was emphasized by Tupper who felt that the British might have gone along with the Canadian
offer to pay the cost of a British veterinary team to come to Canada to verify any absence of pleuro
pneumonia had they been able to do so legally. According to Tupper, government lawyers had advised them
that they had no choice but to impose the embargo. See, "Scheduling Correspondence," op.cii.

10 See Great Britain, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, 6 February, 20March 1893, 16August 1895,
9 May 1896.

11 Ibid., 10 August 1895.

12 Quoted in TheGlobe (Toronto), 19January 1903.

13 See "Royal Commission on the Importation of Store Cattle. Report of His Majesty's Commissioners, 30
August 1921." In the embargo debate in the House of Lords, 1922, the Marquis of Lincolnshire recalled that
as a member of that ministry in 1906, he and several other Ministers were indeed favourable to removal but
did not do so. The Marquis' somewhat specious argument, probably dimmed with time. suggested that the.

1~._ L_ .-1 ~- - - --- _ ••t..._:4-4-:_ ... ~ l...:11 +Or-. +-hn+- ~«o,..~ ....1.. ~ t-hA +13rt- t-h"3T T1-u~U h~r1 nnt" 1'Y\~rtp ~ nlprlop to
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The complete absence of pleura pneumonia in Canada and the British refusal to admit
a diagnostic error led Canadian livestock interests to view the embargo as a deliberate
attempft6--curtail··cattle-lffipo·fts"~-·Belgium;·-wnTcn-~nacrfollow"ea-Britain's"example"In-1892,

removed its embargo in 1895 on the grounds that the pleura pneumonia did not exist in
Canada.14 Matthew Cochrane reiterated the popular perception among cattlemen when
he told the Canadian Senate in 1896 that disease containment was only the excuse to
protect British agricultural interests,15 an opinion shared by Canada's widely...respected
Veterinary Director General and western Canadian rancher, Dr. Duncan MacEachran. 16

However, despite the conviction with which they were generally held, these contentions
were only partially correct. While the embargo did have economic considerations, its
imposition was consistent with a heightened sensitivity in the country towards ensuring
the health of resident pedigree herds. By ignoring repeated warnings in this regard, the
Canadian live cattle exporters were essentially the authors of their own demise.

The preservation of animal health had been a sensitive issue in Great Britain since the
mid-1860s. Beset by disease since it had begun live cattle imports following the adoption
of free trade in the 1840s, Britain had been brought face to face with a rinderpest plague
in 1865. A book on the plague published a year later isolated foreign cattle as a major
source ofdisease and recommended stringent controls, not only for rinderpest but for foot
and mouth and pleuro pneumonia, the other two diseases which had established
themselves in the country.17 Britain's seriousness about controlling disease was evidenced
in 1877 when it imposed an embargo on several European countries because of pleura
pneumonia. Then, two years later, American cattle were scheduled for the same r:eason;lB
In fact the retention of Canada as the only country allowed to bring store cattle in to
Britain19 must have seemed a gross oversight to the many groups advocating total
exclusion.

The only reason Canada escaped the same embargo as that placed on the Americans
in 1879 was her diplomatic success in convincing British officials that the immediate
establishment of a ninety...day quarantine against animals coming into the country from
United States destinations would protect Canadian and therefore British herds from
pleura pneumonia. Another mitigating element was the fact that Canada was sending a
very small number across the Atlantic as compared with the Americans. In 1878, the
United States had shipped 169,250 cattle to Britain, while Canada had exported 7,433.

At the official level, Canadian spokesmen, although surprised and delighted in not
sharing the fate of their southern neighbours, were acutely mindful of their tenuous

14 Canada, Senate, Debates, 19July 1895.

15 See David H. Breen, The CanadianPrairie West and the Ranching Frontier 1874,1924(Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1983), 225-26.

16 Later popular and academic discussions tended to re-affirm the Canadian case that the embargo was
imposed on purely economic grounds. For examples, see L.V. Kelly. The Rangemen (Toronto: n.p.• 1913)
and Breen, Ope cu.

17 J.R. Fisher. "The Economic Effects of Cattle Disease in Britain and Its Containment, 1850-1900,"
Agricultural History 54(April 1980):280.

18 David Zimmerman, "Live Cattle Export Trade Between United States and Great Britain, 1868-1885,"
Agricultural History 36, no. 1 Oanuary 1962).

19 Opinion seems to differ on this. Fisher, Ope cit., 28. gives the impression that Canada was the only country
allowed to export stores, but there is some evidence to suggest that while several European countries were
scheduled including Germany, France, Belgium, Holland and Portugal, the Scandinavian countries were
exempt. Of these, Denmark was the only one exporting stores in any Quantity. Essentiallv. Canada was the
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situation. In 1880, a federal Department of Agriculture spokesman warned that "it is
necessarv.to.be.extremely watchful.in ..order.to..preserve.ourenviableposition. ~Z.~..In .....1886,
for example, when pleuro pneumonia was detected among 200 pure bred Galloway bulls
from Scotland, they were all promptly slaughtered plus another 226 head on adjoining
farms. 21 In London, the Canadian High Commissioner, Sir Charles Tupper, recognized
the British agricultural community's concern over its pedigree herd health, and repeatedly
advised Canadians to export only the best healthy stock. As late as 1890,he was warning
Canadian producers about the "agitation being again started by some agricultural papers
against the introduction of Canadian cattle into this country under the present system. ,,22

The agitation referred to by Tupper had been building steadily since the early 1880s.
The Royal Agricultural Society and other powerful breeding societies were openly
opposed to any importation of foreign cattle on the grounds that home herds were being
unnecessarily placed at risk. 23 Canada was no exception, since it was popularly believed
that her long border with the United States precluded effective containment particularly
in Manitoba and the North..West which had begun exporting cattle in 1887.24 It was
pointed out that quarantine, measures along the Canada-United States border were not
enforced with sufficient stringency,25 a fact reinforced in 1893 in the Canadian Senate by
Mackenzie Bowell who noted that "we have been as liberal as possible with our
Regulations in the North-West Territories and Manitoba until the present time.,,26 It was
also widely believed that Canadian cattle shipments contained cattle from the United
States, as many as 15 percent according to one source.27

The escalating risks were obvious in the increased export numbers, augmented after
1887 by the addition of animals from the great leases in western Canada. In the ten years
1880,1890, the number of Canadian live cattle entering Great Britain increased from
32,680 to 66,965. In 1891, the figure stood at an all-time high of 107,689. These enhanced
numbers attested to the profitability of the British market and induced many livestock
operators to follow liberal marketing policies which included many animals that should
never have been exported. Worn-out milk cows and inadequately finished stock, being
ill-equipped to endure a long ocean voyage, were prime candidates f~r disease, particu
larly pneumonia. A Canadian inquiry in 1891 into the conditions under which cattle
were shipped underscored health dangers as a prime issue of concern.28 Its sweeping

20 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 10, 1880,"Department of Agriculture Annual Report."

21 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 12, 1887, "Department of Agriculture Annual Report."

22 Quoted in Canada, Senate, Debates,15April 1890.

23 "Scheduling Correspondence," OPt cit.

24 Ibid.

25 The British seemed smugly secure in this argument stressing their utmost confidence in the health of
Canadian cattle while hinting at the impossibility, despite every best effort. of preventing American cattle
from coming into the country. the ninety-day quarantine notwithstanding.

26 Canada, Senate, Debates, 2 February 1893. Bowell was responding to a suggestion from a Senator from
British Columbia that quarantine regulations should not be extended to British Columbia. Three years
earlier another Senator had tried to convince the House that American cattle should be allowed to be
shipped to Britain from Canadian ports. See 14 February 1890 in Canada, Senates, Debates. Both were
rejected by the Upper House.

27 "Scheduling Correspondence," op.cit: Quoted in English press. It was an oft-repeated comment. and one
doubtless reinforced by misleading impressions about the severity of Canadian winters.

28 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 7B, 1891, "Export Cattle Trade in Canada." This inquiry came as a result of
__ 1 n1! lH _ _rr__ ~_ ~_ L ...L_ 1~ ~1_ ......_..J_ ..J: ..:_.~~...J ~1 ........ ,........l.. ......_ .......... l.. .........n .........
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recommendations for reform, released in June 189129 came too late for them to have any

si~~~~~~~_~~~ac!__~.~ ... ~ll~"\'~~.~~~~ ....~_~~_._~~~~~~ P!_~~l_~~~_~_~~E_P~_~_~P~~.~ .....!!!-~ ... __!:.~~~.~g~.
The potential problem in shipping deficient animals was realized early and should have

served as a warning to Canadian exporters. Cattle boats from Canada were detained nine
times in British ports between 1891...93 for suspected disease.3o Three suspected cases of
pleuro pneumonia among Canadian cattle in Dundee, Liverpool and Newcastle in 1890
led to several slaughterings but to no evidence of the disease. In May 1891, a temporary
embargo was placed on a Canadian cattle shipment when suspected pleuro pneumonia
was detected in the lungs of one slaughtered animal. In this instance, immediate
intervention by Sir Charles Tupper led to a more thorough examination of the infected
animal by the Board ofAgriculture, and resulted in a favourable revision of the original
diagnosis. Still, the incident was sufficiently worrisome for the CanadianGazette to report
that "the present untoward incident at Birkenhead will undoubtedly tend to revive the
suspicion previously entertained, and occurring as it has, its results will be felt throughout
the whole year.,,31 The validity of the above comment was shown in the subsequent
criticism levelled at the President of the Board of Agriculture for finding this evidence of
disease too inconclusive to warrant immediate scheduling.t' The Edinburgh Scotsman ran
an article which referred to the "cry for prohibition being quickly among English farmers,"
and for the President of the Board of Agriculture to be "zealous in protecting English
cattle.»33

Another telling factor concerned Britain's own attempt to eradicate pleura pneumo...
nia. It was felt that the chances of the disease were increasing in line with the expanded
cattle numbers and that the present policy of allowing foreign stores into the country
belied the existing programme to control pleuro pneumonia, one which had cost over
£300,000 by 1892. With the costs for this programme being borne by the national
exchequer rather than the local countiea." British officialdom had an extra reason to take
proactive measures, particularly given the dismal economic circumstances facing agricul...
ture in 1892. Sir Charles Tupper called it "the most disastrous year for the farmer in the
present century.»35 The Canadian Government Agent in Liverpool quoted cattle prices as
being down between 20 and 30 percent, and wrote of "the apparent hopelessness of
farming in this country.»36 -

The imposition of the embargo must be set against these several factors. First, the
genuine belief among British veterinarians that they had indeed diagnosed pleuro
pneumonia in Canadian cattle could not be ignored either practically or legally. Second
was the resident sensitivity to herd health and the prevailing belief that no store cattle
should be shipped into the country. Third, there was the widespread mistrust ofCanadian

29 For information, see Macleod Gazette,4 June 1891.

30 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. &I, 1894, "Appendix to the Minister of Agriculture Report, 'The Scheduling
of Canadian Cattle, the Canadian Case'. tt

31 See Macleod Gazette,18June 1891quoting Canadian Gazette.28 May 1891.

32 "Scheduling Correspondence," op. cit.

33 Edinburgh Scotsman,S November 1891.

34 Canada, Senate. Debates, 15 April 1890.

35 A statement made by Sir Charles Tupper in his early correspondence to Canadian officialsfollowing the
identification of pleuro pneumonia. Tupper appeared far more upset than surprised by the action taken by
the British.
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cattle consignments. Too many shipments had been found to contain animals which

exhibi~e~a.ll~h~>sig~~~fC::~~<?:f).~(;pt:e~tn<?~~~.FOllr~~,.the practice of imp~rtin~a!'l~tna.l~
flew in the face 'of an ong~ing expensi;e -p~ogramin~"·-in'·-B~itain--to-~~·a.d[cate-·pleuro··

pneumonia. Finally, the depressed agricultural conditions prevalent in Britain in 1892
probably stiffened the British official resolve to back the conclusions of its veterinarians.
Whether or not British decision makers overreacted, and based their decision on tenuous
grounds simply attests to a seriousness of intent, and to an action that was inevitable given
the mood of the powerful agricultural lobby. The British simply did in 1892 whatthey felt
they should have done in 1879 when they scheduled American cattle. The embargo
represented the last step towards a universal policy of exclusion based on animal health
principles. Yet, despite the underlying fear ofdisease endemic in British conservative rural
thinking since the 1870s, the concomitant commercial advantages of excluding Canadian
stores also appeared as an indirect benefit. The embargo's maintenance was to be a direct
result of this belief.

It cannot be denied that the imposition of the embargo had negative effects on the
Canadian cattle industry although here it must also be noted that the most strident calls
for lifting the embargo in the late 1890s and early 19005 came from the exporters, ,
stockyard operators, and shipping interests. First, the market in Canadian store cattle had
been profitable. According to one source, Canadian cattle destined for inland British
farms brought between $5...$25 more than if slaughtered at the port of entry.3? Second, the
loss of weight and condition induced by their long train and boat trip meant that
Canadian cattle landed in Britain at a market disadvantage. Indeed, many Scottish
farmers genuinely believed that cattle could not be finished properly in Canada.38Finally,
the stigma associated with disease continued to rankle in a country that generally boasted
a superb animal health record.

While eastern Canadian livestock operators may have felt the burden of the embargo
through the loss of a market for feeder cattle too expensive to finish at home, the same
cannot be said for the western Canadian cattle industry. Indeed, it seemed little affected
by the embargo and may have actually benefited by it. William Pearce, the astute federal
Superintendent of Lands and Mines and a strong proponent of ranching, noted amid the
embargo debate in 1892 that "scheduling would not be disastrous. In fact it might be of
benefit to us.»39 A year later he appeared vindicated. «As far as ranching interests are
concerned, the scheduling ofcattle has not hurt the same ... more cattle have been shipped
in this year than any other.»40 By 1896 he was advocating a policy which would see western
cattleman go out ofbreeding altogether and function instead as range fatteners for eastern
bred stockers.41

By closing the market for eastern Canadian stores, the embargo enabled the ranches of
the west to become a viable replacement. After 1892, western Canadian herds were

37 Zimmerman, op. cir., p. 52. Zimmerman was quoting a statement made by the Canadian Minister of
Agriculture in 1881. Other figures mentioned in 1890 were between $10 and $20, and a differential of 20
percent. See, Canada, Senate, Debates. -14 February, 15 April 1890.

38 Kelly, op. cir., p. 391. This assertion was made by the Dominion Veterinary General, Dr.]. G. Rutherford.
Kelly had inserted the entire text of a report Rutherford had written in 1909 entitled, "Cattle Trade in
Canada."

39 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 13, 1893, Department of the Interior Annual Report, 1892. "Report of the
Dominion Superintendent of Lands and Mines."

40 Ibid., "Report of the Dominion Superintendent of Lands and Mines, 1894."
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substantially augmented by eastern Canadian cattle, many ofwhich would have otherwise
gone to Britain.42It was asserted that the embargo reduced Canada's export potential by
20percenr;a percentage almostpreciselymatchedwithin four years bythe numberofstore
cattle from eastern Canada to the ranches and leases of the North...West Territories.43 In
1896, the number of cattle shipped to Great Britain from the North...West Territories
totalled 17,935. In the same year 16,000 stockers were shipped to the west from eastern
farms.

The embargo also removed the need for the ninety..day quarantine on American
cattle.44 Following its lifting in 1897 an increasing number of one.. and two...year..old
stockers moved across the line to southern Alberta. ranches. The movement was two-way
and induced, according to the Canadian Department of Agriculture, "a profitable outlet
for cattle not suitable in size for exportation to Great Britain.,,45 Duncan MacEachran,
Canada's Veterinary General with vested interests in ranching in western Canada, wrote
in 1898 that "the rapid development of the cattle trade between the United States and
Canada especially in the class of feeding purposes has been much beyond expecrations.T"
In 1896, live cattle exports to the United States totalled 1,646 head. When"the quarantine
was lifted in 1897, the number jumped to over 35,000. In spite of the heavy tariff,
Canadian cattlemen were able to reap profits ofbetween $5 and $8 a head in the good years
around the turn of the century.47 In 1912, prominent Alberta rancher George Lane
received $10.25 per cwt in Chicago for 300 head shipped from Brooks, a price which
eclipsed the old record for grass..fed steers by 50¢ per cwt. 48

The embargo did not affect the total number ofcattle exported to Great Britain. Before
the embargo the highest number shipped was 107,689 in 1891. In the twenty years
following the embargo, this number was exceeded fifteen times, reaching a peak of 163,994
in 1906.49 Of these increasing numbers, the western Canadian share grew from around 10
percent in 1892 to over 33 percent after 1895.50

Store cattle did not figure in the western Canadian cattle trade which by its open..range
nature was almost exclusively confined to mature animals, usually four..year... old steers
finished entirely on grass. Generally, they realized a consistent profit of between $40 and
$50 per head, although the vagaries ofthe market meant diminished returns in some years.
The fact that their long trip may have negatively impacted on their sale price was a moot

42 This view is shared by Simon Evans who has done extensive work in the history of ranching in western
Canada. See Simon Evans, "Canadian Beeffor Victorian Britain," Agricultural History53, no. 4 (October,
1979): 757.

43 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 13, 1896. Department of the Interior Annual Report. "Report of the
Superintendent of Lands and Mines, 1895."

44 William Pearce had argued strenuously for this removal in his annual reports after the embargo was imposed,
feeling that the freer movement of cattle across the line would augment the stocking of the Canadian ranges.
Interestingly, however, the first resolution passed by the newly formed Western Stock Growers Association
in 1896 was one in favour of maintaining the present quarantine regulations. Clearly, the southern Alberta
ranchers were holding a narrower view than Pearce in that they feared American cattle would encroach on
their leases.

45 Canada, Sessional Papers, No.8, 1898, "Department of Agriculture Annual Report."

46 Canada, Sessional Papers, No.8, 1898, "Report on Cattle Quarantine in Canada from November, 1896 to
October,1897." -

47 Kelly, op.cit., p. 341.

48 Alberta, Departmentof Agriculture Annual Report, 1912, "Report of Livestock Commissioner."

49 For full export numbers on cattle exports to Britain, 1874,1937, see CanadianCattlemen, June 1938.
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point. For while they doubtless would have sold at a higher price if taken inland to regain

tbeir~Al12e_~~~~Qnditi~Il~J~.h~~~~gr~~~g!~§§:fe4~~t~~~,~fterh~yjn!t§QentJQ!!rJea!§_Qn-~~~__
range, were just too wild to handle and virtually had to be slaughtered at the point of
entry. Giving evidence before the 1891 inquiry on the treatment of cattle, one exporter
noted that cattle from the North...West had to be loaded directly from the train to the boat
since "North...West cattle will not stand any fooling.... If they do not have the proper
arrangements made, they will break away and it is no easy task to recover them.»51 In the
same inquiry, William F. Cochrane, Manager ofthe Cochrane Ranche, explained that "we
had to kill our cattle when they landed there because they are so wild that we could not
take them out of the lairs.»52

If they were affected negatively by the embargo, Alberta ranchers certainly gave little
evidence of it. Rancher D.W. Davis, Alberta's sole representative in the House of
Commons, did not raise the subject in the House. The Calgary Herald was strangely silent
editorially, and seemed more interested in promoting the refrigerated meat trade than in
lamenting the negative effects of any embargo.53 The subject was not mentioned in the
meetings of the organized voice of the ranchers in Alberta, The Western Stock Growers
Association (WSGA), between 1896and 1906.54 In 1906, the newly created Province of
Alberta established a committee to investigate the causes behind the languishing livestock
industry. In its submission, The Alberta Cattle Breeders Association listed market
variables among its seven areas of concern. The embargo was neither mentioned nor even
hinted at. 55 Two years later a prominent federal government livestock official referred to
the British beef market as "the great maw," and proceeded to tell an audience of Alberta
cattlemen that the way to fill it was with finished grain...fed beef. 56 Again, there was no
mention of the embargo. In 1914,when the WSGA called a special meeting to coordinate
the varying provincial livestock interests in the light of the changing nature of the
industry, it detailed several key issues to be addressed. The embargo was not among them.
Indeed, after 1904,the only impetus for removal of the embargo resided in Great Britain
where the Free Importation of Canadian Cattle Association (FICCA), composed mainly
of northeastern farmers and various cooperatives, waged a lone and fruitless battle against _.
the vested agricultural interests.57

But if the embargo did not adversely affect the western Canadian cattle industry up to
1906, developments after that date, and the dreadful winter of 1906...07, virtually buried it
as an issue. This near obliteration was rooted in three factors in three different countries.
The first was the retreat of the ranching industry in western Canada in the face of the

51 "Export Cattle Trade of Canada," op.cu,

52 Ibid.

53 See Calgary Herald, 29 October, 11November 1892.

54 Glenbow, Western Stock Growers Association Papers (hereafter WSGA Papers), "Minute Book, 1896~

1914," Box 1, ff.3.

55 Alberta, Department of Agriculture Annual Report, 1906,Appendix C, "Report of Alberta Cattle Breeders'
Association."

56 Alberta, Department of Agriculture Annual Report, 1908,Appendix B, "Alberta Cattle Breeders' Association
Annual Report." The remarks were made by Duncan Anderson, Special Representative of the Livestock
Branch of the Dominion Department of Agriculture, at the annual meeting of the above association.

57 So much so that when asked by Canadian interests for assistance when the embargo debate was heating up
in 1920) the FlCCA chairman, E. Watson informed W.F. Stevens, Secretary of the Stock Growers
Protective Association, that he felt there was no hope for the cause and that the fruitlessness of his long
...__ .._-~,. ,..1...,,;.-,,-,"9'"0 h~....:Il~.{i h,1'Y'\ rlratnprl anrl pvhanc:t'Prl W~nAPanPT~ Rnv R ff4'l_ C:nrrp!imnnrtpnc-p rlared
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large-scale conversion to cash...crop farming. 58 Forestalled by uncertain lease regulations
which provided for a two ...year cancellation notice) by indifferent livestock prices) and by
thelfitoxicatifig·appeaJofhlgh·gratfi··profil:s·)59··m~fny·rancnefs··15egan·sel1iiig-offtneir-neras;-·······

including breeding stock. A personal glimpse is provided by this rancher east of Calgary:
"Some of the ranchers like Shaddock and Strange sold out and left the area... . Billy
Bannister ran a few horses but went into grain farming.... Moorhouse started farming too
and ceased his range cattle operations.»60 Dismal forecasts for the cattle industry punctu...
ated the reports of government officials in Alberta between 1909 and 1912, typical of
which is the following comment issued by the Livestock Branch of the Department of the
Interior in 1912:

There is no doubt that in the western provinces the production of both cattle and swine
has been retarded by the unfortunate marketing conditions that have too long
prevailed in that part of the country. These conditions ... are largely responsible for
their inclination not to indulge in the production of these two classes of stock.61

Two years later in 1914, H.S. Arkell, Assistant Livestock Commissioner, noted that
livestock liquidation had set in in western Canada, and that high feed prices were "sending
more and more people into grain.»62

Not only was the embargo forgotten, but trade to Great Britain virtually ceased. Only
9,878 head made the trip across the Atlantic in 1913. That the West contributed a
negligible number was evidenced by the Farm and Ranch Review when it noted in
September that it was "the time ofyear when the big four year old steers came off the ranges
and made their way to Liverpool, but we have come to the end of that trade.»63

The second factor concerns the switch in preference in Great Britain from live cattle to
chilled beef imports. Argentina's emergence as a major beef producer plus the declining
quality of Canadian export cattle had hegun to impact heavily on Canada's place in the
British market by 1912. With low production costs, and a highly efficient and scientific
chilling process, the South American country virtually re...defined the beef export business
in the space of a decade. Increasingly, it was becoming more difficult for the British
consumer to distinguish between fresh killed and chilled beef. In the ten years between
1900 and 1910, Britain's live cattle imports dropped from 50 percent of the total to 17
percent.l" In the five years between 1910 and 1914 Canada exported about 310,000 head

58 For a good account, see Simon Evans, "The End of the Open Range Era in Western Canada," Prairie Forum
8, no. 1(1983):71--87.

S9 In 1911,it was reported that cropped land around Fort Macleod had increased by 20 percent in one year.
In the same year grain shipments from Stavely and Claresholm in the heart of former ranching country
totalled over 1.5 m bushels. Sessional Papers, No. 28, 1911, North-West Mounted Police Annual Report,
"Report of Supt. P.C.H. Primrose, D Division, Fort Macleod."

60 C.H. McKinnon, Events at LK Ranch (Calgary: Phoenix Press, 1979),S9.This is an excellent account of the
history of one of Alberta's most enduring and successfullivestock enterprises. Consisting mainly of detailed
reminiscences, particularly those of the family patriarch, Lachlin McKinnon, the narrative chronicles the
evolutionary nature of ranching in Alberta.

61 Canada, Sessional Papers, 15C, 1912. Department of the Interior Annual Report, "Report of the Livestock
Commissioner." Other comments referred to the "ranching industry dying as quickly and as decently as it
was able"; to "the rancher's day being a thing of the past"; to "many ranchers ... disposing of as much stock
as possible"; and as a "general tendency being to market anything and everything."

62 Agricultural Gazette,December 1914.

63 Farm and Ranch Review, 20 September 1913.
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to Great Britain, a reduction of almost half a million from the five-year period between
1902.c.and19Q6...

However, the most important reason determining the minor place of the embargo
among Canadian cattlemen was the availability of a closer and better market. Between
1887 and 1914, Britain was the only viable outlet for cattle exports, and, regardless of the
embargo, Canadian cattlemen utilized the British market when the profit margins
warranted. At best, it was a capricious market affected by changing prices between
shipment and arrival, by unreliable and expensive freight costs, and by fierce competition
from Scottish graziers. Thus the sudden emergence of a closer and more lucrative
American market in 1914 ushered in an era of unrestrained trade, and, as long as it
remained open, it completely negated the British live cattle trade, and reduced the
embargo to a non-issue. As a corollary it should be added that it was this need for viable
export markets to stabilize domestic consumer prices that affirmed the dependence of the
Canadian cattle industry on international variables over which it had no control.

Since the 1880s, Canadians had been paying an average tariff of well over 20 percent
on cattle exports to the United States,65 a factor which, after the quarantine removal in
1897, resulted in a viable but limited trade. The years 1906..13 saw a population increase
in the United States of 12 million and a decrease in cattle numbers of 20 million head.66

The resulting pressure on rising prices forced Washington's hand. Under the Underwood
Tariff enacted in 1913, the duties on Canadian cattle entering the United States were
removed. For the first time, Canada's ideal export market was open. The impact was
immediate. Cattle exports south of the border of both finished animals and feeders
increased dramatically from 9,807 in 1912 to 180,383 the following year, and reached an
all..time high of 453,606 in 1919. Complemented by favourable prices, the western
Canadian cattle industry benefited mightily from its new and seemingly unlimited market,
a fact reaffirmed repeatedly in later leaner years by nostalgic references to days that "would
never come again.,,67 Veteran cattleman George Lane summed up the realities of this
halcyon period when he commented in 1916 that "the most dangerous thing that
stockmen have to fear is a change of administration on the other side of the line that would
slap a duty on everything.»68

The embargo was thus of no commercial consequence in Canada when Prime Minister
Robert Borden and the Minister of Public Works, Robert Rogers, journeyed to London in
1917 for the Imperial War Conference. However, what transpired in London in that
spring of 1917 was the beginning of a bitter political struggle in which the embargo was
debated openly as an economic and not an animal health issue.

65 For information on the United States tariff structure up to 1935 see F. Albert Rudd, "Production and
Marketing of Beef Cattle from the Short Grass Plains Area of Canada" (Master's thesis. University of
Alberta. 1935). 105.

66 Farm andRanchReview, 20 September, 4 November 1913.The magazine also noted that United States beef
exports had declined by 96 percent during the same period.

67 This was the period when Alberta rancher Alfred Ernest Cross consistently.topped the Chicago market
with his range fed steers. For example, see Calgary Herald, 22 December 1915. On 5 December 1918, a
l,700-pound Alberta Shorthorn Hereford cross brought the highest price ever paid for a range steer on the
Chicago market. The price of $18.75 cwt led the Canadian Cattlemen. which reported the incident in
December 1938, to reflect nostalgically, "Will those days ever return?"

68 Calgary Herald, 3 October 1916.Lane had also noted in 1913the enormous potential of the emerging market
in the northwest United States. He stressed Alberta's decided locational advantage over American suppliers
and felt that profits would increase by as much as $7 a head over the average. Time was to vindicate Lane's

~ 1 .. __ ~_ ~_-l ~L L __ T -1_ : .. :_ 101'2 C'__ l:~_ .,.~.J D.,.... ,..J.. f}n...iou. If)
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The Canadians Ministers came to London prepared to lay the issue of the embargo on
the table for discussion, but only in the sense of dispelling the stigma it had attached to
Cariadiat"l. ··caftle.·····T() ·them~ ···if .was ··actisease:reTatecrmatter·ana·no ·inore.At one··point
during the debate on 26 April, Borden said that as long as the slur was removed, "if it is
desired to protect the cattle industry in the United Kingdom, then let it be done."69

Doubtless, he and Rogers were pleasantly surprised when the President of the Board of
Agriculture, R.E. Prothero (later Lord ErnIe) promised much more. Prothero admitted
that the embargo was based on erroneous grounds and that the import of Canadian store
cattle was desirable given plans for increased arable acreage in Britain after the war, the
need to augment depleted British cattle inventories, and the probable reduction in the
Irish role in producing store cattle.70 A subsequent resolution was passed to "remove the
embargo on Canadian cattle as soon as possible." It was also. noted that "Mr. Prothero
accepts that and that is the end, of it." According to the Duke of Devonshire, Canada's
Governor General at the time, both Borden and Rogers left London.convinced beyond
all doubt that the embargo, along with the stigma attached to it, would be totally removed
after the war.71

Borden might have had reason for private thoughts ofdisquiet had he been aware that
the Colonial Secretary, W.H. Long, who had chaired the meeting, had been the President
of the Board of Agriculture when the embargo had been made permanent in 1896. He
might have picked up on the way Long had taken issue with Prothero during the meeting
for admitting that the embargo had been imposed in error, or the manner in which he
neatly turned the discussion back to an argument for removal of the stigma. If Borden had
noted the above, he might not have been surprised at Long's turnaround six weeks later
when he stated that Canada should be exempt from the Disease of Animals Act but that
it would have to be accompanied by a clause that nothing in the excepting act permitted
Canada's cattle to be landed as stores.72 With this statement, animal health ceased to be a
pivotal factor, an admittance made outright by the Board of Agriculture in 1919.73

Reinforced by a resolution in the House of Lords supporting the embargo and by the
outspoken support of vested interests like the Royal Ulster Society, the Ulster Farmers
Union, the Royal Agricultural Society and other rural organizations worried by the
diminished consumer demand for beef,74 Prothero, now Lord Emle, issued a public
statement in 1920to the effect that his words at the Imperial Conference in 1917 had been
misinterpreted.Y Inquiries in the House of Common from Scottish MPs respecting the
embargo's removal met with flat refusals from two successive Presidents of the Board of
Agriculture, Lord Lee of Fareham and Sir Arthur Griffith-Boscawen. The British had
clearly drawn their battle lines.

69 See "Extracts from the Discussion at the Imperial War Conference, April 26, 1917"; Canada, Sessional Papers,
No. 42A, 1917. "Minutes of the Proceedings of the Imperial War Conference, 1917." During the debate,
Rogers also commented that the embargo was a matter of policy for the development of British live cattle
and that "we have no objection to a policy of protection."

70 "Extracts from Discussion," op.cit., pp. 3-4. Doubtless, the British gratitude towards Canada for her
significant contribution to the war effort contributed to their feelings of benevolence at the time.

71 Great Britain, House of Lords, Parliamentary Debates, 12July 1922. Remarks by the Duke of Devonshire.

72 Great Britain, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 157. Quoted in embargo debate, 22 July
1922.

73 Ibid., Vol. 119, 14 August 1919.

74 Ibid., Vol. 119,6 August 1919;Vol. 121, 12 November 1919.
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As the year 1919 closed, the debate on the embargo's removal may well have remained
a British.affair.Giventherelarive djsint~restbyCanadia.ntflt1:1em~J:l)basking as they were
in the heady atmosphere provided by still buoyant prices and the unbounded potential of
the United States market, the whole issue of the embargo's removal might have gone the
road of British political preference. However, matters changed dramatically in 1920,
spurred on by two factors. The first was the fear ofa return to the dreaded tariff promised
by the protectionist lobby prominent in the new Republican Administration in the
United States. The second was the sudden and dramatic collapse of livestock prices.

Although there is some evidence to suggest that reciprocal concessions by Canada may
have thwarted the return to the tariff in 1921, there can be little doubt that Canada was
an unwitting victim of the depressed agricultural market in the United States and by
American fears of mounting competition from cheap Argentinean beef and Australian
mutton. The fears of Canadian cattlemen were vindicated in 1921 when a 27 percent duty
was imposed on Canadian cattle exports to the United States.76 The embargo re-emerged
as an issue only after the failure of the Canadian lobby to defeat the American tariff. In
comparison to the loss of the United States market, it posed as a less-than-ideal substitute
for a catastrophic setback. To leading ranching spokesman, A.E. Cross, the removal ofthe
embargo was more a palliative than a solution to western Canada's cattle woes "since we
can finish here at a good profit."n Cross was right. By 1920, the increasing prominence of
mixed farming and irrigation had greatly increased Alberta's capacity to "finish" its beef
cattle. In all probability, had the Democrats remained in power in 1920, western Canadian
cattlemen would have weathered their subsequent economic travail without challenging
the embargo.

The economic plight of western Canadian cattlemen was compounded further after
1920 by a dramatic downturn in prices. The high prices reached in 1918 had been
maintained artificially by the exceptional economic circumstances following the end of
World War I. In 1920, inflated cattle inventories in both Canada and the United States,
combined with an unusual coincidence of beef and hog cycles, sent prices in both
countries plummeting. Between 1920 and 1921, in the steepest decline in history, cattle
prices in Toronto dropped from nearly $13 to $7 cwt. 78 Desperate Canadian cattlemen
were anxious to explore any remaining market possibilities including those in traditionally
unreceptive European countries, many of which still held the spectre of disease over
Canadian cattle. In the winter of 1919..20, entrepreneurial western Canadian stockyard
operator, H.P. Kennedy, toured France, Belgium and Switzerland with Toronto's Grand
Champion Black Angus and second place Shorthorn in an effort to assuage European
nervousness with the quality and potential of Canadian beef. 79 By the summer of 1920,
this combination of low prices, surplus inventories, the threat of prohibitive access to their
most viable market, and meagre prospects in Europe had left the Canadian cattlemen with
the sole option of maximizing its remaining export outlet. However, to optimize the
potential of that market, the embargo had to be removed. Thus, in spite of its subsequent
intensity, the organized campaign in 1920-21 to have the embargo lifted represented more

76 The Young Emergency Tariffpassed in 1921 was given permanence by the Fordney-Mcf.lumber Tariff in
1922.

77 Glenbow, Cross Fonds, Box 113, ff.908, "A.E. Cross to James A. Lougheed, Minister of the Interior, March
24, 1921." Cross rightly believed that the embargo had far greater implications for Ontario producers.

78 For a good contemporary article, see E.C. Hope, "Livestock Cycles in Canada," Scientific Agriculture11, no.
7. (Octoher 1930),
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a desperate response to practical exigency than it did an ongoing desire to remove an
historic inequity.

C~nadianstiat:egy-tookt\Vo1ll~itlft")rms.Thefl~st:-\:\7~~~itnplyto convince the British
that lifting the embargo posed no threat to Britain's herds nor to her beef industry.
Visiting Canadian government officials in Great Britain, such as Prime Minister Arthur
Meighen who addressed the House ofCommons in the summer of 1921, stressed the need
for fairness and promised reciprocal tariffconcessions should the embargo be lifted. When
a group of British editorial writers visited Canada in the summer and fall of 1921, the
embargo was the topical issue of the banquet addresses at the many Board of Trade
functions held in their honour. Often delivered by high ranking political figures, these
addresses bluntly confronted the visitors with the inequity of using animal disease to mask
what was essentially a British fiscal problem.8OThe lobbying campaign was also carried on
at unofficial levels and involved high...placed British expatriates to 'North America. Other
agricultural organizations became involved. The powerful United Grain Growers, for
example, while declining to become a visible participant informed the Stock Growers
Protective Association that it "had people working behind the scenes. »81

Other practical efforts were made to convince the British to change their mind. In the
summer of 1921 the provincial government of Alberta assembled a herd ofselected mixed
cattle and sent them to Birkenhead in an effort to dissuade the fear ofBritish cattlemen as
to either the quality or the threat of the Canadian product. Like many previous cattlemen
testing the British market, the government took a loss on the sale, a loss it deemed
insignificant to the favourable publicity generated.82 Efforts had also been initiated in late
1920 by Canadian cattlemen together with vested British interests to establish a feeding
association in Great Britain using Canadian stores.83 In June 1921, attempts were made to
float The Livestock and General Brokerage Company. Capitalized at $500,000 this
company intended to erect feeding facilities and abattoirs in Great Britain capable of
handling 25,000 head annually.84 Though its grand motto - "Trade Within the Empire"
- promised more, this proposed Anglo-Canadian feeding association was really designed
to show British beef interests that they had nothing to fear and possibly a lot to gain from
lifting the embargo.

The second Canadian strategy was blatantly political. Led by W.F. Stevens, Secretary
of the Alberta...based Stock Growers' Protective Association, a concerted campaign was
mounted to incite resentment in Britain towards the embargo. Stevens, formerly Alberta's
first Livestock Commissioner, combined a wealth of experience and knowledge with an
unswerving commitment to his cause. His policy was simple: "Our proper place to hit is in
the large industrial centres and show that the embargo is tending to reduce labour in Great
Britain and will place the meat trade in the hands of American meat trusts and so reduce
the supply of home killed beef to the British 'consumer.n85 His British' ally was long...time
friend, James Lennox, a prominent Scottish farmer and spokesman for the National
Farmers Union of Scotland. Working through Lennox and E. Watson, Chairman of the

80 For example, see address given by R.B. Bennett, 20 August 1921, in Western Stock Growers Association
Papers, Box 8, ff. 45.

81 WSGA Papers, Box8, ff. 45. "UGG LivestockSuperintendent to W.F. Stevens, September 16, 1921."

82 Farm and Ranch Review, 20 May, 5 October 1921.

83 WSGA Papers, Box 8, ff. 45. "W.F. Stevens to E.l. Richardson, Secretary, Western Canadian Livestock
Union, October 12, 1920."

84 Cross Fonds, Box 113,ff. 913, Correspondence dated 23 July 1921.
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Free Importation of Canadian Cattle Association, Stevens launched an advertising
campaign in.the. fall of ...19~O designed.. to .c()l:1~n~~ t~: .tlr.~aI1 ...Briti~h t:0llsurn.er.th~t.the
embargo was directly linked to high beef prices. With Lennox promising to have
something in the press every day, articles began to appear in newspapers in Birmingham,
Sheffield, Liverpool, London, Manchester and other major cities inciting and fomenting
resentment in a hitherto uninformed urban populace. Then in March 1921, the English
newspapers ofCanadian-born peer, Lord Beaverbrook, infuriated embargo proponents by
turning a by-election involving Sir Arthur Griffith...Boscawen, President of the Board of
Agriculture, into a bitter fight over the looming. spectre of "dear meat."86 Boscawen's
unexpected defeat by the Labour candidate was blamed entirely on the embargo issue,
and, more importantly, heralded a significant shift in public opinion. A week later, a
meeting sponsored by the Corporation of London and attended by hundreds of repre...
sentatives from local councils and public bodies across the country went on record as
opposing the embargo.87 With Lord Beaverbrook acting as the Government of Alberta's
official representative at subsequent meetings in London's Guildhall,88 these public
forums, representing over 75 ·percent of the British electorate, ultimately became unani...
mous in calling for the embargo's repeal.89 Also, the fact that Britain was currently
scheduling Irish cattle for the sixth time since 1907 because of foot-and-mouth disease did
little to aid the pro-embargo forces.

In response to this mounting public pressure the British Government was forced to take
action. In May 1921,it appointed a four ...man Royal Commission with the mandate:

To inquire into the admission into the United Kingdom of livestock for purposes other
than for the immediate slaughter at the ports; whether such action would cheapen or
increase the supply of meat in this country, and ifso to what extent, and whether it is
advisable having regard to the necessity of protecting livestock bred in this country
from the introduction ofdisease and ofrestoring their losses to their pre-war number.90

Over the subsequent six weeks, the Commission called ninety-two witnesses to its
twenty-five sittings in the Moses Room in the House of Lords. Its report, released in
August, recommended lifting the embargo, but warned that its removal, while increasing
the supply of fresh beef, would not significantly alter the consumer price of meat.91 The
Canadians, it appeared, had won their victory even if their political tactics had been
obliquely called into question.

Despite the findings of the Commission, the British continued to delay bringing the
matter to a vote in the House ofCommons. As late as February 1922the reinstated Arthur
Griffith-Boscawen told the House of Commons that "in view of the almost unanimous
opinion of all agriculturalists that the removal of the embargo would seriously injure the
industry... and since the commission itself said that it would not affect the price of meat,
then we do not propose to introduce legislation to remove it."92 It was not until July 1922

86 The incident in the Dudley by-election was discussed at great length in the House of Commons debate on
the embargo in July 1922. Apparently, Beaverbrook's DailyExpress flooded the electorate with leaflets.One
MP was quoted as saying that "we were threatened with consequences should we dare oppose Lord
Beaverbrook's will."

87 See "Royal Commission on the Importation of Live Cattle. Report of His Majesty's Commissioners, August
30, 1921."

88 CalgaryAlbertan,24July 1921.

89 See London Times, 15June 1922.

90 "Royal Commission... ," op. cit.

91 Ibid.
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that the British yielded to the mounting public pressure inspired by the Guildhall meetings
and finally agreed to put the embargo issue to a free vote in both Houses of Parliament.

Bothdebates were long andacrimoniousand pitted entrenchedagricultural interests
in England and Ireland against a mounting swell of popular opinion articulated by the
various cooperative societies, Scottish grazing spokesmen and the disenchanted voices of
labour. In the House of Lords, W.S. Long, now Lord Wraxall, succeeded in having a
motion passed supporting the removal of the embargo, but which imposed restrictions
respecting quarantine and eligibility requirements.Y Despite the outspoken opposition of
Boscawen, Britain's highest agricultural spokesman, The House of Commons, on the
other hand, voted 247to 171 for "the removal ofthe embargo all round." Though Colonial
Secretary Winston Churchill delivered a brilliant summation urging his fellow MPs to
honour the 1917 pledge, it was obvious that the issue had been carried by urban
sentiment. The tally of the "Yeas" vote showed a preponderance of MPs representing
cost...conscious consumers in the big British cities. 94 In this sense, Stevens' campaign,
masterminded in western Canada, and fairly questioned for its validity, had won the day.95

The British agricultural lobby had not yet run its course, however. The ensuing
Importation of Animals Act which ca~e into effect in April 1923 had some surprises for
Canadian cattlemen in that it restricted import cattle to steers and spayed heifers with all
"breeding stock" being excluded to protect home herds. Definitely, the stipulation that
female stock had to be spayed militated against the number of heifers shipped as the
spaying process was expensive and complex enough to deter some ranchers. Prime
Minister Mackenzie King brought the matter up during the Imperial Economic Confer...
ence held the same year in London. He castigated the British for their duplicity and
pointed out that Canada had granted substantial reductions to its existing preferential
tariffs on British items in return for the embargo's removal.I" The British made no apology
for their actions but simply referred to their need to adhere to the strong wishes of their
agricultural community. As in 1892, it was a closed matter.

The intent of the agreement was forestalled by the British in other ways. Their
veterinarians persisted in declaring cattle designated as stores to be "fat" and therefore
subject to immediate slaughter. From 23 April 1923 to 6 March 1924,of the 28,183 head
shipped from Canada to Britain as stores, 10,896 were declared "fat" and slaughtered at
the ports of entry.97 Other criticisms charged that pulmonary conditions continued to
exist in Canadian cattle, and that shipping practices out of Canadian ports were
inhumane.

In the final analysis, the fight over lifting the embargo was scarcely worth the effort. In
fact, during his campaign, Stevens had to counter an Ontario...based lobby which saw the
embargo's removal as being detrimental to its own promotion of the dressed meat trade.98

93 Great Britain, House of Lords, Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 53, 12,26 July 1922.

94 Great Britain, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 157, 24 July 1922. Prominent cabinet
ministers voting against the removal of the embargo included J. Austin Chamberlain, Lord Privy Seal and
Leader of the House, Stanley Baldwin, President of the Boards of Trade, and of course Arthur Griffith
Boscawen, President of the Board of Agriculture.

95 The Royal Commission was right in its conclusions. Meat prices did not change appreciably with the lifting
of the embargo.

96 Canada, Sessional Papers, No. 36, 1924, "Record of Proceedings and Documents, Imperial Economic
Conference, October-November, 1923."

97 Great Britain, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, Vol. 171, 17March 1924.
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As it was, changing consumer preferences in Great Britain and uncertain prices meant
that-testing~~the-~~Old=CountQ1~arketxemained..a.riskvproposition..Livecattle.imporrs
from Canada between 1923 and 1926, averaged about 80,000, well below any year in the
period 1891...1911. When prices in Britain collapsed in 1926, trade virtually ceased, picking
up only marginally with the passage of the prohibitive Hawley Smoot Tariff in the United
States in 1930.

It was Britain's abandonment of her historic free trade policy in the 1930s in favour of
a system of imperial preference which brought the embargo issue to the forefront for the
last time. At the Imperial Economic Conference held in Ottawa in 1932, Britain signed as
agreement with Canada granting her preferential treatment on over 200 items. Under the
terms of this agreement, Britain agreed to extend the Importation of Animals Act to
include all Canadian cattle. The Free Importation of Canadian Cattle Association
celebrated by disbanding. In Canada, however, the whole live cattle business had little
future in Great Britain. Any viable meat market in Britain was for pork products with a
very small niche for selective top...end cattle. The politics of animal health had run its
course.





Where's the Beef? The Integration of the Canadian and American
Beefpacking Industries

Michael J. Broadway

ABSTRACT. Until the early 19805 the location of Canada's beefpacking industry reflected the overall
population distribution, as cattle were shipped from the Prairies to urban centres in the East. By 1995 many beef
slaughter facilities in urban Canada had closed, and the industry had consolidated in rural Alberta with the
construction of two large slaughter capacity plants in High River and Brooks. This transformation is the result
of a number of technological innovations pioneered in the United States that led to a shift in plant locations from
urban centres in the East to small towns on the High Plains. These towns were attractive to packers because of
their close proximity to fed cattle and plentiful water; however, they lack one requirement of a manufacturing
facility with high turnover of employees, namely, a large pool of surplus labour. In the United States the packers
have responded to labour shortages by recruiting an immigrant labour force which, in turn, produces a host of
social consequences for small towns with plants. This article reports the preliminary results of a study which seeks
to determine whether the economic forces behind the relocation of the American and Canadian beefpacking
industry have produced similar social consequences for small towns with slaughter facilities in Canada and the
United States.

SOMMAIRE. jusqu'au debut des annees 1980 l'emplacement de l'industrie canadienne d'emballage du boeuf
refletait la distribution demographique, le betail etant transporte des Prairies aux centres urbains de rest. Mais
en 1995 beaucoup d'abattoirs urbains etaient fermes, tandis que l'industrie s'etaient consolidee en Alberta rurale
avec la construction de deux usines d'abattage aHigh River et aBrooks. Cette transformation resulte d'un certain
nombre d'innovations technologiques mises au point aux Etats,Unis et qui ont mene it un transfert depuis les
centres urbains de rest jusqu'aux petites villes des hautes plaines. Ces villes attirent les emballeurs parce qu'elles
sont proches du betail et des sources d'eau; mais elles manquent evidemment d'atrrait pour un complexe
industriel toujours a la recherche d'une vaste source de personnel a cause d'un taux de rotation eleve. Aux
Etats,Unis les emballeurs ont repondu au manque de main-d'oeuvre en recrutant une population d'immigrants,
ce qui a provoque une multitude de consequences sociales pour les petites villesconcernees. Cet article decrit les
resultats preliminaires d'une etude visant a determiner si les forces economiques poussant au transfert de
l'industrie d'emballage du boeuf ont eu des repercussions similaires dans les petites villesconcernees du Canada
et des Etats,Unis.

Canadian beefpacking has been transformed since the mid...1970s from a widely
dispersed market-oriented industry to a highly concentrated rural-based industry in
Alberta. In 1989, Cargill, the second largest beefpacker in the United States, opened a
large slaughter capacity plant in High River, 25 miles south of Calgary. Five years later,
IBP, the largest beefpacker in the United States, purchased Lakeside Farm Industries' beef
slaughter facility in Brooks, 110 miles southeast of Calgary, and immediately announced
the construction ofa processing facility and a doubling ofbeefslaughter by 1998. Together
these two facilities have the capacity to meet most of Canada's current beef requirements.
Concurrent with this rural expansion, many old, urban meatpacking plants have closed
across Canada.

This shift from an urban to rural-based industry reflects a similar trend in American
beefpacking as newer, larger slaughter capacity plants have been constructed in small
towns on the High Plains close to a supply of fed cattle, while older, urban plants have
closed. This shift in location reflects the cost-cutting priorities of a new generation of
packing companies (Broadway 1995). Many of the small towns in which packing plants are
located lack sufficient labour to staff them, and companies are forced to recruit workers
from outside the local area, which usually means an immigrant labour force ofnon-english
speakers. The sudden influx of newcomers and high worker turnover in the plants is
associated with housing shortages, increases in hornelessness, crime, school enrollments
and demands for social and special services such as English as a Second Language
instruction (Broadway 1990; Broadway and Stull 1991; Broadway, Stull and Podraza 1994;
Stull and Broadway 1990; Gouveia and Stull 1995). The purpose of this article is to
determine whether the cost..cutting innovations behind beefpacking's rural industrializa..
tion strategy in the United States have produced a similar set of social consequences for
~1Y\!l11 t"r"lln~ unth o::Jckinp' rilanrs in Alberta. The first Dart of the paper provides an
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historical overview ofCanadian beefpacking, a description of the cost..cutting innovations
behind the industry's restructuring, and an explanation ofthe industry's concentration in
Alberta.-The·second·partexplainstnelirikages·hetweent:heil'ldtlstry and community
change and considers the effects of beefpacking's expansion in High River and Brooks.

Background

Until the 1980s Canadia~ meatpacking plants had a strong market orientation. Cattle
and other animals were shipped by rail to be slaughtered in multi..storied facilities adjacent
to railyards in most large Canadian cities. Control of the industry was in the hands of an
oligopoly, consisting ofCanada Packers, Swift Canadian (a branch ofthe U.S.-based Swift
meatpacking company) and Burns. These companies had acquired their dominant status
by internal growth and acquisitions; together they slaughtered an estimated 63 percent of
cattle in Canada during the 1950s, with Canada Packers having the largest share (Novek
1989). Canada Packers epitomized the market orientation of the industry. In 1960 the
company possessed plants in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island; Hull and Montreal,
Quebec; Toronto, Ontario; St. Boniface, Manitoba; Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan; Edmon
ton; Alberta; and Vancouver, British Columbia.

Industry stability was maintained by a nationwide collective bargaining agreement
with the United Packinghouse Workers of America. Under this system, which began in
1947, union representatives presented the three largest employers with similar wage,
pension and overtime demands at the same time; once an agreement was reached (usually
with Canada Packers), it had to be ratified by all the union's members. This "master
contract" was then adopted by other packing companies, creating a uniform system of
wages and benefits across the country. This system benefited the companies by reducing
competition. Since all meatpacking firms faced the same increase in employment costs,
they could then raise prices with the knowledge that other companies were facing the same
increase in costs (Forrest 1989). The master contract also prevented packing companies
from lowering wages to gain a competitive advantage and helped maintain the industry's
status as a relatively high paying industry compared with other manufacturers.

After 1945, per capita meat consumption increased, and companies responded by
adding new plants and workers. The number of meatpacking production workers
increased from 20,000 in 1960 to 26,660 in 1980, and the industry rose to third place
among Canadian manufacturers in terms of the value of shipments (Novek 1989). But
beginning in the late 1970s, per capita meat consumption began to decline; yearly per
capita beef consumption peaked in 1976 at 38 kg; in 1980 it was 29 kg, and 23 kg in 1994
(Statistics Canada 1995). Suddenly, the industry was confronted with significant overca..
pacity. In 1982 western Canada's beef slaughter was at 60 percent of capacity (Kerr and
Ulmer 1984). Added to the industry's problems was the impact of increased competition
from new low..cost beef producers in the United States.

Cost Cutting in U.S. Beefpacking

Beefpacking in the United States shares many similarities with its Canadian counter..
part. Prior to the 1970s, control of the industry was in the hands of an oligopoly, wages
and working conditions were determined by a nationwide master contract, while plants
had a market orientation (Skaggs 1986). This system began to unravel after the founding
in 1960 of IBP (formerly Iowa Beef Packers). IBPwas established with the assistance of a
$250,000 grant from the U.S. Small Business Administration and it has grown to become
the largest beefpacking company in the United States by becoming the industry leader in
cost..cutting. -
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company was able to lower its shipping costs and avoid the shrinkage and bruising
associated--with--shipping-cattleJong,-distances.By_purchasing cattle directly .. from. the
farmer, thereby eliminating the need for a middle man that existed in stockyards, the
company further lowered its costs. The Denison facility consisted of a single..story
structure which allowed the company to develop a disassembly line whereby each worker
stationed along the line would make the same cut as each animal passed by. This
innovation was used by the company as a justification for avoiding the terms ofthe master
contract, since the system required "less skill" on the part ofthe workers than in traditional
multistoried plants where workers were trained to perform a variety of functions
(Broadway 1995). In older multistoried plants, slaughtering took place on the top floor and
the product moved slowly down on elevators, gravity chutes and even stairs. This system
was inefficient and led to occasional bottlenecks and production shutdowns (Novek,
Yassi, Spiegel 1990). By contrast, IBP's disassembly line made use of a continuously
moving overhead chain to transport the animal down the line, which resulted in a much
greater product flow through.

In the late 1960s IBP pioneered the development of boxed beef. Instead of shipping a
carcass, boxed beef is cut according to retail specifications at the plant and then vacuum
packed. This innovation appealed to the hospitality industry first and then retailers, since
vacuum packaging added to the product's shelf life and enabled them to lower their own
costs by reducing their need for highly paid butchers. Boxed beef lowered the packers'
transportation costs, since fat and bone were removed at the plant, which increased the
quantity ofbeefshipped. Finally, the company constructed large slaughter capacity plants
in the High Plains. These plants are cheaper to operate than smaller plants due to
economies of scale and require fewer workers per head of cattle slaughtered (Duewer and
Nelson 1991).

Most of the towns in which IBP constructed or acquired plants have populations of less
than 25,000 persons and are located in so-called right..to...work states, which outlaw union
shops and thus allow IBP to ignore the provisions of the master contract between the
unions and other packing companies (Broadway and Ward 1990; Skaggs 1986). In 1980
the company opened the world's largest beefprocessing plant in southwestern Kansas, ten
miles west ofGarden City (1980 pop. 18,256). A decade later the company opened another
large slaughter capacity plant in Lexington, Nebraska (1990 pop. 6,601), about 200 miles
west ofOmaha. The company was attracted to the region by the availability of water from
the Ogallala aquifer, which is needed in slaughtering and processing operations, and by
the westward shift in cattle feeding from the Corn Belt to the High Plains. The expansion
ofcattle feeding on the High Plains is the result offarmers adopting centre..pivot irrigation
technology and using the Ogallala aquifer to cultivate feed grains (Broadway 1995). But
Lexington and Garden City and their surrounding areas did not have sufficient surplus
labour to staff plants that would each employ over 2,400 workers; and so the company
recruited ail outside labour force consisting primarily of new immigrants (Gouveia and
Stull 1995).

In the wake of these innovations, other packing companies attempted to lower their
own costs by cutting wages. Wilson Foods, one ofmeatpacking's "Big 4" companies during
the first half of the century negotiated a 44...month wage freeze with its unionized
employees in 1981. Eighteen months later the company declared bankruptcy and cut
wages 40 percent. Despite such cost-cutting many packers were handicapped by older
inefficient plants and either closed down or sold out to the new low..cost producers.
ConAgra acquired Armour, one of the original "Big 4" companies, from Greyhound
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beef slaughter in the United States (Broadway 1995). In sum, cost-cutting led to a shift in
beefpacking fromurban ..torural ..~~~~~~_:I1.~ ...thereplacementof a~.oldoligopoly.. witha I1ew
one.

Restructuring and Canadian Beefpacking

Canadian meatpackers responded to their overcapacity problems of the late 19705 by
closing plants; between 1978 and 1984 the three largest packing companies closed facilities
in Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Prince Edward Island with the loss of over
4,000 jobs (Novek 1989). Wages were cut in 1984 when Burns demanded a 40 percent
reduction in the company's base rate of$11.99 an hour and the right to bargain with the
mearpackers' union on a plant..by...plant basis. The union insisted on maintaining the
master contract and the company responded by charging the union with bargaining in
bad faith. Labour Relations Boards in Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario ruled in favour of
the company, effectively ending the master contract. Workers at Burns eventually agreed
to the establishment of a two ...tier wage scale, with lower rates for new hires (Forrest 1990).
Other companies made similar demands of their workers. In Alberta, Gainers wanted a
two-year wage freeze and a starting rate for new hires that was $5 an hour less than the
current rate of $11.99. Before the strike deadline Gainers bought full-page newspaper
advertisements to recruit workers at the $6.99 hourly rate. At the time Alberta's
unemployment rate was 11.2 percent, and there were over 1,200 laid-off meatpacking
workers in the province from earlier plant closures, so the company would have had little
difficulty in recruiting an experienced workforce. As a result, workers agreed to the
company's demands and a two ...tier wage system was established (Noel and Gardner 1990).
Workers at Canada Packers' plants agreed to a similar settlement but only after a five-week
strike. At the same time as these events were occurring, Lakeside Farm Industries in
Brooks went non-union. The meatpackers' union struck the plant after failing to agree to
a wage freeze. The company responded by locking out the workers and hiring replace'
ments at lower wage rates. The plant continues to operate as a non...union facility.

The next cost..cutting innovation was Cargill's construction of Canada's first fully
integrated beef slaughter facility at High River. The state...of...the...art plant was designed to
produce boxed beef and incorporated the latest technological advances so as to ensure no
by ...product was wasted. Hides and offal elements such as intestines and lips are shipped
overseas, while inedible tallow is sold to cosmetic manufacturers (Zielinski 1990). The
plant had an initial slaughter capacity of6,000 cattle a week with 410 production workers,
double the capacity of Canada Packers' old Winnipeg plant, which had 475 production
workers (Novek 1992). Its initial non...union labour force gave Cargill an estimated $2 an .
hour/per worker cost advantage over its rivals (Climenhaga 1989). The plant's efficiency
allowed the company to pay premium prices for cattle, which in turn increased costs for
other beef packers, while lower production costs allowed it to sell beef allegedly below
market prices (Stevenson 1991).

The impact of Cargill's cost-cutting was to produce a new round of plant closures. In
Ontario, the additional kill capacity in Alberta reduced the number of cattle shipped
eastward for finishing and led to an increase in cattle prices. This increase and the higher
operating costs associated with older inefficient plants led to ten meatpacking plants in
southern Ontario either shutting down or shifting production into hogs or further
processing between 1988 and 1990 (Chiotti 1992). In 1991 Canada Packers shut down its
beef operations and closed plants in Lethbridge, Calgary and Red Deer, Alberta, and in
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan as part of a restructuring plan to increase shareholder return by
the company's new owners, Hillsdown Holdings (Harris 1993). The final stage in the beef
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The Alberta Cattle Advantage

--~=t-attle~-have-'heen'-raised-'-in-Aiberta--since--Europeans--settled-at-Edtnontou--House----ifi

1833. Commercial ranching began in the early 1880s when the Canadian government
leased grazing land, 'while the first live cattle were shipped out as soon as the CPR reached
Calgary. The era ofopen range grazing lasted until 1914;by then homesteaders had settled
the region and ranchers were forced to purchase land and operate like other farmers.
Grain was the prime reason for settlement and cattle were kept primarily to serve the
family farmer's needs and to supply local markets. This situation was altered by the
collapse ofgrain prices in the 1930s since in its aftermath farmers were encouraged to raise
cattle as a means oflessening their dependency upon volatile grain markets (Horner 1981).
Since then, Alberta's natural advantages of plentiful grazing land, forage and feed grains
have served to concentrate cattle production within the province.

TABLE 1
Beef Cows on Farms by Province 1976, 1995 (in thousands)

1976 1995

Province Number Percent Number Percent

Atlantic* 66.3 1.5 61.4 1.5

Quebec 244.0 5.5 215.0 5.1

Ontario 515.0 11.7 415.0 9.9

Manitoba 496.0 11.3 460.0 11.0

Saskatchewan 1,215.0 27.6 989.0 23.6

Alberta 1,640.0 37.3 1,780.0 42.6

British Columbia 225.0 5.1 265.0 6.3

Canada 4,401.3 100.0 4,185.4 100.0

* Includes Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick.

Source: Statistics Canada, 1995. Livestock Statistics (23-603E). 'II

In 1995 the province possessed 42.5 percent of Canada's beef cattle herd up from 37.3
percent in 1976 (Table 1). Much of the recent growth in Alberta's beef cattle population
has occurred in the north central and northern portions of the province, where higher

TABLE 2
Fed Catde Production by Province, 1984, 1995 (in thousands)

1984 1995

Province Number Percent Number Percent

Atlantic 32.8 1.4 61.5 2.1

Quebec 79.3 3.3 49.5 1.7

Ontario .635.5 26.5 533.9 18.6

Saskatchewan/ Manitoba 456.4 19.0 342.1 11.9

Alberta 1,121.1 46.8 1,838.2 63.9

British Columbia 71.9 3.0 52.5 1.8
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TABLE 3
Fed Cattle Slaughter by Province 1984, 1995 (in thousands)

19, 15

Province Number Percent Number Percent

Atlantic 32.7 1.4 62.7 2.9

Quebec 81.4 3.5 49.6 2.3

Ontario 694.4 29.9 539.8 25.1

Saskatchewan/Manitoba 385.9 16.6 119.4 5.6

Alberta 1,061.0 45.7 1,341.7 62.4

British Columbia 67.5 2.9 38.0 1.8

Total 2,322.9 100.0 2,151.2 100.0

Source: Canfax, n.d .• Fed Kill,Calgary.

rainfall encourages cattle grazing and forage production (Ross et al. 1990; Smith 1980).
Historically, the province along with Manitoba and Saskatchewan have shipped feeder
cattle and calves to Ontario for feedlot finishing and slaughter. In 1981 over 500,000head
of feeder cattle were shipped from western Canada to Ontario; by 1994 the corresponding
figure was just 166,000 head (Agriculture Canada 1984, 1994). This sharp reduction
reflects the closure of southern Ontario meatpacking plants. Instead of shipping cattle
east, Alberta has increased its shipments of feeder cattle to the United States, from 55,000
head in 1984to 519,000head in 1995 (Canfax n.d.)

The basis of the cattle industry is found in the cow-calfproducer who raises cattle from
gestation to a feeder weight ofabout 250kg. This process follows a natural cycle beginning
with spring calving, summer forage and fall marketing. Depending upon breed and
production conditions, calves are either sold directly to feedlot operators or backgrounded
in preparation for feedlot finishing. The principal ingredient in Alberta cattle feeding
rations is barley and as cattle production in the province has increased, so has barley
production. Between 1974...76 yearly barley production averaged 4.5 million tonnes; for
the 1992-94 period the corresponding figure was 5.5 million tonnes (Alberta Agriculture
Food and Rural Development 1995). The province's feedlot industry is concentrated in the
south (Alberta Agriculture 1989) due to climate factors. The region's relatively low rainfall
means less mud in the feedlots, cleaner cattle and good feeding conditions, while winter
temperatures seldom drop below -20oe, which means that cattle need not spend
considerable amounts of energy to keep warm, resulting in good feed conversion
(Canadian International Trade Tribunal 1993). The combined effect of the availability of
forage, feed grains and the region's moderate climate has been to increase Alberta's share
of cattle on feed in Canada from 46.8 percent in 1984 to 63.9 percent in 1995 (Table 2).
Concurrent with the growth of cattle feeding has been an increase in the proportion of
cattle slaughtered in the province as beefpacking plants have shut down in the eastern half
of the country and newer large slaughter capacity facilities have been constructed in
southern Alberta (Table 3).

The increasing numbers of cattle on feed in Alberta was an obvious factor behind
Cargill's decision to construct its High River plant. The decision to locate close to a supply
of raw materials was facilitated by the lower transportation costs associated with the
shipment ofboxed beef. A 1993 study estimated that the average cost of shipping fed cattle
from Alberta to southwestern Ontario was $112.50per head, while for boxed beefthe cost
_____ ~ .£.. ~.,() {)1 L __ -l 10 J.:. __ T_.£.. .£..:. l T __ J._ T_:.L..__ 1 10()'2\
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a supply of fed cattle. At the same time that this shift has occurred, the "master contract"
has-~collapsed~anc.Lw-ageJ:ates~a:\[e~£eru::.~Canadian~cattle_£eeding~has~_alsQemulatedits...
counterpart in the United States with a move to the High Plains due to the availability of
water and cheap feed grains. The second part of this article considers whether Brooks and
High River have experienced the same community changes as small towns in the United
States with beef processing facilities.

Community Change and Beefpacking

The social and economic changes that have accompanied the arrival of meatpacking
plants in small towns in the United States are attributable to the recruiting practices ofthe
packing companies and the nature of work in a modern beef processing plant. Packing...
house work is physically demanding, dangerous and relatively low paying, which
contributes to high employee turnover. Turnover at a newly opened plant among line
workers usually exceeds 100 percent a year for the first two years. At IBP's Finney County
plant in southwestern Kansas, monthly turnover averaged between 6-8 percent among
line workers 10 years after the plant opened (Stull and Broadway 1990). Much of the line
work is done by hand. This means workers end up making repetitive motions which in
many instances lead to carpal tunnel syndrome, "a condition in which the nerve passing
the wrist to the hand is pinched and compressed because of fast, repeated, forceful
motions" (Personick and Taylor...Shirley 1989:5). Another significant cause of injury is
related to the workers' use of knives, which places them at risk for lacerations to their
hands, arms and wrists. In Alberta, 15 percent ofthe lost...time claims made to the Workers
Compensation Board by meatpacking workers between 1991 and 1995 dealt with
repetitive motion injuries and a further 10 percent were related to the use of knives
(Oswald 1996).

High employee turnover is also related to employer efforts to improve worker
productivity by increasing the chain speed. A study of two hog processing plants in
Manitoba found that as the chain speed increased in one of the plants there was a related
increase in worker injuries and a concomitant deterioration in labour management
relations. By contrast, the plant that experienced stable output per employee had a lower
injury rate, better labour management relations and lower employee turnover (Novek
1992).

The inevitable consequence ofhigh employee turnover is that the packers are forced to
recruit workers from outside the local region. In the United States, this has meant the
importation of an immigrant labour force. In southwestern Kansas in the early 1980s,IBP
was able to attract Southeast Asians to work in its Finney County plant, many of whom
were "boat people" and lacked any knowledge of English. More recently, as this supply of
immigrants has declined, the company has depended upon Hispanics to staff its plants
throughout the High Plains.

The sudden influx of newcomers, regardless oforigin, produces an immediate strain on
a community's social infrastructure. Increases in the demand for low-cost housing and
social services, a jump in school enrollment and the demand for English as a Second
Language instruction, increases in crime and other social disorders are all associated with
the opening of beefplants in small High Plains towns (Broadway 1990; Broadway and Stull
1991; Broadway, Stull and Podraza 1994; Stull and Broadway 1990; Gouveia and Stull
1995). These problems are attributable in large measure to the recruitment practices of
companies and the very nature of the industry. Relatively low paying jobs in the packing
plants mean that few workers can afford to purchase homes, hence, the increase in the
...l~_~_...l r~_ 1~ ~""I"o4- _".,._ ....... 1 t... ...... ,,...:_,,...,. 1"'0 ...l .........1.:_ .... .:_ ...1... ........., ......... 1... ...... ,...( 1... ......" ..co "7r...l,orl rl., ..~ ...... nt n
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of young immigrant families, some of whom do not speak English. Increases in crime are
related to the influx of young males, since this group has a higher incidence of crime than
other groups; overall criminal activity is fostered by the high population turnover, since
people are less aware of"strangers" and are therefore unlikely to challenge persons engaged
in suspicious activities. The following section considers whether any of these conditions
are evident in Brooks and High River.

HighRiver

In the summer of 1996 a sign was erected in downtown High River welcoming visitors
to "Canada's Beef Capital," but this sign may be the only visual evidence of the beef
industry's impact upon the.town. The Cargill plant is situated 2 miles north of the town
on a greenfield site and shares many similarities with its American counterparts.
According to data supplied by the United Food and Commercial Workers Union, over
half of the 1,367 unionized line workers are minority employees, with the leading groups
consisting of Southeast Asians, East Indians, Iraqis, Iranians and Hispanics (Frost 1996).
The plant's ethnic diversity is celebrated at the main entrance where a large wall map of
the world is displayed 'with pins indicating the origin of the workforce, while visitors are
informed by the plant manager that fifty-five different languages and dialects are spoken
inside the plant (Broadway field notes 19 June 1996). Monthly turnover among line
workers averaged 8 percent during the first six months of 1996 (Frost 1996), which means
that 109 workers leave and are replaced, producing a total turnover of nearly 2,400
workers a year.

High River had a population of 5,112 in 1986, the year Cargill began the site selection
process for its plant; ten years later, after the addition of 1800 new workers, the town's
population is estimated at 7,000. School enrollment data, however, fail to indicate a
sudden influx of young families that is commonly associated with the opening of a plant;
enrollment in High River's three public schools in 1989 totaled 1,107; by 1995 the figure
was 1,278 (Foothills School District n.d.), Moreover, the assistant to the local school
superintendent notes that the school district has not experienced any increase in the
demand for special services such as ESL instruction (Broadway field notes June 12, 1996).
The absence of any significant increase in the immigrant school population is explained
by the fact that most of Cargill's line workers choose to reside in Calgary and commute to
the plant. In 1995, 70 percent of the company's employees and contract workers lived in
Calgary, while 18 percent lived in High River (FMP/IDEK Management Partners Ltd.
1995); the latter consist mostly ofmanagement and clerical employees. According to High
River's City Manager, the overriding preference among line workers for living in Calgary
is explained by their desire "to live among their own kind in the city" (Broadway field notes
12 June 1996). Another possible explanation is the absence of any affordable housing in
the town for persons with relatively low incomes. Besides serving as "Canada's Beef
Capital," High River also markets itself as "Alberta's retirement centre" and has a major
retiree development built adjacent to a golf course on the northwestern edge of the town,
with house prices beginning at $110,000. The town has also benefited from its situation
relative to Calgary and has gained population by serving a dormitory function for the
larger community.

Brooks

The Lakeside Packers plant is located about two miles west of Brooks (1991 pop. 9,433)
along the northern side ofthe Trans-Canada Highway. The facility was constructed in the
mid-1970s by Lakeside Farm Industries as an outgrowth of the company's feedlot and
r "1 .11 1 T ... rvrv r: . 1 1 1 "1
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government, IBP announced that it would construct a boxed beeffacility and add a second
shift with the ultimate goalofbringing the plant up tolJ.~. standards by processing ab0tlt
4,000 head per day or one million per yea~ (Campb~n 1994). The initial expansion was
supposed to be completed by the summer of 1996, but the start-up was delayed until early
January 1997.

The plant shares some obvious similarities with newly constructed in the United States
facilities. Its rural location in the centre of southern Alberta's feedlot industry ensures a
ready supply of cattle and provides lower overhead costs from lower plant construction
costs. Labour costs were reduced in 1984 when the UFCW struck the plant during the time
of the collapse ofthe master contract and Lakeside broke the union by hiring replacement
workers at a lower pay scale. But, unlike most American small towns which had a packing
plant imposed upon the community by an outside force, Lakeside represents a successful
locally owned company that has grown and which enjoys a positive image in the
community through its sponsorship ofvarious activities. Moreover, local people are proud
to work for Lakeside. This is reflected by a labour force that is only 20 percent Asian and
Hispanic, many of whom reside in Medicine Hat and commute to the plant by buses
provided by the company. Turnover among line workers is also significantly lower than
at other plants, with monthly turnover averaging between twelve to twenty workers or
about 3 percent during the summer of 1996, according to company President Garnet
Alrwasser (Broadway field notes 17June 1996).

So far, Brooks has avoided the social changes that have accompanied the opening of
packing plants in American small towns. But this situation may be changing, as over80a
new workers will be hired in January 1997 to begin operating the new boxed beef plant.
This demand for labour cannot be met locally as there is little surplus labour within Brooks
or the surrounding county of Newell in large measure due to an existing "mini boom" in
the oil and gas industry, which has pushed housing prices and rents to Calgary levels. As
a result the company will have to recruit workers from as far away as Calgary, Lethbridge
and Medicine Hat. In preparation for the expected influx of workers, local officials are
encouraging developers to construct new homes with the hope that the town's current
residents will "move up" to these new homes, leaving vacant properties for the new
arrivals. A more immediate solution to the impending housing crisis is evident a mile
northeast of Brooks on highway 542 where a new trailer court has been constructed with
space for fifty units. Lakeside, recognizing that a housing shortage may constrain the
start...up of the boxed beefplant, has erected dormitory style housing for 160 persons at the
plant. This housing is viewed as a temporary stop-gap measure and workers will be
encouraged to leave and find permanent accommodations by means of weekly increases
in rent!

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research

Canadian beefpacking has followed the same cost...cutting strategies pioneered in the
American beefpacking industry, beginning with cutting wages and constructing large
slaughter capacity plants in rural areas close to a supply of fed cattle. In the United States
these processes are closely associated with the recruitment of a minority labour force and
the social transformation of small towns, but there is little evidence (so far) from Alberta
to indicate that small towns have been similarly affected. In High River, although the
majority of Cargill's labour force consists of new immigrants, few have settled in the town
due to a shortage of affordable housing and the town's location relative to Calgary, which
enables workers to commute from 'the city to the plant. By contrast, there is a far greater
potential for Brooks to experience the same sorts of social changes experienced by
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January 1997, workers will move to the town if affordable rental housing is available.
Lakeside plans to add a second shift in 1998and by then the degree of social change in
Brool<-s\Vitl1>e reactilyapparenr:------ --------... ~_.

This study clearly illustrates the increasing economic integration between Canada and
United States and that this process predates such recent trade agreements as the
Canada...U.S. Free Trade Agreement and the North American Free Trade Agreement.
More importantly) it identifies potential social consequences for communities of this
economic integration. In the United States restructuring within the hog and poultry
processing industries has produced a similar set of social consequences for small towns
(Stull, Broadway and Griffith 1995). Future research needs to examine whether these
sectors in Canada have emulated the same cost...cutting practices as their American
counterparts with similar results for the towns in which the processing plants are located.
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Saskatchewan's Prairie Plant Assemblages:
A Hierarchical Approach

Todd A. Radenbaugh

ABSTRACT: A model for mapping, describing, and categorizing spatialpatterns for plant assemblages on the
Saskatchewan prairies is proposed as a tool for resource management. The-model is based on the Ecological
Stratification Working Group (1995) classification system and uses the ecozone and ecoregion framework to
construct a hierarchy of nested plant assemblages. Within the hierarchy, five levels are recognized; starting with
the lowest, both spatially and temporally, they are: local species assemblage, regional species assemblage,
ecoregion (local ecosystem) and ecozone (regional ecosystem) and biome (global ecosystem). Within this
framework, eight broad vegetation types are described, and dominant or representative plant species are
identified: woodlands, brushland or woodland edge, aquatic, wetland, sparsely vegetated, grassland, cultivated,
and human habitation. These vegetation types are distributed throughout the Saskatchewan's prairies and are
important components that structure the biotic landscape.

SOMMAIRE. Cet article propose comme outil de gestion des ressources un modele de cartographie, de
description et de. categorisation de l'organisation spatiale des assemblages de plantes dans les prairies de la
Saskatchewan. Ce modele, base sur le svsteme de classification de l'Ecological Stratification Working Group
(1995), construit une hierarchie des assemblages de piantes imbriques a partir des concepts d'ecozoneet
d'ecoregion. On y distingue cinq niveaux, a la fois spatiaux et temporels, qui vont du plus petit au plus grand:
assemblage d'especes locales, assemblage d'especes regionales, ecoregion (ecosysrernelocal), ecozone (ecosysteme
regional) et biome (ecosysterneglobal). On y distingue egalernent huit types generaux de vegetation qui identifient
les especes de plantes dominantes ou typiques: bois, broussailles ou bordures de bois, conditions aquatiques, terres
marecageuses, faible vegetation, prairie, terres cultivees, et habitation humaine. Ces types de vegetation, que ron
trouve dans toutes les prairies de la Saskatchewan, sont des composantes importantes de la structure du paysage
biotique.

Introduction

What can plants tell us about our management of the prairies? Once sod is broken,
what plant species will grow? What effects do density and intensity of livestock grazing
have on vegetation? What do herbicides do to non-target plants? Do recurring distur
bances, such as fires or floods, promote or reduce plant biodiversity? All these (and more)
practical questions are investigated by plant ecologists, agricultural specialists, and soil
scientists through the study of plants that live together. Thus, it is important to
understand the underlying order of vegetation patterns. In an attempt to interpret and
classify biological organization above the level of species, many ecologists construct
biological units around plants that occur together. These units, or plant assemblages;' are
made up of spatially and temporally contemporaneous plant populations that survive
within a distinct set of physical and biological parameters.

The identification and classification of standardized plant assemblage types for any
given region is a difficult and inexact endeavour. This is due to the abstract concept of a
plant assemblage, which can mean many things to different disciplines.' Some of these
assemblages are easily recognizable while others are forced and more abstract. Identifying
specific prairie plant assemblages is often more of an art than a science. This article uses a
hierarchical approach to organization and describes many ofthe general plant assemblages
found on the Prairie ecozone of Saskatchewan, Canada.

The important animal components of these assemblages are not included here because
their mobility makes them difficult to map; howeverJ animals may be investigated by
affiliating them with the various plant assemblages, as their distribution and hehaviours
require.

Historic synonyms: plant community and plant association; the terms have no standard definition and can
mean any multi-species grouping.

2 Terms are often misused, substituted, and applied to different scales of organization; see Underwood and
Petraitis (1993)and Miller (1996)for further discussion.
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Ecological Land Classification

Broad geographic areas can share similar topography, soil, climate and biota. Ecologi...
caTTaria~·cTasSiTicanon--is·iiprocess·tfiataeverops· unrts--o-asecr··on~tnese~-srmfIarlties·as·welr-as-···~

other criteria such as human activity. Further, these physically and biologically distinct
areas may be viewed as a discrete system that has developed through similar geomorphic,
climatic, hydrologic, and biotic actions (Wiken 1986)~ The classification of such features
into regions has been done numerous times,3 and the ecological land classification system
used presently in Canada was compiled by the Ecological Stratification Working Group
(ESWG). This article uses the ESWG (1995) land classification to sort smaller level plant
assemblages found in Saskatchewan's prairies. ESWG (1995) divided the Canadian
landscape into three levels of generalization, the largest being ecozones, followed by
ecoregions and ecodistricts. An ecozone is a collection of local ecosystems that share
similar macro...scale climatic, soil and water properties while having regional similarities in
wildlife, human activity, vegetation, soils, and geological and physiographic features.
Figure 1 (see colour insert) shows the four ecozones that comprise Saskatchewan and
characterizes the four prairie ecoregions that comprise the Prairie ecozone: Aspen
Parkland, Moist Mixed Grassland, Mixed Grassland, and Cypress Upland. Table 1
outlines the general climatic conditions and area of Saskatchewan's prairie ecoregions.

TABLEt
General Statistics for the Prairie Ecozone ofSaskatchewan

Water
Ecoregion Area(ha) Area in 1991 Precipitation* Mean Temperatures \C)* Deficit

% of Range.. Crop- Mean Annual
Area* Total land(%) land(%) (mm) Annual Summer Winter mm

Aspen
Parkland 8,121,057 33.77 15 80 400-500 1.5 15 -12.5 332

Moist Mixed
Grassland 6,782,319 28.2 21 79 350-400 2.5 15.5 -11 425

Mixed
Grassland 8,641,378 35.93 47 53 250-350 3.5 16 -10 524

Cypress
Upland 502,648 2.09 72 22 325-450 3.0 15 -9 439

1.5 to -9 to

Prairie Total 24,047.402 100 =25 =65 305-406 3.5 15to 16 -12.5 330-525

* mean from 1951-1981
= approximately
Source: Selby and Santry (1996)

The plant assemblages described in this article are designed to be dynamic sub-units of
these established ecozones and ecoregions on the prairies, and are based on both the
"natural" or unaltered conditions of the prairies as well as modern human impacts. In the
past one hundred years, vegetation patterns have become increasingly influenced by
human interactions. On the Saskatchewan prairies, the majority of this alteration is due
to agriculture, industry, mining, human habitation (villages, towns and cities), and road
construction. It is therefore important to note the contribution and impact humans have
on the structure of plant assemblages. Table 1 presents the percentage of area that each
ecoregion has been changed by cropland or impacted through grazing (rangeland). For the

"Prairie ecozone as a whole, approximately 65 percent of the landscape has been converted



Source: Ecological Land Class"ificationCommittee (1994) 'Ecoregions· of Saskatchewan.Poster Map'.
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Figure 1. Saskatchewan's ecozories and descriptionsof the four prairie ecoregions. Source:Ecological Land ClassificationGommittee(1994) 'EcoregionsofSaskatchewanPoster Map'.
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into cropland (Selby and Santry 1996), and less than 10 percent is in some form of
.prorected.area (Gauthier and Patino, in press). Further, with the loss of the open range
and the keystone grazers (e.g., bison), it may be argued that none of the remaining prairie
today is unaltered by humans.

Ecological Hierarchies

The Prairie ecozone in Saskatchewan is part of an entire ecosystem composed of many
hierarchical levels of organization. Thus, a systems approach is taken here to help in
understanding interrelations between these levels and their components. A systems
approach is a comprehensive and interdisciplinary process that helps in the understanding
of complex interactions. It also recognizes that humans are an element of the biophysical
system, and that their social and economic subsystems are constantly interacting with the
larger physical and biological components.

Because of the continuous abiotic variation across the prairie landscape, many prairie
plant assemblages described in the literature contain abstract subdivisions that depend on
specific questions posed by the investigator. For example, a researcher may study a plant
assemblage (s)he arbitrarily calls the shOTt grassland, while another studies a blue grama/
wheatgrass assemblage. Although both of these are plant assemblages, one is a component
of the other; the bluegrama/wheatgrass assemblage is a subunit of the larger short grassland
system. This pattern repeats itself in other systems such as wetland and woodland.
Therefore, plant assemblages form an overlapping hierarchical mosaic of inter..related
units that are often based on subjective, criteria-driven boundaries rather than physical
ones. Figure 2shows how such a hierarchical system could model the vegetation ofan area.
In this model, Figure 2a illustrates four distinct plant assemblages: grassland, forest, river,
and wetland; Figure 2b divides each of these assemblages into lower levels of subcompo
nents. In this lower-level figure, then, sixteen sub assemblages are shown to occur within

Whit~Jjaf:tems:. :::·GfoSSlond: .

. lighfGtEr{ipOfternS.:;::WOQdlond

·_,·Dar.l(Gr~y;;patterns:=J~ver.

.:A~Hig~f+l~veFO~QOjqtiph$.
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the four assemblages ofthe higher-level figure (2a). This hierarchical view could potentially
be taken to even lower levels of soil or microbe assemblages) as long as the conditions of
species assemblage exist. USIng thlsmethod, trianydiHerent plant a.ssemblages could be
mapped, interlinked, and analyzed, depending upon research or management needs.

An ecological hierarchy is a tool to map biophysical complexity through the construc
tion of ranked and nested homogeneous units. The structure of the prairie ecosystem may
be thought ofas a nested hierarchy ofspatio-ternporal units, where the organization ofthe
smaller component units fashions the properties and attributes of the larger. Each level is
based on recurrence of specific taxa or morphologies, and controlled energy and material
flows (Valentine 1968; Valentine and Jablonski 1992; Bennington and Bambach 1996;
Eldredge 1996; and Ulanowicz 1997). These nested hierarchies are used to display
emergent properties of ecological systems. The general properties of hierarchies include
the following: 1) as rank increases, complex structure is derived from simple units;
2) construction is from the bottom up; properties of the lower entities give rise to the
potential properties of higher ranks and higher rank properties do not exist in the lower
ranks; 3) internal dynamics appear to be slower in successively higher ranks; and 4)
interactions among entities within ranks are stronger than those between ranks (Valen...
tine and May 1996).

Five basic levels are identified. Starting with the smallest, the levels are: local species
assemblages, regional species assemblages, ecoregion or local ecosystem, ecozone or regional
ecosystem, and biome or global ecosystem (figure 3). Valentine (1972), Damuth (1985), and
Eldridge (1996) have proposed similar hierarchies for different ecosystems.

Local species assemblages are a zonal collection of plant populations that live contem
poraneously in similar physical habitats. The next level, regional plant assemblages,
includes aggregations of local species assemblages that share populations. This level

- - .
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includes the plant continuum investigated by Curtis (1955), Looman (1963), and Red...
mana(l9Z2) ,The _large.stleYeLwithitLalLe_c.o_ZDnej~Lth.eJQ~CALe~c.os~stelllllLthe~e.cOIegio"-'!:,;D~_--r'_~~_

a collection of regional species assemblages that fall within similar landforms, small order
macro- or mesoclimates, vegetation, soils, water, and regional human activity pat...
terns/uses. This hierarchy continues above the ecozone level to the biome (or ecorealm in
the Canadian ecological land classification terminology), an important component of the
global ecosystem that exhibits similar plant and animal morphologies.

At the level of local and regional ecosystems, the vegetation of a given region is
primarily a result of the interplay between climate, soil, and physiology. As scale increases
to species assemblage levels (figure 3), microenvironments become increasingly important
structuring forces. Microenvironments are small changes in the landscape due to factors
such as aspect,. soil nutrient or salt content, grain size, slope, and shading. Different
rnicroenvironments across the landscape may result in clumping together of various
species; this clumping mayor may not constitute a plant assemblage (depending upon
frequency of recurrence).

Local plant assemblages are separated by boundary zones or ecotones. Ecotones are
usually caused by changes in key physical environmental properties such as moisture,
topography, albedo, aspect, or soil type. They usually contain opportunistic plant species
with wide physiological tolerances that exist cryptically in the adjacent assemblages.
Ecotones can be narrow (less than a meter) when key environmental factors change
abruptly (e.g, moisture change at the edge of a wetland), or wide (many kilometers) when
there is gradual environmental change.

Plant Assemblages

In order for individual plants to survive adjacently in the same habitat, they must be
adapted to similar physiological ranges. When different plant populations live in the same
environment, they form plant assemblages through sharing and competing for space and
resources. Plant populations co-exist by creating and filling niches based on their adaptive
ability to specialize on specific resources or to persist after specific stresses. The Competi..
tive Exclusion Principle (Gause 1932, 1934;Hardin 1960), which postulates that no two
populations may directly compete within the same niche, forces populations to co-exist by
co-evolving, and to divide the limited space and resources between them. Competitive
exclusion also restricts the number of invading populations that successfully establish
themselves in a given assemblage. Further, plant populations tend to.persist within
assemblages by evolving specialized mechanisms to compete for limited resources (Tilman
1982, 1994), by co-evolutionary mechanisms such as stabilizing selection (McKane et a1.
1990; Miller 1996) and through escalation of predator/prey interactions (Vermeij 1987).
Due to these specialized and co...evolutionary mechanisms, specific plant populations have
been shown to significantly cluster together and repeatedly associate as a system.

In local species assemblages, plant populations survive by having access to fundamental
physical factors such as light, moisture, space, organic compounds and nutrients. There
are also many bio...physical factors for which plants have a range of tolerance, including
temperature, minerals, grain size, salinity, slope, resource competition, trampling, grazing,
browsing, disease, etc. For each of these factors, plant species have an optimum range,
where physiological functions perform at their best, and a tolerance range, outside of
which the plant will die. Some populations are widespread, with broad tolerance ranges,
and are found in many habitats and assemblages, while other species have narrower range
limits, and are only occasional members of an assemblage. An individual population

r ._ '. ~ 1 _~ ~ __ .~ .-1 .... _1 ...._ .6.L .= ~ -TL.=_ L~l_~
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When an area has a significant cluster of specific plants, it is confidently identified as a
particular assemblage. This cohesion ofpopulations into plant assemblages does not mean
that every species repeats itself irieachassemblageWiththesametlatne,orevel11:hattne
majority of taxa are repeated. However, plant assemblages have certain dominant and/or
"keystone" species that show a large degree of association with each other and with a
particular habitat. It is the presence of these key plants that define associations. This does
not mean that plant assemblages willalways function as a cohesive unit. Plant assemblages
only exist because the individualistic nature of each component plant has the general and
specific adaptations needed to survive in a landform. .

Plant assemblages are components within the hierarchy outlined above, and occur at
local to regional scales. At anyone locality, local plant assemblages are temporally
dynamic. The areal and temporal stability increase with movement up the hierarchy: this
is due to two major factors, the individualistic nature of the plants that make up an
assemblage and the increased frequency of disturbances (or perturbations). Each individ..
ual plant within an assemblage independently responds to the changes in abiotic and
biotic conditions. Further, each plant population has independently evolved individual
mechanisms to respond both to biotic stresses such as competition, herbivory, and
trampling and to physical stresses such as moisture deficits and low nutrients.

Disturbances (catastrophic events that remove individuals in plant populations) are
common events, especially at the levels of local and regional plant assemblages. Distur...
bances are significant structuring factors and in the prairie ecozone the most important are
fire and herbivory. They often cause fluctuations in species composition, spatially and
temporally. Moreover, depending upon the severity of the disturbance, one or both ofthe
following may occur: 1)overall plant densities thin out, 2) species number is reduced. If a
disturbance is severe enough and removes dominant populations from an assemblage, the
assemblage will still be able to persist if surviving populations expand their niche breadth
and occupy the vacated space. However, if surviving species cannot fill niches left vacant,
then species invasions occur. These invasions are often followed by a structural break...
down of the assemblage. This results in another assemblage colonizing the site (e.g.,
grass/herb assemblage replacing a once forested area after a fire). The opposite may also
occur in the absence of any major disturbance, where the plant populations change the
physical parameters and allow better competitors to invade (i.e., classical succession; see
Odum 1969). Therefore, at a given physical site, multiple stable states exist where one
plant assemblage can be substituted for another. Moreover, species composition and
assemblage structure may have predictable fluctuations as a response to larger...scale
.physicalphenomena such as climate change or soil formation (e.g., succession' and the
various seres that develop over time). Locally, plant assemblages can become organized or
collapse in relatively short time frames. Plant assemblages are, however, temporally stable
units due to their component population's ability to migrate (or track preferred physical
conditions) both spatially, owing to disturbance, and temporally, owing to long...term
changing physical conditions (e.g., climate change or habitat change). Further, because of
the foothold advantage local populations have against invading populations, as well as
co ...evolutionary mechanisms such as stabilizing selection, similar plant assemblages are
found to reoccur temporally or track specific habitats spatially (Eldredge 1985).

Vegetation Types

Below are descriptions of generalized regional plant assemblages found in Saskatche
wan's Prairie ecozone. In this proposed classification system, plant assemblages are
arranged hierarchically with the major vegetation type identified first, followed by
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Saskatchewan. Figure 4 illustrates this hierarchical system by listing the regional and local
assemblages found in each vegetation type, as well as the ecoregions where they are found.
For example, the grassland assemblagetype is divided .into tWC> regional plant species
assemblages, fescue prairie and mixed prairie. These assemblages may again be sub ..
divided into even smaller units, or local species assemblages. Although the descriptions
below are not designed to be a taxonomic survey of abundant plant populations, key or
dominant species are listed. Scientific names are based on Looman and Best (1987).

Woodland Assemblages

Woodland assemblages occur mostly in the Aspen Parkland and Cypress Upland
ecoregions in Saskatchewan. Typically, canopy cover is greater than 10 percent.

White Spruce

White Spruce woodlands are tolerant ofa wide range ofmoisture and nutrient regimes,
and are found on a variety of soil types ranging from peat to sand and from fluvial to
eolian. This assemblage is common in boreal regions on lake edges and river valleys, but
in the Prairie ecozone it occurs on north-facing slopes in the Aspen Parkland (Zoltai 1975)
and, more commonly, at higher elevations in the Cypress Upland. In the Cypress Upland,
it is found in cooler and moister habitats, such as north-facing slopes and near springs
(Newsome and Dix 1968). It forms pure stands near wetlands, coulees, and creeks but
occurs in mixed stands with trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) on well...drained soils.
Tree densities are lower than for lodgepole pine woodlands. The white spruce woodland
is an old growth type and can colonize habitats once dominated by lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta) (Newsome and Dix 1968).

Under the canopy of white spruce (Picea glauca), vegetation is abundant and stratified
into two tiers. The understory tier is generally 1.5 to 3 meters high and is dominated by
red-osier dogwood, willow, and low bush...cranberry. The forest floor has vegetation
reaching one metre and may consist of black currant (Ribes hudsonianum) and red
baneberry (Actaea rubra),with lower cover species such as bunchberry (Comus canadensis),
twinflower (Linnaea borealis), pink wintergreen (Pyrola asarifolia) , ferns, and stiff club-moss
(Selaginella spp.). A few orchids, ferns, and mosses may also be present; lichens often grow
on the branches of spruce trees.

Aspen Grove

Aspen woodlands occur in many habitats in all ecoregions on the prairies. Generally,
they occur along moist creek beds and in wetter depressions. Aspen (Populus tremuloides)
is found in pure stands or mixed with other deciduous trees such as balsam poplar (Populus
balsamifera), Manitoba maple (Aser negundo), cottonwood (Populus deltoides), and white
spruce (Picea glauca). Aspen is a clonal species, spreading mainly by root...sprouts rather
than by seeds. Common understory species include saskatoon berry (Amelanchier alnifo..
lia), choke cherry (prunus virginiana), red ...osier dogwood (Comus alba), pin cherry (Prunus
pensylvanica), silverberry (Elaeagnus commutata), and northern gooseberry (Ribes oxyacan...
thoides). Forest floor common forbs are western Canada violet (Viola canadensis) and wild
strawberry (Fragaruia spp.); grasses include brome grass (Bromus spp.) and bluegrass (Poa
spp.). Fire frequently consumes aspen groves and impedes their spread onto the grasslands.
Presently aspen grove assemblages are increasing in area due to human suppression of
prairie fires.

Lodgepole Pine Woodland

In Saskatchewan, the Cypress Upland is the only prairie ecoregion where lodgepole
,. 11 11
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drier habitats at elevations above 1400 m and extends from the central block of the

CYPr~_s~J:JiUs.i9S~~kfl~t;h~'\.\7~I'lt9_Jh_~.w~st~rrl~?Ct;r~I1}i.!y()fthe_lJRl~J.:1cl(N~W$Qm~and. Pix
1968).Montane species include the lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), western spring beauty
(Claytonia linearis) , thimbleberry (RubusparvifloTUs) , shining...leaved meadow...sweet (Spiraea
Lucida), squawroot (Perideridia gairdneri), and pinedrops (Pterospora andromedea) (Jonescu
1972). The lodgepole pine is a mid...successional assemblage and grows in dense stands
shading out many understory species. Because of this shading, the shrub and herb growth
is limited. Important understory shrubs include bearberry (Arctostaphylos uvaorttrsi) and
dwarf bilberry (Vaccinium caespitosum). Abundant forbs such as twinflower (Linnaea
borealis) and saprophytic pinedrops (Pterospora andromedea) are found scattered on the
forest floor. In forest gaps opportunistic species like willow (Salixspp.), prickly rose (Rosa
aciculasis), and Canada huffaloberry (Shepherdiacanadensis) can be found. Growing on the
trunks and branches of pine trees are wolf lichen and the parasitic dwarf mistletoe
(Arceuthobiumamericanum). The lodgepole pine assemblage is adapted to fire; the pine itself
has serotinous cones that can be produced at an early age (5 years). Many other species
have other fire adaptations.

Brushlandor Woodland Edge

This assemblage occurs throughout the prairies and usually consists of small hydro...
philic vegetation. Woodland and edge assemblages were once limited to deep coulees and
moist depressions by the common occurrence of prairie fires. Today this vegetation type
is expanding out of these cryptic areas into more open areas.

Large shrubs make up less than 50 to 70 percent of the cover, while sedges, reeds,
grasses, and rushes comprise the rest. Both flooding and peat accumulations are common,
and the assemblage may be found adjacent to wetlands. In dryer habitats, tree species such
as aspen (Populus tremuloides), Manitoba maple (Acernegundo), and willow (Salix spp.) can
become established. Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus) may be found in the rockier and
sandier sites.

Shelterbelts are also a member of this plant assemblage. Shelterbelts are tree and shrub
lines planted in fields and around homesteads to serve as wind breaks and to promote soil
conservation. Several introduced and native species are planted including: Caragana
(Caragana arborescens), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), Manitoba maple (Acer negundo), green
ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), bur oak (Quercus macrocatpai, and willow (Salix spp.). To
attract wildlife, fruit...bearing shrubs are increasingly being planted, such as the introduced
Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) and Siberian crabapple (Malus baccata), as well as the
native hawthorn (Crataegus spp.) and red elderberry (Sambucus racemosa).

Aquatic

There are five major watersheds in Saskatchewan, which make up over 77,000 km
2

of
water surface or 12percent of Saskatchewan's area; three of these are found in the Prairie
ecozone. Most of the surface water is found in the northern half of the province. These
Prairie watersheds are: 1) headwaters of the Missouri River in the southwest; 2) Assini
boine Red River system in central to southeastern Saskatchewan; and 3) Saskatchewan
River in the center. Each of these watersheds is an interconnected system of freshwater
streams, rivers, and lakes. Approximately 50 percent of Saskatchewan stream flow occurs
in the spring as a result of melting snow and ice and seasonal rain (Chen 1992). In heavy
snowfall years, this produces widespread flooding in many river systems.

Lake
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Fresh: Fresh water lakes occur throughout the Prairie ecozone but are most
abundant in the northern reaches. Plants that live in lakesystems are seasonally

--,,- - -----------

cyclical~"'DuI'ing"most 'ofthe'year"Iakes 'ha.ve"'Hitle'plant: life~'ln- the Wlnter,'extreme
weather and ice cause plants to lie dormant until the spring melt. As summer
approaches, floating .plants such as algae, duckweed (Lemna spp.), and water
crowfoot (Ranunculus spp.) usually grow near the lake margins. As fall arrives,
plant densities can become high, especially in the southern lakes affected by
human sewage and agricultural runoff. Along the lake margins, shrub and tree
species such as choke cherry (pntnus virginiana), cottonwood (Populus fremontii),
willow (Salix spp.), and aspen (Populus tremuloide) survive in the moisture-rich
soils.

Saline: Saline lakes in Saskatchewan are restricted to the Prairie ecozone. They
form in large closed basins in dryer regions where evaporation exceeds precipita...
tion, Salt concentrations range from 3 to 370 parts per thousand (ppr) and are
caused by one ofmore ofthe ions sodium, magnesium, and sulfate. Salts originate
in glacial till and underground deposits, and are transported by both surface and
groundwater (Rawson and Moore 1944; Hammer et a1. 1975; Hammer and
Haynes 1978). Larger saline lakes include (in order of salinity): Muakiki (232..370
ppt), Chaplin (169-222 ppt), Big Quill (43-53 ppt), Redberry (17...18 ppt), Wakaw

-(3.3-4.2 ppt), and Last Mountain (2 ppt) (Hammer et a1. 1975). Since evaporation
rates are high and precipitation is variable, both salinity and the area of a lake
can change seasonally. Long-term climatic changes such as drought can also have
direct effects on a lake's size and salt concentration. The most important factor
controlling the vegetation and wildlife in saline lakes is the concentration of ions
(Rawson and Moore 1944). Lakes with low salinity (2,10 ppt) usually have
vegetation patterns similar to freshwater lakes. Species richness and density is
reduced in medium salinity lakes (10...40 ppt), with the only common vascular
vegetation being widgeon...grass (Ruppia spp.) and Sago pondweed (Potamogeton
pectinatus) (Hammer et a1. 1975). As salinity increases, these species become less
abundant, until around 50 ppt, at which no vascular vegetation is normally
found. In all but the highest saline lakes phytoplankton and bluegreen algae live.
Along the margins in lakes with salinities ranging from 3-40 ppt, saline wetland
assemblages may also be found. Saline lakes have many uses including sodium
sulfate-mining, recreation, and tourism.

River/Stream

Rivers and streams are permanent waterways, the smallest of which may freeze over
during the winter. Vegetation varies due to amount of water flow. Riparian (streamside)
habitats usually develop along the banks of watercourses where there are permanent
groundwater supplies. Important tree species in these habitats include cottonwood
(Populus fremontii), willow (Salix spp.), and aspen (Populus tremuloides). These areas are
important wildlife migration corridors.

Flooded

This is land that has been inundated relatively recently with excess water due to beaver
dams or roads with insufficient allowance for drainage. The habitat usually is indicated by
residual stands of dead or dying vegetation. Because of the permanence of the water
obstruction, these areas generally develop into wetland or lake assemblages over time.

Wetland
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vary from small sloughs covering 0.1 ha to larger wetlands covering several square
--kilomete~o.w.eY£4JllQsLpl:airie~w.etlands.. are.less~than1lal£ahectare-iILsize~etland,~s .
form in any depression such as glacial spillways or meltwater channels, but are most
numerous in kettle depressions in till plains and hummocky moraine. The soils are
saturated with water and are hydric or gleyed. On the prairies, wetland assemblages occur
interspersed with grasslands and include both water-filled basins and transitional habitats
between the water and adjacent uplands. Often they occur in areas where evaporation
exceeds precipitation, so water levels and vegetation often fluctuate, drying up in dry years
or during the dryer times in the spring and fall. Open water may not always be present,
and the vegetation may differ due to water depth, salinity, and acidity. The transitional
lands usually extend a minimum of 10 meters past the habitat covered by water at the
wetlands mean level.

Prairie Wetlands

Freshwater Wetlands: Vegetation changes with water height, climate, soil, and
age; a detailed freshwater wetland classification for the prairies may be found in
Stewart and Kantrud (1971). Depending upon moisture and wetland size, there
can be up to five generalized vegetation zones that form rings around the
depression and change with the water depth. In the deepest habitat a permanent
open...water zone exists where water depth is over a metre, and where floating
plants like duckweed (Lemna spp.) and the submerged water crowfoot (Ranunculus
aquatilis) survive. Closer to shore's edge is the deep-marsh zone, which supports
cattails (Typha latifolia) and bulrushes (Scirpus validus, S. acutus). On the wetland
margin lies the densely vegetated shallow-marsh zone consisting of bur reed
(Sparganium spp.), water plantain (Alisma spp.), tall manna grass (Glyceria spp.),
and sedges (Carex spp.), Higher up may be a wet-meadow zone that is charac
terized by wild barley (Hordeum jubatum), reed grass (Calamagrostis spp.), prairie
cord grass (Spartina pectituua), and Baltic rush (Juncus balticus). Along the
wetlands edge, a low prairie zone exists, with plants similar to the surrounding
grassland assemblage. This zone is inundated only during unusually high water
levels.

Saline Marshes: Saline marsh assemblages are abundant in southern Saskatche
wan in areas where; evaporation exceeds precipitation. They form in water-filled
depressions with low groundwater flow. Salt concentrations range from 5 to 200
ppt with one or more of the ions sodium, magnesium, and sulfate. In the lower
salt concentrations, freshwater vegetation patterns exist. In marshes with higher
salinities, different plant species reside or disappear according to their salt
tolerances. In the brackish marshes species richness is low, with widgeon-grass
(Ruppia spp.) and horned pondweed (Zannichellia palustris) occupying open water
habitats and wild barley (Hordeum jubatum), prairie bulrush (Scirpus paludosus),
red samphire (Salicomia rubra) and alkali grass (Distichlis stncta) living along the
margins.

Sparsely Vegetated

These are habitats where stresses are high due to low moisture, reduced nutrients, or
wind erosion. They tend to be sparsely vegetated. Soil formation is slow and grains are
exposed to wind and water erosion.

Sand Dune

The most imnortant factor influencing these assemblages is aridity that excludes all but
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weight (Looman 1967). In dryer years, wind may blow sand and form parabolic dunes
(Wolfe et a1. 1995; David 1993). Sand dune fields occur in habitats that are dry and where
sand isabilridarif-arid·subjectto -aeoliiiriprocesses, creating one or -more·ortneIoll()Wt~·---· n~--·--g~..~~

parabolic dune types: rolling (active) dune, stabilized dune, stabilized blowout, and dune
depression (Hulett et al. 1966; David 1993). The process of dune stabilization involves
both physical and biological processes including increases in moisture, loss of active sand,
and colonization of dunes by plants. Although dunes may occur throughout the prairies
where the right conditions exist, two major dune areas are found: Great Sand Hills in the
Mixed Grassland) and Dundurn Sand Hills in the Moist Mixed Grassland.

Although sandy habitats tend to be low in nutrients, the sand's permeability allows for
the- accumulation of fine sediment, moisture, and nutrients in lower lying areas. This
creates a landscape with sparsely vegetated dunes and sand flats separating diverse patches
of shrubby vegetation. Dune grass assemblages occur on active aeolian ridges and to a
lesser degree on semi ...stable dune ridges. Vegetation cover is sparse and species composi
tion is variable depending on moisture and activity of dunes. Active dunes are colonized
by grasses like northern wheatgrass (Agropyron dasystachyum),4 Indian rice grass (Oryzopsis
hymenoides), sand grass (Calamovilfa longifolia), and sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrns).
On the border of active dunes, perennials with extensive rootstocks like lance..leaved
psoralea (Psoralea lanceolata) persist, as well as annuals that can grow through more than
3 em of sand, such as small lupine (Lupinus pusillus) and skeletonweed (Lygodesmia juncea)
(Hulett et a1. 1966; Looman 1967). As a dune becomes stabilized, ,more typical prairie
species are found, such as needle-and-thread grass (Stipa comata), June grass (Koeleria
gracilis), sun..loving sedge (Carexpensylvanica), and creeping juniper (Juniperus horizontalis).
In the moisture and nutrient-rich low..lying habitats, shrubs including saskatoon berry
(Amelanchieralnifolia)and black...fruited choke cherry (Prunus viginianavar. melanocarpa),
as well as trees such as aspen (Populus tremuloides), are common.

Saline Flats

Saline or alkali flats occur in the Prairie ecozone but are not widespread except in the
Mixed Grassland ecoregion. In these areas, the soil has a high sodium content created
when salt...rich groundwater reaches the surface or rain concentrates soil salts into
depressions. The area may become black due to the dissolving ofsurface organic matter by
caustic soda (sodium carbonate). Saline flats may border a larger salt lake or occur
singularly within depressions on grasslands. Little vegetation grows on such sites; however)
red samphire (Salicomia rubra), sea...blite (Suaeda depressa), and greasewood (Sarcobatus
venniculatus) may be found to survive in low densities. Surrounding the saline habitat,
desert salt grass (Distichlis stricta), Nuttall's salt...meadow grass (Puccinellia nuttalliana),
foxtail barley (Horseum jubatum), and arrow-grass (Triglochin maritima) may also be found.

Grassland

In grassland areas, spatial patterns of many plant assemblages are indistinct, and there
is no correct model of change from one assemblage to another (Redmann 1972). Plant
assemblages, however, have been identified within defined landforms and are separated
by broad ecotones. On Wisconsin prairies gradual environmental change and wide
ecotones were observed by Curtis (1955), who noted that non-wetland plant assemblages
tended to grade imperceptibly into one another. Looman (1963) found a similar pattern in
Saskatchewan prairies. Thus, on the open prairie the studies by both Curtis and Looman

4 In manv cases. the Eurooean-Russian classification of oerennial triticeae uses the zenus Elvrnus while the
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segregated plant assemblages into topographical types of wet, mesic, and arid. Therefore,
even.where.there...a-re..wide"~environmentat"g,radients,~-the,~continuous ...'Variation...in...vegeta-..
tive matter can be categorized into assemblages.

The two plant assemblages described here are adapted from Coupland's grassland
classification system. Coupland (1961) identified four "climax" prairie communities, two
of which occur in Saskatchewan: fescue prairie (Festuca scabella) assemblage and mixed
prairie (Stipa...Bouteloua) assemblage. The mixed prairie in Saskatchewan represents the '
northernmost extension of a much larger grassland type that ranges into northern Texas.
The fescue prairie, however, is limited to Alberta and west ...central Saskatchewan. The
present classification system differs from Coupland (1961) in that the grassland assemhlage
is not considered continuous across its range, but is broken up by other plant assemblages
outlined here (i.e., wetland, aquatic, sparsely vegetated, brushland/meadow, cultivated,
aspen grove, and urban). The intensity of grazing (by both wildlife and domestic animals)
in grassland assemblages can significantly alter the plant population densities and percent
cover (Daubenmire 1940). Therefore, the range condition is an important component in
determining the type of species assemblages on grasslands.

Fescue Prairie

In Saskatchewan, fescue prairie is found where precipitation is over 45 em/year, in the
western Aspen Parkland and on the higher elevations of the Cypress Upland. Compared
to the mixed grass prairie, this assemblage has higher species richness for both grasses and
Forbs (Rowe and Coupland 1984). The bunch grass, rough fescue (Festuca hallii), is the
dominant plant of this assemblage. Other grasses found include bluebunch fescue (Festuca
idahoensis), oat grass (Danthonia spp.), awned wheat grass (Agropyron subsecundum), and
western porcupine grass (Stipa spartea var. curtiseta). Important forbs include sun...loving
sedge (Carex pensylvanica), cinquefoil (Potentilla spp.), prairie crocus (Anemone patens),
yarrow (Achillea spp.), northern bedstraw (Galium boreala), goldenrod (Solidago spp.),
pasture sage (Artemisia frigida), geranium (Geranium bicknellii), and shootingstar (Dode ...
catheon conjugens). Snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus), cinquefoil (Potentilla fruticosa), and
silverberry (Elaegnus commutata) are shrubs that also inhabit the fescue prairie. Heavy
grazing pressures tend to increase population densities of oat and porcupine grasses, while
they decrease the amount of rough fescue and wheat grass. In the fescue prairie two local
species assemblages may be recognized: rough fescue/wheatgrass and rough fescue/needle...
grass.

Mixed Grass Prairie

The mixed grass prairie is characteristic of southwestern Saskatchewan and was given
its name because of the presence of short and mid...size grass and sedge species. These
shorter plants grow in this region due to the dryness of the habitat. This assemblage is
composed of the short plants blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), low sedge (Carex stenophylla),
and pasture sage (Artemisia frigida), as well as the mid...size needlegrass (Stipa comata, S.
spartea, and S. viridula), wheat grass (Agropyron smithii and A. dasystaehyum), and June grass
(Koeleria gracilis). In some habitats, shrubs such as hoary sage brush (Artemisia cana) or wild
rose (Rosa spp.) may become prominent in scattered clumps, and dense stands of western
snowberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis) occur occasionally. Grasses and sedges generally
comprise between 85 to 95 percent of the above ground plant biomass, the rest of which is
forbs, sages, and dwarf shrubs (Rowe and Coupland 1984).

Species that decrease with grazing pressure include wheat grass, green needlegrass
(Stipa viridula) , and prickly...pear cactus (Opuntia spp.), while blue grama, June grass,

.... , 1 •• r·· 1 .\. • . . ~ _~_ , __ ..
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it is thus based on soil moisture and grain size (Coupland 1961; Looman 1963). Generally,

fi~e.l~~~l ~~~ies.~~seIIlblages.. a~e ...r~co~niz~d: .bluegrama/Y!~~flt.gr~ssi. neecl~egra.ss/bltle
grama; iieealewass!lJlue"--grama7wheat-gra"ss;··wheat·-grass/}u~~-·g~~~~;-·"~~~dT~i~~;~;h~~t"--···-··"--

grass.

Cultivated

These areas are forced plant assemblages and are established only through significant
human investment of energy and resources. These associations must also be managed to
retain their defining structure. This category includes land that is privately owned, rented,
or leased from government agencies for the purpose of farming or ranching. In these
associations, the native vegetation cover has been removed and target species are
established and maintained. Usually, only a few species are desired, and considerable
effort and energy is expended to reduce plant diversity to only target species. Non..target
plant species are generally controlled through soil tilling and herbicide applications.
Common target (crop) species in Saskatchewan include cereal grains, legumes, canola, and
hay. In poorly managed fields, 'common species such as Russian thistle (Salsola kali),
northern bedstraw (Galium boreale) , crested wheatgrass (Agopyron cnstatum), mustard
(Brassica spp.), and smooth brome grass (Bromus inemr.is) survive as weeds.

Annual Crop

Planted crops are forced plant assemblages and are established with the intention that
they willbe exclusively consumed by humans (either primarily or secondarily). This type
of assemblage includes any monoculture of annual cash crop. In Saskatchewan, crops are
mostly cereal grains (e.g. durum wheat, rye, barley, flax and oats), canola and lentils. On
a yearly basis, a crop is planted and harvested with minimal rotation. Nutrient inputs are
increasingly applied to soils to increase yields. Other chemical inputs include pesticides to
reduce weeds, and insect herbivores and fungicides to control rust.

Improved Pasture

These are areas seeded into forage or hay producing species. Pastures are planted areas
containing mostly introduced species such as alfalfa (Medicago sativa),crested wheat grass
(Agopyron cnstatum), smooth brome grass (Bromus mermis), and sweet clover (Melilotus
spp.). In some areas, pastures are planted into native plant assemblages, the seed mixture
being based on soil grain size, moisture, and type (Nernberg 1995; Abouguendia 1996).

Fallow
This assemblage includes all agricultural lands in summer fallow. In Saskatchewan,

fallow fields are maintained to conserve soil moisture and are usually done on a one-, two...
or three...year basis. Fallow regimes vary, but typical ones control plant growth by tilling
the soil or through the use of chemicals. Generally, the higher the moisture deficit of the
region, the more and longer the fields are put into fallow.

Human habitation

Urban/Rural
Cities, towns, hamlets and farmyards are centres dominated by human dwellings.

Cities are the centres of most human activity on the Canadian prairies with over 70
percent of the human population living in urban settings (Statistics Canada 1997).
Although these areas are constructed for human habitation, plants exist here in abun..
dance. Many of the more visible plant assemblages are human...managed systems requiring
large amounts of capital expense (e.g, planting trees, seeding grass, creation of lakes, weed
and insect control, etc.), Plant assemblages in this category include gardens, lawns, parks,
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the mixture of species that tolerate disturbed habitats and because many species are
introduced.or maintained bv.humans.

Three major subdivisions may be considered: large urban, small urban, and hamlet/
farmyard. Urban centres contain population densities of at least 400 persons/km'; large
urban centres occur when minimum population concentrations are over 15,000 persons,
small urban centres where populations are between 1,000 and 15,000 persons. Hamlets/
farmyards are classified as human habitations with less then 1,000 persons.

Road Right...of...ways

Many local plant assemblages exist in the right-..of...ways of roadways and highways.
These associations are important in that they provide corridors for species dispersal. Many
introduced and native grass species were seeded into these areas. Further, disturbance
resistant or weedy species are common including non..native and invasive species such as
brome grass, mustard (Brassica juncea and B. kaber), and crested wheat grass. The many
ditches and culverts also harbour many shallow wetland species. In areas where cultivation
dominates the landscape, road right...of...ways become one of the few refuges where "native"
species exist. Therefore, roadways may also serve as important wildlife habitat and
migration corridors.

Conclusions

Because of major alterations to the native vegetation systems in southern Saskatche..
wan, we can no longer think of the entire system as an unbroken prairie. The landscape is
fragmented into many vegetation types, few of which resemble those that existed as little
as 100 years ago. It is important, then, to identify the major subdivisions of this landscape
so that trends and patterns of our impacts can emerge. Therefore, multiple levels of
organization need to be investigated. This hierarchy system provides a framework with
which to study the prairie system at higher levels of complexity. It also allows for the
addition of many types of plant assemblages in the Prairie ecozone. It is becoming more
apparent that ecological investigations should have the ability to "scale up" so the impacts
on lower level systems can also be seen at higher levels. This hierarchy system could be
incorporated into the present ecological classification system. Its value would be to provide
a" vegetation basis to further define ecological classifications into smaller...detail dynamic
units. These dynamic units are more realistic since they are spatio-temporal elements that
can migrate, undergo succession, and be altered or converted into other types.

A future challenge will be to incorporate a hierarchical approach into resource
management. It should contribute to a better understanding of the functioning of diverse
ecosystems, and to the relation of smaller systems to the behavior of the whole system.
Hierarchies allow for the investigation of relationships between native prairie systems and
systems "constructed by humans (socio...economic systems). This approach may help
planners to develop appropriate responses to ecological systems as a result of species
introduction and extinction, assemblage level alterations, atmospheric nitrogen deposi...
tion, and climate change. By assessing the effect at one level, we may then scale up or down
to estimate the consequences to other levels.

Note

I thank Zoheir Abougendia, Lisa Dale, and David Gauthier for advice and helpful discussion. This article was
supported by the Prairie Ecosystem Study (PECOS) and the Canadian Plains Research Center.
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Estimating Biomass and Wind Erosion Impacts
for Several Climatic Scenarios: A Saskatchewan Case Study

O.D.V. Williams and E.E. Wheaton

ABSTRACT. If there is one thing upon which most climate change experts agree, it is that, in spite of the year
to year ups and downs of weather t the Earth is likely to keep getting warmer from decade to decade, at' least for
the next century or so, because of the effects of increases of carbon dioxide and some other gases. There is less
agreement about just how much warming is likely in any particular region, such as the Canadian Plains, and the
situation with regard to future rainfall and wind climates is even more uncertain. But we need to make the best
guesses we can about the range of possibilities and the likely impacts, particularly on agriculture, if we are to react
intelligently to the changing climate. Many climate impact studies estimate how warming due to carbon dioxide
doubling might affect a specific crop, ignoring the probable changes in crops as the climate warms, for instance
from spring wheat to winter wheat or corn, and disregarding possible adverse effects like more frequent dust
storms. In this article we look at Saskatchewan under several different warm climate scenarios, and see how these
might affect biomass in general, rather than a particular crop, and what they might do to wind erosion.
Apparently, warming over the next few decades could be expected to reduce biomass productivity in the
agricultural zone, although it would increase it in the Canadian Shield areas. Throughout Saskatchewan the
peak growth season would arrive earlier, and there would be more risk of wind erosion in midsummer. More rain
would help offset the adverse impacts. Our results also indicated that with further warming, trends in biomass
potential would reverse themselves, in fact more than once: for example, in the south they would stop declining
and begin to rise, but later on they would go down again.

SOMMAIRE. La plupart des experts sur le changement du climat sont d'accord au moins sur un point: quelles
que soient les variations annuelles, la terre va probablement subir un rechauffernent progressif, pendant les cent
prochaines annees tout au moins, acause de l'augmentation de dioxyde de carbone et d'autres gaz. Ussont moins
d'accord au sujet du rechauffement probable d'une region specifique telle que la Prairie canadienne; et en ce qui
concerne les vents et les precipitations la situation est encore plus incertaine. nnous faut cependant essayer de
deviner l'etendue des possibilites ainsi que leur impact probable - surtout sur l'agriculture - si nous voulons
reagir de facon intelligente au changement de clirnat. Beaucoup d'etudes sur I'impact du climat evaluent quel effet
Ie rechauffement du aun doublement du dioxyde de carbone pourrait avoir sur une recolte particuliere, sans se
preoccuper des changements probables provoques dans les recoltes, par exemple le passage du ble de printemps
au ble ou au mars d'hiver. On ne tient pas compte non plus d'effets adverses tels qu'un nombre croissant de
tempetes de poussiere,

Cet article presente une variete de scenarios de rechauffement pour la Saskatchewan; it analyse leurs effets sur
l'erosion due au vent, et sur la biomasse en general plutot que sur une recolte particuliere, Apparemment, dans
les prochaines decades le rechauffemenr pourrait bien reduire la productivire de la biomasse dans la zone agricole,
tout en l'augmentant dans la region du Bouclier Canadien. Dans toute la Saskatchewan la saison de pousse
maximale arriverait plus tot, et au milieu de rete it y aurait davantage de risques d'erosion due au vent, tandis
qu'une precipitation accrue compenserait en partie ces effets adverses. Nos resultats indiquent egalement que les
tendances du potentiel de biomasse se renverseraient aplusieurs reprises si le rechauffernent continuait: dans Ie
sud, par exemple, leur declin ferait place it une remontee, suivie plus tard d'une descente.

Introduction

Climate Changesand Impacts in theCanadian PlainsRegion

Climates by nature are dynamic and continually varying, but part of the change now
occurring is probably due to the increasing greenhouse effect caused by human activity.
Because of this effect, significant global climatic change is projected to occur within the
next century (IPCe 1990, 1992, 1996; Karl et al. 1997).

Interior mid..continent regions like ours are expected to be among the areas experienc..
ing the greatest climatic change (IPeC 1990). This would have many implications for our
region. We need to estimate the likely consequences for such important aspects of the
regional economy and environment as agricultural productivity and soil degradation.
This type of impact analysis is required in preparing for the future and in coping with
present climatic variability.

Analyses with Different Scenarios and Types of Impact

Employing results from more than one general circulation model (GeM) in an impact
~n~hTd~nrnvirJp~~pn~r~tp~Pt~()frp~t11t~which rnav confirm P~Ch othe-T_ or rnav contr;:lctict
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build on previous work and do further analysis as needed, to make estimates for the
.province ofSaskatchewan__for__.two rypea__of.impact,__in each.case using __ climate.scenarios _
derived from two different GCMs. Data from one GeM had been used in an International
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) project in which we participated (parry et
al. 1988). The other GCM had been used in previous work for Alberta (Williams 1985).
The nASA project had considered a 2xCOz temperature scenario, that is, one with an
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration 100% higher than recent levels. The Alberta
work had involved both a 2xCOz and a 4xCOz(300 percent higher C02 than recent levels)
temperature scenario. In the present study we look at a 1.5xCOz scenario (50 percent
higher than recent CO2 levels), and at 2x and 4xCOzscenarios. Each set of GeM-based
temperature data is applied in conjunction with more than one assumed precipitation
regime.

We include the COz...quadrupling climatic scenario even though an atmospheric
concentration of 4xCOz is not considered realistic, at least if one is concerned with likely
changes only over the next 50 years or so (Bach 1988). There are other gases which, like
COz, are expected to contribute to climatic warming. The concentrations ofsome ofthese
other "greenhouse gases," and their relative importance in climatic change, are increasing
more rapidly than those ofCOz. Ifpresent trends continue, the combined concentrations
of atmospheric COz and these others would be radiatively equivalent to an earlier
doubling of CO2, possibly as early as the 20305 (Bolin et al. 1986). Thus the date for the
equivalent of CO2 quadrupling should likewise be earlier than had previously seemed
likely. Also, estimates made for several different scenarios can help to show how impacts
may be expected to behave over time as warming continues in response to the greenhouse
gas buildup. Non...gaseous pollution involving fine solid or liquid particles may have a
cooling effect, but in contrast to the greenhouse effect, the cooling is short-lived and is
generally limited to particular regions (IPeC 1996). This type of effect was not considered
in this study.

We analyse the data from each scenario using both a biomass productivity model and
a model dealing with wind erosion of soil. These are factors of major importance in
determining the continuing viability of agriculture and other renewable resource sectors
and in maintaining the quality of the environment. They would be quite susceptible to
any change in climate, and the potential effects need to be assessed. A warming trend
would lengthen the growing season, but it could reduce productivity through increased
moisture stress and could result in drier, more erosion...prone soil, unless there was a
compensating increase in precipitation. Assessments of possible impacts should facilitate
the management of environmental and renewable resources. They can help planning and
policy formulation in these fields to deal with climatic changes by better coping with
adverse effects, and better exploiting possible beneficial ones.

Climatic impacts on the agricultural productivity of a region might be assessed using a
model for a specific crop that is currently important there. However) when the climatic
changes are large enough to cause shifts to different crops, as would probably be the case
with 2xCOz warming, limiting the analysis to a single crop is likely to give unrealistic
results. A comprehensive analysis involving models for several presently important crops,
and others likely to be important after warming, was beyond the scope of the present
study. Also, in view of the very generalized nature of GCM climatic scenarios, it would
seem inappropriate to apply them in such detailed crop analyses. Furthermore, such an
approach would ignore the implications for sectors other than agriculture. We therefore
opted to usea general biomass indicator, rather than specific crop models.
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is sensitive to climatic variation and change. Models are available that can be used to
-qu-antifrthe-impaets-on-soil-wind-erosion-resulti-ng-from-climatic--change-;-These-impaets------------
are ofinterest to climatology because they contribute to changes in the albedo, that is, the
proportion ofincoming solar radiation that is reflected back to space, and they also change
atmospheric dust concentrations. These processes further alter the climate itself. Wind
erosion was selected, therefore, to represent the environmental degradation aspect in this
study.

The Use of GeM Results in ImpactStudies

Since a GCM is an attempt to represent the vastness and complexity of the global
atmospheric system with a set of equations that can be solved with a reasonable
expenditure of computational resources, its outputmusr he rather imprecise. We believe
that the level ofuncertainty characteristic of GeM results is such that impact analyses that
use them should be viewed not as predictions, but as exercises in answering the "What if?"
type of question, especially when the study area is a rather limited geographical region and
conditions at certain times of the year are particularly important. The caution expressed
by Sinha (1991) against regarding impact analyses based on GeM results as "predictions"

.is quite valid.

Provided their limitations are kept in mind, GCM results can be quite useful. It is
important to be able to assess the sensitivity of economic activities and the environment
to climatic change. Applying GeM results that allow for different degrees of warming at
different times in the year is probably a more realistic approach than, for example,
arbitrarily adding 3°C to temperatures for every month. It is also of interest to try to
interpret the various GCM...based scenarios that are being published, by translating the
scenario information into terms such as the likely agricultural production in the specified
climate.

The climate impact analysis for Alberta (Williams 1985) had used temperature
increments from a Manabe and Stouffer (1979, 1980) OCM (designated herein as "M&S").
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (OISS) general circulation model results (Hansen et
a1. 1984) were employed in the nASA project, for which they provided "plausible scenarios
of future climate" (Parry et a1. 1988:65). The substantial differe.nces from normal of the
GISS lxC02 climate for Saskatchewan (Williams et a1. 1988) did not rule out applying the
changes from lx to 2xC02 indicated by GISS, as long as our focus was not on trying to
forecast the impacts that would actually occur in future, but rather on-the economic and
environmental sensitivity to the changes implied by the climatic scenarios. In the present
paper we employ both the M&S and GISS GCMs. Bach (1988) has tabulated and
compared the characteristics of climatic models including the M&S (No. 3 in his table)
and the GISS GeMs.

In the IIASA project (parry et a1. 1988), and in our M&S scenario analyses,
GCM...based wind data were not available. Since our results are not predictions of future
conditions, this narrows the wind erosion part of the investigation to working with the
question: 4"~at would be the impact if the temperature and precipitation change as
indicated, but the wind climate remains unchanged?" Sensitivity of the wind erosion
model to wind speed changes has been analysed previously (Williams et a1. 1988), however,
and we also include here some examples to illustrate wind speed change effects.

Objectives

This study treats. the scenario climates as examples of what might happen. It then
.. ..
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noted in which the methods and data could be improved in future research. Thestudy
~_do_e_S_1l0..Latte.mp!_to-.d.eYelQI2__t:l~w_m.e~b~dQlo~_£Qr~using~_G_CM~r.esults,_.or-i:o_e.v-aluate _
different GCMs.

We do not consider possible direct CO2 effects on crops. Serious reservations about the
assumed benefits of such effects) or about how such data are used, have been expressed
elsewhere (Sinha 1991; IPCC 1990; Bazzaz and Fajer 1992). Also, we believe that
incorporating anticipated positive effects ofCO2 on crop production, without at the same
time considering the (quite possibly negative) effects of other greenhouse gases and of
stratospheric ozone depletion, would be a quite biased approach. It was beyond the scope
of the present study to estimate such non...clirnatic impacts.

We agree with Schneider (1985) that society should develop flexibility and reserve
capacity to cope with the impacts of climatic fluctuations, whether these are as indicated
from past records, or are suggested as possible in the future due to our modification of the
climate through COz or other factors. The present paper is intended as a contribution to
this development.

Methods

ApplyingtheM&S and GISS Model Results

Similar procedures to those used earlier (Williams 1985) were employed in abstracting
temperature increases for 4xCOzfor 52°N latitude from a latitude...time distribution chart
of the temperature changes as estimated for continents (Manabe and Stouffer 1979, 1980).
The temperature increments abstracted for 4xCOz were halved to obtain the values for
2xCOz. This is in fact the same thing as a logarithmic interpolation between the zero
increment for lxCOz, and the increments for 4xCOz. The increments for 1.5xCOz were
also interpolated logarithmically. For each month, the resulting increment (OC) to be
added to the normal to calculate the M&S scenario temperature was as indicated below:

Scenario Jan. Feb. March April May June July August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1.5xCOz 2.02 1.90 2.34 2.19 1.73 1.61 1.35 1.26 1.43 1.70 1.90 2.02

2xCOz 3.45 3.25 4.00 3.75 2.95 2.75 2.30 2.15 2.45 2.90 ;3.25 3.45

4xCOz 6.90 6.50 8.00 7.50 5.90 5.50 4.60 4.30 4.90 5.80 6.50 6.90

Thirty...year temperature averages for twelve climatological stations (Figure I) were used
in the analysis. To obtain, for example, the Regina mean May temperature for a 2xCOz
scenario) an increment of2.95 from the above table was added to the Regina normal mean
May temperature. Most of the stations, and most of agricultural Saskatchewan, are within
three degrees of the 52ON latitude line used in abstracting the temperature increments.
Although we are interested in the north of the province as well, particularly in view of the
importance of forest ecosystems there, we had only one station with the required data in
the north, and the same increments were applied to its temperatures as for the rest of the
stations.

Separate sets of these impact calculations for M&S scenario temperatures were made
assuming 70 percent, 100 percent and 130 percent of normal precipitation. The 70 percent
and 130 percent were arbitrary below and above normal values to allow for the possibility
that warming of our regional climate might be accompanied by either decreases or
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Saskatchewan part of that project (Wi!...

11111~_~~~~~~1~~~m~s~e~t~a~L~19~~,~~~~re~~mffib
were obtained tor each month and relevant
point by subtracting the GISS lxC02 tern...
perature from the 2xCOztemperature, and
precipitation ratios were computed by di ...
viding the GISS IxCOzprecipitation into
that for 2xCOz•The increments and ratios
for use with the data for the twelve stations
(Figure 1) were interpolated from the grid
point values. For each month and station
the appropriate increment was added to
the normal observed temperature, as
above, and the ratio was multiplied by the
normal precipitation, to calculate the
2xCOz GISS scenario temperature and
precipitation.

Estimating the BiomassPotential

The climatic index of agricultural po...
tential, CA, has been described by its
authors (Turc and Lecerf 1972), who found

Figure 1. Province of Saskatchewan) Canada, showing that it related well to dry...matter productiv...
the twelve locations analyzed for climatic impacts. The ity of a number of different agricultural
Precambrian Shield is dominated by rocky soils. crops. They also found that it gave results

that were comparable to those obtained by
other indices used for forests and other

natural vegetation. It has provided realistic results for a wide range of environments in
Europe, Africa, and Canada (Turc and Lecerf 1972; Barreto and Soares 1974; Williams
and Masterton 1983; Williams 1985, 1989; Wheaton et al. 1987). Its non-specific nature
makes it appropriate to use CA as an indicator of biomass productivity in general for
estimating climatic change impacts involving shifts to different crops or types of renewable
resource enterprise.

CA is the sum of twelve monthly values:

Equation (1): 12

CA == L HTj • FSj
i=l

where HT t a heliothermic factor, and Fs, a moisture factor, are computed for each month.
For HT, "helio.." refers to the sun t and "thermic" to air temperature. The sun's radiation
provides energy to the plants directly, and this, and the temperature of their environment,
affect plant processes and the rate of development to maturity. Moisture, provided by
precipitation but reduced by evaporation and drainage, contributes especially to volume
of growth and the quantity of production during the development to maturity. T urc and
Lecerf thought of it as: the less moisture, the less produced, so they spoke of a "dryness
factor" ("facteur secheresse").

HT is equal to Ft-Ph, where Ft is calculated from mean temperature but with
modification by minimum temperatures for values close to freezing. Ft is set to zero for
subfreezing temperatures. Fh is derived from day length or global radiation, whichever
gives the smallest result.
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capacity (100 mm capacity assumed), The computed moisture demand is reduced by
precipitation and increased by ETp. (ETp=0.4T[Ig+50]/[T+ 15], where T is the mean

~---temp-erlll{freLej-lfrrcHg-th-e-me-a-n-dl[ity-sotarra-malion [langleys] for the montl1[Turc aoo------------
Lecerf 1972]). If the month's demand, plus the previous deficit, are less than the capacity,
thus leaving some moisture in storage, moisture is considered to be non-limiting and
Fs= 1. But if no moisture would be left in storage, Fs is reduced to some value between zero
(very dry conditions) and one; the greater the excess demand, the nearer Fs is to zero. The
calculations have been explained in detail elsewhere (Williams 1985; Turc and Lecerf
1972).

In computing ETp, wind and humidity are ignored, and in the Fs calculations, "actual"
evapotranspiration is not computed explicitly. Use of a more sophisticated hydrologic
cycle model would probably not be warranted, given the imprecise nature of GeM-based
scenario data.

If it is dry enough that Fs=O, or cold enough that HT=0, then CA=O for the month.
Also, for subfreezing temperatures, ETp and Fs are not computed. In those cases HT=O
so Fs is not needed for CA computations.

Estimating theWind Erosion Potential

The wind erosion climatic factor (Chepil et al. 1962) characterizes the relative wind
erosion potential of a location's climate. It is based on normal annual values ofwind speed,
and on the "precipitation effectiveness index," I, which reflects the climatic contribution
to soil moisture (Thornthwaite 1931). The climatic factor, C, is expressed as a percentage
of the long term normal value for Garden City, Kansas. Lyles (1983) has published
C-factor data for all states from Texas to North Dakota on the east, westward to the
Pacific, and also including Alaska. Warming can be expected to make Saskatchewan's
climate more like the present climate of the u.s. Great Plains. We believe this climatic
factor is appropriate for estimating wind erosion potential in a warmed climate in
Saskatchewan.

The precipitation effectiveness, I, is the sum of twelve monthly values:

Equation (2):
I

.12

L 115«P/25.4)/(1.8Tj+22))1.l1
;=1

where P is monthly precipitation (mm) and T is monthly mean temperature (OC). Where
monthly precipitation is less than 12.7 rnm, P is set to 12.7, and where the monthly
temperature is less than -1.7°C, T is set to -1.7°C, as explained by Lyles (1983).

C is directly proportional to the cube of the mean annual wind speed, and inversely
proportional to 12 (Lyles 1983):

Equation (3);
c

where u. is the average annual wind speed (metres per second) at a height z of 9.1 rn. The
anemometers were actually at heights of 10.1 m or higher, but test calculations indicated
that this would not alter any of the conclusions presented here.

Data and Computations
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selected for their representativeness and because wind and radiation data were also
available for use with them. The data included 1951 to 1980 temp~rature, precipitation,
and ~nd normals (Environment Canada 1982), and 1967 to 1976 solar radiation
estimates (McKay and Morris 1985). Using the normals and the scenario climatic data,
CA and C values were computed for each station.

Composite results for "southern SaskatchewanJt (the part of Saskatchewan south ofthe
Precambrian Shield) were derived by weighting the values for eleven of the stations. For
each station CA, or C, was multiplied by the ratio: (area closest to that station)/(total area
of southern Saskatchewan), and these station amounts were summed to obtain the total
_for the region.

For consistency with earlier work (e.g., Williams et a1. 1988), the use of CA (Turc and
Lecerf 1972) for the climatic index of agricultural potential, and C, as employed by Lyles
(1983) for the wind erosion climatic factor, have been retained here. Unless otherwise
indicated, CA and C here will refer to.values as estimated using the models discussed
above.

Figure 2. Biomass potential at twelve locations, as indicated by CA.
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Effectsof WarmingIndicated by
the M&S Scenario Climates

At eight of the twelve sta
tions, CA, representing
biomass productivity potential,
declined as temperatures in ...
creased to levels expected with
1.5x and 2x atmospheric CO2
concentration scenario climates
(Figure 2). But at the two most
northerly of the twelve, CA
rose to the 1.5x levels and re...
mained above normal for
2XC02. This suggests that, in
the north, the benefits to
biomass production of the
warming would compensate for
the increased moisture stress
due to higher temperatures, but
at most of the southern Ioca...
tions they would not. ("Ix" is
used to indicate normal eli...
mates in Figures 2, 4, and 5).

Beyond the 2XC02 level,
CA generally began to increase
for the southern stations but to
decrease in the north. For
Broadview, CA rose, fell, and
rose again, going from normal
to the 1.5x, 2x and 4xCOz lev
_eIs. Supplementary calculations

Results and Discussion
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These reversals in"the trends
of CA as temperatures rise ap
pear to be related to the inter...
acting effects of summer
temperature and growing sea...
son...length changes. Higher
temperatures make summers
not only hotter, but also effec...
tively drier as the potential eva...
potranspiration is increased,
but tend to lengthen the ther...
mal growing season. In nature,
as warming progresses, the
biomass potential may be alter,
nately depressed due to the hot
dry summers, then enhanced as
the lengthening season allows
spring growth to offset summer
losses, but then reduced again
as additional warming reduces
spring growth without further
lengthening the season enough
to compensate. Most of the CA

Figure 3. Impacts on the seasonal distributions of biomass potential results are consistent with such
(CA) for selected locations, for the warming scenarios of Figure 2.

alternating sequences. Where
the initial climate is especially

dry, moisture constraints in the period preceding the normal growing season may limit the
enhancement of spring growth so it cannot offset summer growth losses. For Kindersley,
for example, CA continued to decline as temperatures increased from the 2x to 4xCOz
levels (Figure 2).

An examination of the monthly CA values reveals how the distribution of biomass
potential through the season changes with warming. For Prince Albert, the sharp CA
peak in june is reduced and shifts-back to May with the change from normal to the 2xCOz
scenario, and the curve is further flattened and April begins to contribute significantly at
the 4xCOztemperature level (Figure 3). For most of the other stations, mid...summer CA,
already. quite low, declines further with warming. At Kindersley, the 4xCOz scenario
almost eliminates CA from May to August, leaving annual CA reduced and April and
September as the only significant growth months.

For all twelve stations, June, July and August CA were reduced by warming from
normal to 1.5x to 2x to 4xC02 levels, unless CA was already zero. CA differences from
one scenario to another were minimal in autumn, but substantial in the spring. Where the
normal peak was in June, it tended to shift to May at higher temperatures. From 2x to
4x~O'). M::lV t:A cl~c:1in~cl in evprv C'~~p_ Anril h~c1 nil rA in ~11 {"'~~p~ UTlth rhp nr\rTn~l
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ture (Figure 4). The increases in I
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be greater at the more southerly .,. 110

locations than farther north.
For Swift Current, for COz
quadrupling C was 109, which
is higher than the normal

C,) 130
standard value of 100 at Gar- J
den CityJKansas. 120
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Southern Saskatchewan re- .,. 110

gional CA decreased with
warming to 2xCOzJ then in...
creased from 2x to 4xCOz (Fig...
ure 5). These impacts reflected 130

the typical pattern for the indi- JU

vidual stations, but were com- 120
'5

pararively small because of .,. 110

counteracting effects among
the locations (Figure 2). For ex...
ample, the 1.5x scenario areal
impact on CA was based on

o 130
positive values at three stations J
and negative ones at the other 120

"eight. For wind erosion poten- .,.
110

tial, C, the values increased for
climatic warming at every loca..
tion, so the regional averages all
show increases from each see...

nario to the next (Figure 5), and Figure 4. Wind erosion potential (C) at twelve locations. Data are for
are more pronounced than the M&S lx, 1.5x, 2xand 4xCOz warming scenarios with no change in
changes for CA. precipitation or wind.

As noted in Methods, 52°N latitude wasused in abstracting all the M&S 4xCOz
temperature increments. It was subsequently found that for 59°34'N, Uranium City's
latitude, those increments (Manabe and Stouffer 1979, 1980) would be up to zoC higher
than at 52°N for some months, although for June to October the difference between the
two sets of increments does not exceed 0.5°C. Use of the more northerly latitude for the
M&S calculations would have resulted in a negligible increase in the estimated wind
erosion potentials. For biomass the effect would have been to accentuate impacts. For
example, CA would be farther above normal for Uranium City for the 1.5x and 2xCOz
scenarios than in Figure 2, and farther below normal for 4xCOz. The May peak for 1.5x
and 2xCOz (Figure 3) would be more pronounced. In general, howeverJ use of the more
northerly latitude in the M&S calculations for Uranium City would not have changed the
conclusions in this study.

Analyses ofPrecipitation and Wind Effects with M&S Warming
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Figure 5. Biomass and wind erosion potential for southern Saskatchewan. The data are for the M&S warming
scenarios with no change in the wind climate, but they include results for 70 percent and 130 percent as well as
100 percent of normal precipitation.

percent reduction in precipitation reduced CA by at least 50 percent (Figure 5). With
respect to wind erosion potential, increasing precipitation 30 percent reduced C by 20 to
45 percent, and a 30 percent decrease in precipitation more than doubled C.

The estimation ofadverse 2xCOzwarming impacts, and ofhow increased precipitation
might offset them, is illustrated here for Regina (Table 1). Raising the Regina June mean
temperature from 15.9°C to 18.7°C increased estimated potential evapotranspiration,
ETp, from 122 to 131 mm, and the heliothermic value, HT, from 6.8 to 7.5, and lowered
the June contribution to the precipitation effectiveness, I, from 5.2 to 4.7. The June
potential evapotranspiration increase,. with some help from the May increase for that
variable, produced for June a proportionally greater reduction in the moisture factor, Fs,
than the increase in the heliothermic factor, so the june biomass potential, CA, declined.
The June to August CA decrease exceeded the total increase for other months, so CA for
the year declined from 10.8 to 9.5. For precipitation effectiveness, there were reductions of
April to October contributions but no changes for other months, so for the year the
precipitation effectiveness was lowered and the wind erosion potential, C, increased.

In further analysis it was found that a 7 percent increase in precipitation was sufficient
to offset the adverse biomass and wind erosion impacts of warming to the 2xCOz
temperature levels. Such a precipitation increase (fable 1) would raise the final values of
the moisture factor, although not back up to the normal level. But combining this modest
moisture rise with the heliothermic rise associated with the 2xCOzscenario increased CA
for the year to slightly above normal. Warming to the 2xCOz scenario level reduced the
precipitation effectiveness, I, from 34.8 to 32.3, but combining the warming with a 7
percent precipitation increase brought I, and the wind erosion potential, C, to essentially
the same value as normal. It appears that the M&S 2xCOz scenario warming at Regina
would probably depress biomass potential and increase wind erosion potential, but that a
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TABLEt
Regina: Impacts of 2xC02 M&S scenario temperatures, without and with 7 percent precipitation increase.*

March April -,Mav -r- June J~y August Sept. Oct. Nov. Year

Normal

T ,7.8 3.3 11.1 15.9 18.9 17.8 11.7 5.2 ..5.1 2.2

Pcp 17.8 23.7 46.4 79.6 53.3 44.8 36.7 18.8 13.5 384.0

ETp - 33 96 122 139 117 69 27 - -
HT 0.00 0.00 3.47 6.81 7.31 5.94 3.11 0.00 0.00 26.64

Fs - 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.07 0.15 0.53 0.68 - -

CA 0.00 0.00 3.47 4.32 0.51 0.89 1.65 0.00 0.00 10.83

I 2.96 2.64 3.54 5.24 3.00 2.58 2.66 1.80 2.18 34.75

C 61.66

2xCOz

T ..3.8 7.1 14.1 18.7 21.2 19.9 14.2 8.1 -1.8 5.3

Pcp 17.8 23.7 46.4 79.6 53.3 44.8 36.7 18.8 13.5 384.0

ETp - 59 109 131 145 123 77 37 - -

HT 0.00 0.00 5.69 7.49 7.74 6.32 3.96 0.15 0.00 31.35

Fs - 1.00 0.66 0.42 0.02 0.10 0.45 0.50 - -
CA 0.00 0.00 3.73 3.16 0.12 0.61 1.80 0.07 0.00 9.50

I 2.96 2.08 3.11 4.73 2.77 2.39 2.38 1.52 2.18 32.25

C 71.56

2xCOz, precipita-
tion x 107percent

T ..3.8 7.1 14.1 18.7 21.2 19.9 14.2 8.1 -1.8 5.3

Pcp 19.0 25.4 49.6 85.2 57.0 47.9 39.3 20.1 14.4 410.9

ETp - 59 109 131 145 123 77 37 - -

HT 0.00 0.00 5.69 7.49 7.74 6.32 3.96 0.15 0.00 31.35

Fs - 1.00 0.72 0.48 0.06 0.13 0.49 0.54 - -

CA 0.00 0.00 4.07 3.63 0.43 0.84 1.94 0.08 0.00 10.99

I 3.19 2.24 3.35 5.10 2.99 2.57 2.57 1.63 2.35 34.77

C 61.58

Variables are mean temperatures(I,OC), precipitation (Pep,mrn),derivedpotential evapotranspiration (ETp,
mrn,by method ofTurc & Lecerf, 1972), HT, Fsand CA (Equation 1),and I and C (Equation 3).The normals
are for 1951to 1980.

*ThisTable is based on a supplementary analysis which found that, for Regina, a 7 percent precipitation
increasewassufficient to offsetthe adverseCA and C impacts associatedwith the M&S 2xCOz scenario.

potential, CA, was 92 percent of normal if precipitation remained unchanged, but 145
percent ofnormal if precipitation increased 30 percent. The wind erosion potential, C, was
11nnercent of normal with no nrecinitation chance.. but onlv 65 nercent of normal if
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TABLE 2
Southern Saskatchewan percentages of normal CA and C for the temperature and precipitation scenarios

~--~~·~-"--~C-_________·__···___ ------~----------------Temperature-Scenario-----------~-------~-------------.-

Precipitation Normal Manabe and Stouffer GISS

Scenario 1.5xCOz 2xCOz 4xCOz 2xCOz

CA

70percent of normal 49.4 45.5 38.4 39.7

Normal precipitation 100.0 97.6 92.4 97.8 91.8

130percent of normal 148.8 149.8 145.1 155.8

GISSprecipitation 112.9

C

70percent ofnormal 205.1 223.2 237.8 288.2

Normal precipitation 100.0 109.1 116.3 140.7 126.1

130percent of normal 56.0 61.1 65.2 78.9

GISSprecipitation 85.4

and the increase in wind erosion potential expected with 2xCOzwarming. The precipita
tion increase required would vary within the region, being more than 10 percent at some
places and less at others (e.g., 7 percent at Regina).

Using the relationships of Equation (3), we derived data to illustrate the combined
effects of wind speed changes and other factors on wind erosion potential. Since this
potential varies as the cube of the wind speed but only as the square of the precipitation
effectiveness, it is more sensitive to wind speed than to soil moisture. The increase in
Regina wind erosion potential (C, Table 1) from 61.7 to 71.6 with 2xCOz warming could
be offset by a 5 percent decrease in the average annual wind speed. The 9 percent rise in C
for 1.5xCOz warming could be offset by a 3 percent decline in wind speed and the 41
percent C increase for 4xCOz warming, by an 11 percent wind speed decrease.

What changes in wind speeds are expected with future global warming? Climate models
indicate a decrease in the temperature contrast or gradient from the North Pole to the
equator) and the future warmer atmosphere would hold more water vapour. The
temperature gradient and water vapour are the main energy sources for mid-latitude
storms. The net result of these competing effects is difficult to predict. Currently there is
little consensus among climate models regarding the changes in storminess and associated
extreme wind speeds (IPCe 1996).

If increased wind speeds accompanied climatic warming, the adverse impact on wind
erosion would be exacerbated. With 2xCOz warming alone, C would increase from 61.7
to 71.6 for Regina (Table 1), but with the warming combined with 5 percent higher wind
speeds, C would increase instead to 82.8.

Wind also affects biomass production, e.g., by influencing evaporation and transpira
tion rates. Future research with CA involving scenario wind data should consider
developing a potential evapotranspiration formula that takes wind into account while still
being compatible with the CA model, or a procedure should be devised for adjusting
results according to the anticipated wind regime.

Comparison with GISSScenario Results
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normal CA, Table 2), although not necessarily for individual stations. The wind erosion
potentialregional estimate...\\TCl~ .. ~()l}siger~bl'y lQ\\7er J ()r .M~S .than .fo!, OISS .(11(jv~! .. 126
percent of normal C). Scenario temperature increments for 2xC02 were somewhat lower
for M&S (Methods Section, above) than for GISS (Williams et a1. 1988). Lowering
temperatures reduces C, but it can sometimes leave CA essentially unchanged, because of
its opposite effects on the moisture factor and the heliothermic factor.

With the M&S scenario, increasing precipitation 30 percent raised regional CA for
2xCOz from 92 to 145 percent and reduced C from 116 percent of normal to 65 percent
(Table 2). The GISS precipitation increases (5 to 15 percent in summer months, higher in
winter) raised CA from 92 to 113 percent and reduced C from 126 percent to 85 percent
of normal.

At Saskatoon, warming to the GISS 2xCOz temperatures, with no change in
precipitation, increased the estimated wind erosion potential, C, by 23 percent, but a 7
percent wind speed decrease would offset this. With the increased precipitation predicted
by GISS, their 2xCOz scenario lowered C for Saskatoon to 80 percent of normal, but an
~ percent increase in the wind speed would apparently eliminate this benefit.

Interacting Impacts

Because the effects of moisture in both enhancing biomass production and reducing
wind erosion are recognized in our models, any increase in the estimated biomass potential
would tend to be accompanied by a reduction in the estimated wind erosion potential.
Apart from this, however, several other types of interactions between biomass and wind
erosion potential should be anticipated.

The M&S 2xCOztemperature rise reduced southern Saskatchewan CA.8 percent and
increased C 16 percent (Table 2). Unless soil conservation measures were augmented to
compensate, the increased erosion and the associated abrasion and other damage to
vegetation would probably lower biomass productivity further and further below the 92
percent of normal estimated for CA. Also, the reduced biomass production would reduce
soil organic matter and ground cover, increasing the long-term susceptibility to wind
erosion beyond the 116 percent of normal estimated for C.

Human activity "can disguise .cumulative adverse changes to soils ... that may be
accelerated by climatic change" (Carter et a1. 1988). For example, using more fertilizer and
herbicides and higher yielding varieties might permit greater crop production in spite of
deteriorating soils. Then the soil degradation impacts would not be reflected in reduced
yields, but instead in higher input costs, less stable production as soil humus and fine
particle losses made crops more drought-prone, and increased dust and chemical pollution
in the air and in runoff.

Although use of the GISS warming scenario with increased precipitation led. to
estimates of 13 percent more biomass productivity and 15 percent less wind erosion
potential than normal for southern Saskatchewan (Table 2), it also indicated greater
frequency and severity of droughts, and the "increased drought frequency would not
necessarily be inconsistent if the climatic change were accompanied by an increase in
variability ofsoil moisture" (Williams et a1. 1988: 360). The dry soil and reduced vegetation
of drought years such as 1988 increase susceptibility to soil erosion (Maybank et a1. 1995).
More droughts, and the hotter, drier, midsummer periods, could thus mean greater wind
erosion potential than our results suggest.

Estimates of the wind erosion potential could also be misleading because Equation (3)
npO'lprf'''c·cp~c{"\rH.l ~nt1 'UP~r...t"r\.-"UP~T 'T~ri~r1(')nc;: in ,uinA c;:nppr1~ ~nilffpllllpnrip~oforrnrrpnrp
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vegetative growth, Wind erosion is presently most frequent in the spring (Wheaton and
Chakravarti 1987). The reduced June to August biomass productivity indicated for the
M&Swarmlng scenarios (Figure 3)· could help cause an additional wind erosion peak.
Further research is needed into this possibility.

Remarks on the 1.5x, 2x and 4xC02 Scenarios

By using scenarios for several warming stages, we can see how climate might change
over time, instead of looking at only a 2xCOzscenario "snapshot."

The derivation of temperature increments for the 1.5x and 2xCOz M&S scenarios
(Methods Section) was based on a simplistic assumption, but the scenarios are plausible
and appropriate for use in estimating possible impacts. If regional temperature is a
continuous function over time, with the normal and 4xCOz conditions represented by
two points on the curve, the interval between them will include points for the 1.5x and the
2xCOz conditions. Those scenarios represent temperature conditions that could be
expected to occur at some unspecified dates between now and the date for 4xCOz. Of
course the actual transitional climates could be rather different from the "expected" ones,
e.g., due to changes in the seasonal patterns.

It is interesting that with a temperature function that increases from the normal level
to 1.5x to 2x to 4xCOz, the direction of the resulting changes is consistent for one impact
model (C), while for the other (CA) there are usually reversals in the trend as warming
continues. The biomass model reflects the net effects of increased moisture stress tending
to reduce CA in summer) while enhanced heat resources tend to increase it in spring. The
results can exhibit trend reversals as these processes dominate alternately as warming
proceeds.

Conclusions

This research makes several new contributions to the understanding of climatic
impacts in the Canadian prairies. It deals not only with "a production factor (biomass), but
also with an environmental degradation process (wind erosion), and it discusses interac
tions between them. It includes impact estimates for times before and beyond greenhouse
gas doubling, rather than just for the doubling point. The employment of a biomass index
rather than a specific crop model broadens the usefulness to multi...sector and multiple land
use and resource management applications.

Our results suggest that if Saskatchewan's climate warms substantially but precipita...
tion remains unchanged, the climatic potential for biomass will decline in southern areas
over the next few decades. In northern Saskatchewan, this potential would probably
improve until the north became as warm as southern Saskatchewan is now, although the
rocky and other poor soils of the Precambrian Shield would severely limit exploitation of
climatic potential in the north, particularly for agriculture. With continued warming,
there could eventually be reversals in the direction of change, with CA beginning to rise
in the south, but later declining again.

Further research is needed to assess the validity and explore the implications of this
quasi...cyclical behaviour of CA. If it is found to be realistic it could have important
consequences for interpreting single stage impact studies. For example, a simulation for
the 2xCOzwarming stage may indicate a negative impact, but perhaps if the analysis were
extended to other stages, trend reversals might be found, with a positive impact for, say,
3xCOzwarming.

The results indicate decreased midsummer and increased spring growth, which, for
. .1.1 .. . . _ _ ~ .J
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considered here) would be quite significant. Under a 4xCOz...type climatic regime, which
we.could experience long before the atmospheric: COzactually quadruples, the selection
and management of renewable resource enterprises could be changed substantially.

In contrast to the quasi-cyclical thermal response for biomass, the trend ofwind erosion
potential would apparently continue to rise as warming progressed. However, some
responses to climatic change might alter this. For example, any shift from spring to fall
sowing would mean the ground would more often be covered with vegetation in the windy
spring season, which would reduce the erosion risk. Also, any alteration in biomass
productivity would affect vegetative cover and soil organic matter, thus changing the
potential for erosion. The peak wind erosion season would tend to shift.from spring to
summer, in response to increased ground cover in spring and the hotter, drier, midsummer
conditions. .

Our biomass and wind erosion potential results emphasize the importance of precipi...
tation data in climatic impact studies. A 10 percent increase in precipitation was enough
to offset both the reduction in CA and the increase in C for a 2xCOz warming scenario
for southern Saskatchewan. Rising temperatures increase potential evapotranspiration,
tending to reduce biomass productivity, and they intensify the wind erosion risk, but these
impacts may be offset by precipitation changes. Precipitation data would be even more
relevant in impact studies if information not only on the total quantity, but also on the
timeliness of adequate amounts, could be taken into account in the analyses.

The soil erosion risk can be significantly altered by even rather modest wind speed
changes. Scenario wind data should be evaluated, and employed in future impact analyses
if this seems warranted. The wind erosion model should be modified so not only the
annual wind speeds, but also seasonal patterns and extreme events, are represented. The
effects of wind on potential evapotranspiration, and hence on biomass productivity,
should be considered as well.

It is important to have some representation of the climate beyond the present
agricultural region to help determine how the present northward decline in climatic
suitability for farming would be affected by warming. Our results for Uranium City
suggested that the climate of the north would be much more suitable for biomass
production after warming than it is now. Although this might not be too relevant for
agriculture, because of the poor soil resources on the Precambrian Shield, it could be quite
significant for the forest ecosystem, and hence for forestry, outdoor recreation, and the
reduction of net carbon dioxide emissions through the removal and storage of carbon by
growing forests.

Results for several climatic scenarios may be quite similar in an analysis for one type of
impact, but less so for another. Scenarios for 2xC02 based on two different GCMs both
indicated 92 percent of normal CA, but for C the percentage was 126 percent of normal
for one scenario and 116 percent for the other.

Even if a climatic change were rather uniform across a region, impacts would probably
vary greatly from one part to another. Different and sometimes opposite impacts can be
expected at different locations, because of the spatial diversity of the initial climate.

Because the science of estimating climatic change impacts is still rather new, and since
its results cannot readily be confirmed either by experiment or by historical analysis, it is
particularly important to exercise caution in interpreting these results. This need for
judicious interpretation is emphasized by the marked differences in outcome from one
scenario, impact model, or location to another. Opposite resultsmay seem reasonable in

... ......-
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additional precipitation "would be more than offset by the adverse effects associated with
the higher temperatures" (Williams et al. 1988). For biomass productivity, apparently the
increased precipitation and enhanced.early spring growth could more than compensate
for the hotter, drier summers. Such conditions might be less suitable for spring wheat but
more suitable for, e.g., a livestock...based rotation system, winter wheat production, or
some other type of renewable resource enterprise.

Biomass productivity and soil degradation should be integrated into a single system or
model for use in impact analyses. Some of the procedures employed by Pitovranov et al.
(1988) for incorporating soil degradation aspects in climatic impact analysis of winter rye
in Russia's Leningrad region might be adapted for more general use in different parts of
the world. The "growth constraint model" approach suggested by Pierce and Stathers
(1988) for taking into account the effects of climatic change, soil degradation, and other
factors on western Canadian cereal grain production should be explored in future climatic
impacts research.

The interactions between biomass productivity and soil degradation mean that
increased emphasis on soil conservation will probably be essential in any effective strategy
for coping with climatic warming. Conservation measures that produce and retain more
soil organic matter help control soil erosion, and they improve the soil water-holding
capacity, which would help to reduce the crop losses due to the more frequent droughts
that are likely in a warmer climate.

As the climate warmed, its variability could change. If the variability of temperature,
rainfall or other elements were to increase, it would have serious implications for both
biomass and wind erosion, because droughts, severe dust storms, floods, heat damage and
even severe winter storms could become more frequent. Unfortunately, there appears to
be very little consensus among climate models on how the regional variability of climatic
elements is likely to change, even in the case of temperature (IPCC 1996). Under the
circumstances, we need to explore the sensitivity of biomass and wind erosion potential in
our region to changes in the variability of climatic elements. This could involve applying
our impact models in conjunction with various assumed changes in the variability of the
climatic elements. Further research is also needed with historical data, to determine, for
example, how the past warming of about l°C in the Canadian prairies has affected
climatic variability.

In spite of their limitations, we believe analyses of GCM...based scenario data could be
employed to generate useful probability distributions of the possible climatic change
impacts with which society should be prepared to cope. They can also help in assessing the
sensitivity of impact analysis systems to climatic change. We expect that impact analyses
will help agriculture and other sectors meet the challenge of climatic change in our study
area (Wheaton et al. 1992), and that the approach will be similarly useful elsewhere in the
Canadian Plains region and beyond.
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"Leaving the Hearth Fire Untended": Women and Public Pursuits
in the Journalism of Kate Simpson Hayes

Constance A. Maguire

ABSTRACT. Kate Simpson Hayes was one of Western Canada's earliest woman writers and journalists. Her
unconventional private life, which includes a nine-year extra-marital affair and the birth of two children out of
wedlock, demonstrates that the society of late-nineteenth .and early-twentieth-cenrury Canada was sometimes
willing to tolerate violation of its traditional norms as long as an image of propriety was maintained. Kate
Simpson Hayes successfully managed to accomplish this, for she was a well-received, popular author, whose work
includes books, feature articles, poems, plays, stories and countless newspaper columns. This article explores
Hayes's views, as expressed in her journalism, on women's activities outside the domestic sphere, including
woman suffrage, equal rights, and women's clubs. Given Hayes's disregard for tradition in her personal life, it is
reasonable to assume that her views on these issues might also challenge convention. In fact, Kate Simpson Hayes
has been identified by several authors as a strong supporter of the suffrage cause. This is not so. The vivid and
colourful words in Kate Hayes's written work do not obscure her moderate social and political views, as she
earnestly promotes the domestic ideal, with women remaining by their hearth fires, as a foundation for a strong
and stable Canada.

SOMMAIRE. Kate Simpson Hayes fut rune des premieres femmes journalistes et ecrivains de l'Ouest du Canada.
Sa vie privee peu conventionneUe (une liaison extra-conjugale qui dura neufans, deux enfants nes de parents non
maries) dernontre que la societe canadienne de la fin du dix-neuvierne siecle et du debut du vingtierne etait parfois
disposee a tolerer la violation de ses normes traditionnelles pourvu qu'une mesure de decence soit maintenue.
Kate Simpson Hayes fut ainsi toleree en tant qu'auteur populaire dont les oeuvres comprenaient des livres, des
articles de fond, des poemes, des pieces de theatre, des nouvelles et d'innornbrables rubriques. Le present article
explore, atravers son journalisme, ses vues sur les activites feminines non domestiques, telles que la lutte pour le
suffrage et l'egalite des droits, et les clubs de femmes. Etant donne le mepris de la tradition que Hayes affichait
dans sa vie personnelle, on pourrait croire qu'elle defiait egalernent les conventions au sujet de ces questions; en
fait, plusieurs auteurs rant consideree une partisane ardente du suffrage. 11 n'en est rien. Les mots hauts en
couleurs qui caracterisent les ecrits de Hayes cachent rnal la moderation de ses opinions sociales et politiques: elle
essayait avec sincerite de promouvoir l'ideal domestique de la femme au foyer en rant que fondation d'un Canada
fort et stable.

Kate Simpson Hayes was among the earliest women authors and journalists in Western
Canada. A talented writer, she has been recognized for her vivid fictional and poetic
accounts of prairie life, penning not only short stories, poems, and plays, but also feature
articles and innumerable newspaper columns. Her personal life included marital separa...
tion, a long-standing romantic liaison, and the birth of two children out of wedlock, all of
which violated the traditional norms oflate-ninetee nth-century Canada. It is not clear just
how much the community knew of her personal situation, and her two youngest children

. in particular, but Hayes struggled for her entire life to hide what she saw as a source of
shame. Given Kate Hayes's unconventional private life, it is reasonable to assume that her
opinions on issues such as woman suffrage, the pursuit of equal rights, and women's clubs
would also challenge convention. Such is not the case. Kate Simpson Hayes held
traditional views, which are readily discernible in her written work. With few exceptions,
she did not approve of either equal rights or woman suffrage, and she saw most women's
organizations as a waste of time. She urged women who entered the workforce out of
necessity to behave in a practical and sensible manner, much "as a man would," but
cautioned them to hold on to their femininity and not forfeit their essential, unique power
as women. 1 This combination of practicality and common sense, along with womanly
influence, is how Hayes herself coped with life in the public world. Her writing, with its
conventional outlook and colourful style, was well-received, and this acceptance likely

Mary Markwell (Kate Simpson Hayes), "Woman's World" ("WW"), Manitoba Free Press, 1 August 1903. For
an analysis of Hayes's views regarding women and employment, see " 'Forced ByCircumstances': Women
and Work," in Constance Anne Maguire, "Convention and Contradiction in the Life and Ideas of Kate
Simpson Hayes," (M.A. thesis, University of Regina, 1996), 161~95.
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helped to deflect attention from the less acceptable aspects of her private life. Women's
participation in public activities is a recurrent theme in Hayes's journalism, and she
earnestly promotes the domestic ideal, with women remaining by their hearth fires, as the
foundation for a strong and stable Canada.

The settlement, industrialization, and urbanization of a rapidly growing nation
generated a feeling of optimism, but also brought a sense of uncertainty and anxiety. At
the heart of Kate Simpson Hayes's view of women's role in society is her concern for the
type of nation Canada was to become. According to Hayes, the creation of an orderly,
stable society depended upon wives and mothers who, in addition to fulfilling household
duties, were responsible for the moral guidance of their families." She believed that
involvement in public pursuits would distract women from this vital task. Convinced that
writers also had a significant role to play in the development of the emerging nation, Kate
Hayes counted herself among those capable of exerting influence. In Hayes's own words,
the purpose of the woman's page was "to interest, to entertain, and, when possible,
instruct."z Her newspaper columns gave her a forum from which to be heard, and once a
week, for several years, Kate Hayes had an audience for her views. When she perceived
threats to her vision of Canada her words were strong and sharp, an indication of the
depth of her concern.

An examination of Kate Simpson Hayes's written work" reveals her conventional
beliefs, and her opposition to the enfranchisement ofwomen. She declares herself as being
"always a most determined anti..suffragist,,,3and often expresses anti..suffrage sentiments in
her newspaper columns. Kate Hayes was no less critical ofwomen's desire for equal rights,
or their enthusiastic participation in clubs, although she did eventually come to acknow..
ledge the benefit to society of some philanthropic organizations, and encouraged the
formation of women's professional associations. The Canadian Women's Press Club, of
which she was a charter member) and the Regina Local Council ofWomen were the only
women's organizations to which Hayes herself belonged. She believed that women who
were drawn from their homes and distracted by politics and clubs were shirking their
principal duties, thus jeopardizing not only the well-being of their own families but that of
the entire country. Hayes extended these views to include women who sought employ
ment. She approved of women who earned a salary out of necessity J but had little patience
for women who worked to satisfy a whim, or to earn "pin money.,,4 According to Hayes,
"society at large depends upon the home - it has been called the 'bulwark of the nation,'
and it is there woman's place is and should ever be.,,5 As for those women seeking "equal
place and power" with men, Hayes declares, "if the Creator had intended women to be
men He would have created them so.»6

The assumption that Kate Simpson Hayes was a proponent of woman suffrage is
reinforced by the fact that, in May 1895, Nicholas Flood Davin proposed a bill in the
House of Commons for the granting of suffrage "to women possessing the qualifications
which now entitle men to the electoral franchise.I" Given the intimate, long..standing
.relationship between Kate Simpson Hayes and Nicholas Flood Davin, and the fact that

2 "WW," 3January 1903.

3 "WW," 9 July 1904.

4 "WW," 2 August 1902.

5 "WW," 3 October 1903.

6 Mary Markwell, "Facts, Fads, and Fancies," ManitobaFree Press, 4 August 1900.
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Hayes owned property and thus would have qualified to vote, it has been taken for granted
that she actively encouraged Davin in this proposal. As a result.. several writers have
mistakenly placed Kate Simpson Hayes among those who actively pursued wornan
suffrage. For example, historian Susan]ackel identifies Hayes as a "committed suffragist,"8
and claims Hayes's "strong suffrage convictions"9 to be the driving force behind Davin's
proposed bill. More indirectly.john Herd Thompson, in his biographical study of Davin,
attributes this "outbreak of feminism" on Davin's part to his relationship with Kate
Simpson Hayes and her "strong feminist convictions."10 Ken Mitchell has created a
dramatization of the Hayes...Davin relationship in which he makes Davin's suggestion the
result of"spending too much time with radicals, like Mrs. Hayes." In another instance, the
Hayes character lets it be known that she has "gone politicking. To gain the vote for
women!"ll As well, when including Hayes's work in their collection of late...nineteenth...
century stories by Canadian women, Lorraine McMullen and Sandra Campbell link
Davin's actions to Kate Hayes's "strong support for suffrage. ,,12

Catherine Ethel Hayes was born in Dalhousie, New Brunswick, in the summer of 1856.
She was the youngest of three surviving daughters of Patrick and Anna Hogan Hayes.
Born in Ireland, both Patrick and Anna Hayes were Roman Catholic. 13 After financial
problems forced Hayes to close his general store, he found work in Wisconsin, where he
was fatally wounded in a lumbering accident in 1869.14 The newly...widowed Anna Hayes
remained in New Brunswick with her two youngest daughters. Both Catherine (Kate) and
her sister Winifred graduated from the Normal School in Fredericton, New Brunswick,"
and by the fall of 1879Kate Hayes was working as a governess in Prince Albert, North
West Territories. 16 It is not known why she chose to move West or whether she was alone,
but, at some point, her two sisters also moved to western Canada, as did their mother. The
Hayes sisters and their mother remained close, for Anna Hayes lived at various times with
each of her daughters.

8 Susan Jackel, "First Days, Fighting Days: Prairie Presswomen and Suffrage Activism, 1906,1916," in Mary
Kinnear, ed., First Days, Fighting Days: Women in Manitoba History (Regina: Canadian Plains Research
Center, 1987), 56.

9 Susan Jackel, "Hay~s, Kate Simpson," The Canadian Encyclopedia, Vol. 2 (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers,
1988), 799; also Susan Jackel, "Hayes, Kate Simpson," The 1998 Canadian Encyclopedia Plus: The Complete
Multimedia Reference Work on CD,ROM (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Inc., 1997).

10 John Herd Thompson, "Davin, Nicholas Flood," in Ramsay Cook, ed., Dictionary of Canadian Biography
Vol. 13 (foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 25I.

11 Ken Mitchell, Davin:The Politician {Edmonton: NeWest Press, 1979),81,83.

12 Lorraine McMullen and Sandra Campbell, "Catherine E. Simpson Haves," AspiringWomen:ShortStories by
Canadian Women (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 1993), 207.

13 Government of Canada (Canada), Census of New Brunswick (NB Census), .1861, Restigouche County,
Parish of Dalhousie, M,558.

14 Saskatchewan Archives Board (SAB), Catherine Simpson Hayes Papers (Hayes Papers), R,2.l5, 4
(Scrapbook). Reports of PatrickHayes's death can be found in The PolkCount.)' Press (Osceola, Wl), 31 March
1869, and Union Advocate(Fredericton, NB), 3 June 1869.

15 Henry James Morgan, ed., Canadian Men and Women of the Time (foronto: William Briggs, 1912), 516;
Canada, NB Census, 1871, Restigouche County, Parish of Dalhousie; Provincial Archives of New
Brunswick (PANB), Teachers' College Records, RS117; PANB, Record of Licensed Teachers, 1842-1877,
RS115, 13/8. Kate Hayes was not found in these provincial records, but Winifred was. If Kate Hayes trained
for five months, as noted in Manitoba Public School Records, this may not have been long enough to be
certified. Provincial Archives of Manitoba (pAM), Public Schools of Manitoba, (Half-Yearly Attendance)
Registers, M-422.
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Kate Hayes married Charles Bowman Simpson in June 1882, in Prince Albert. I7 From
Bowmanville, Ontario, Charles was the eldest son ofJohn Simpson, a merchant, banker,
and senator. The newlyweds continued to live in Prince Albert. Their son, Burke, was
born in March 1883, and their daughter, Elaine, also called Bonnie, was born in 1885.
What little is known oftheir married life suggests that they were not happy. It appears that
Charles Simpson was abusive and drank to excess. 18 It was likely early in 1886that Kate
left Charles, took their son and daughter, and moved to the town of Regina. Whatever
her reasons were for this courageous act, Kate Simpson Hayes did remain on good terms
with Charles's family, which suggests that they did not fault her for leaving. The
separation. was formalized in 1889, after which Kate Simpson became known as Mrs.
Simpson Hayes, or simply Mrs. Hayes.19

A salary was essential for a twenty..nine...year...old woman with two small children to
support, and soon Kate Simpson was managing the millinery department in the A.
Sheppard & Son department store.20 Kate later proudly recalls how she "accepted $35 a
month, and kept two children on it for eight months."zl By the fall of 1886 she was able to
open her own business, The Bazaar, which sold millinery and "fancy goods. ,,22 However,
in january 1888a stock...clearing sale was advertised, and by July stock was being disposed
of "entirely at cost."Z3 Once again in need of a wage, she occasionally contributed poems
and articles to the newspaper, The Leader, before.being hired as a clerk by the government
of the North..West Territories.

Not long after Kate Simpson's arrival in the small prairie town of Regina, she became
involved with Nicholas Flood Davin in an intimate relationship which lasted, as she
describes it, for "nine glad years.,,24 Davin was born in 1840in Ireland. He came to Regina
in 1882, and by the following March was publishing his newspaper, The Leader. He \vas
also a Conservative Member of Parliament from 1887 to 1900. Seemingly discouraged by
his election loss and the stress of adapting to life as a private citizen, Davin died by his own
hand in October 1901. He had travelled to Winnipeg and tried, without success, to secure
a position with the Manitoba Conservative party. While there, by chance, he met Kate
Hayes in the Winnipeg post office. Their relationship had ended six years earlier, and
Davin had since married. He told Hayes that, although his wife objected, he intended to
change his will to acknowledge both of his children. Hayes apparently turned away, saying

.."you go your way, I'll go mine!" Shortly thereafter, having purchased a revolver, Nicholas
Davin took his own life in a room at the Clarendon Hotel in Winnipeg.25

17 SAB, Diary of Reverend Arthur Whiteside, 1880-1882, R-2.59; The Canadian Statesman (Bowmanville,
Ont.), 21July 1882.

18 SAB, Charles Beverley Koester Papers (Koester Papers) R..1427,1..28 (a), Agnes Robinson to C.B. Koester,
n.d.

19 Morgan, Canadian Men and Womenof theTime, 516. It has not been possible to determine where this took
place, or the exact terms of the agreement. It may well have been a private arrangement, in which case no
public records would exist. The author wishes to thank Constance Backhouse for her comments regarding
separation agreements in late..nineteenth-century Canada.

20 Henderson's Northwestern Ontario, Manitoba and North-West Territories Directory (Winnipeg: Henderson
Directory c-, 1887),427.

21 Mary Markwell, "Employment for Women in Canada," Manitoba Free Press, 2 March 1907, 31.

22 The Leader,SOctober, 12 October 1886.

23 The Regina Journal, 19January 1888;The Leader, 17July 1888.

24 NationalArchives of Canada (NA), Papers of Henry J. Morgan (Morgan Papers),MG 29, D 61, Vol. 15,
Ct:"1A r> 100C "l.'{~__.l.A~_l~•• ~l1lV~ .. ~ ~.:__~~_ u~_.~~\ ..~ U 1 \.A~_~~_ 11. n~~~~l-~_ 10('\1
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Kate Simpson Hayes's religious convictions are likely one reason for her refusal to
consider divorce,and marriage to Nicholas Flood Davin. In addition, as anMP, Davin
was especially susceptible to the scandal that surely would have followed. When discussing
divorce in nineteenth-century Canada, Constance Backhouse notes that "divorced
persons were seen as aberrations ... and great social stigma marked those whose marriages
had been terminated by law. ,,26 Even though they did not wed, Hayes and Davin did have
a son and a daughter. Their son, Henry Arthur, was born on 18 October 1889/7 while
their daughter Agnes was born on either 11 November 1891 or 11 January 1892.28 The
children were placed in private care. When Davin did eventually marry, his son went to
live with him "as a nephew," but his daughter had apparently vanished. As an ailing, sickly
infant, Agnes had been placed by her parents in the care of the Roman Catholic
orphanage at St. Boniface, Manitoba.29 When it became evident that Mr. and Mrs. Davin
wanted to take the child into their home, Kate Hayes placed her youngest daughter in the
care ofa trusted friend, FatherJohn C. Sinnett, and his widowed sister Mrs. Cunningham,
who then lived in Portage la Prairie.3o Hayes believed that with Father Sinnett her
daughter would be well cared for and have a proper Catholic upbringing. The Davins were
Protestant, and Hayes likely did not want two of her children raised outside the Catholic
Church. Thus, Agnes grew up believing she was Father Sinnett's niece, and that Kate
Hayes was merely a family friend.

For the rest ofher life, Kate Simpson Hayes adamantly refused to publicly acknowledge
Henry Arthur and Agnes as her children. Not much is known of Henry Arthur Davin,
other than that he died in battle in Belgium, in June 1916.31 During the late 1920s, after
Agnes discovered the identity of her birth parents, Kate Hayes still denied the younger
woman the recognition she sought. Hayes honestly believed, as she told Agnes, that she
had "done all that was possible" for her"under the circurnstances.Y' Agnes later confided
to a friend that her mother placed her with the nuns because of "the embarrassment ~f
unwed motherhood," and that she"could not afford" to keep her two youngest offspring.33

Reginans were no doubt aware of the liaison between Davin and Hayes, for as Hayes once
remarked, "everybody 'out west'" knew about the relationshipr'" However, it is not clear

Prairie Books, 1980), 1-69,206,207; also SAB, Koester Papers, 1;28 (a), Agnes Robinson to C.B. Koester, 2
February 1979. This is also described in SAB, Robinson Papers, 5, Ellen Christie (Agnes Robinson), "The
Days Are Not All Equal," Unpubl. ms., 413.

26 Constance Backhouse, Petticoats and Prejudice: Women and Law in Nineteenth;Century Canada (Toronto:
Women's Press, 1991), 197.

27 SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, 1,Canada, Department of National Defence to A. Hammell, 12June 1925.
According to military records, he was born in Vancouver. However, it is more probable that he was born
<in the United States, since Kate Hayes was in North Dakota from June to the end of October 1889, sending
articles to The Leader. SAB, Koester Papers, 1-28 (a), Agnes Agatha Robinson to Charles B. Koester, 11
February 1979; also The Leader, 25 June, 16July, 23 July, 20August, 1October, 8 October, 29 October 1889.

28 Robinson states that the correct date is 11 January, although she continued to use the 11November 1891
date, since that is what was listed in orphanage and church records. SAB, Koester Papers, 1-28 (a), Agnes
Robinson to C.B. Koester, 11 February 1979; also SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, 1, handwritten note, n.d.

29 SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, 1, note by Agnes Robinson, n.d.; also SAB, Koester Papers, 1-28 (a), Agnes
Robinson to C.B. Koester, 2 February 1979.

30 SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, I, note by Agnes Robinson, n.d.: also SAB, Koester Papers, 1-28 (a), Agnes
Robinson to C.B. Koester, 2 February 1979.

31 SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, 1, Canada, Department of National Defence to A. Hammell, I2June 1925.

32 SAB, Agnes Agatha Robinson Papers (Robinson Papers), R-423, 3, "M" (Kate Simpson Hayes) to "My dear
An (Aznes Robinson). 17 September (1928).
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how much was known about the two children. By living separately and placing the
children in private care, the two lovers maintained a semblance of propriety that likely
prevented scandal. Whether the community actually knew or. not, Kate Hayes deter...
minedly strove to hide what she viewed as a shameful secret. As time went on, the need
for secrecy did not diminish. Once Hayes left Regina and moved to Winnipeg as a full..time
journalist, she continued to be vulnerable. Her private life could not withstand scrutiny,
and with a sullied reputation, her livelihood as a writer would be in jeopardy. In addition,
she was also protecting her two older children and their families from what she considered
to be a shameful secret.

Kate Hayes began writing for newspapers in the 1870s when, still in high school, she
contributed poems and short stories to the St. Croix Courier in St. Stephen, New
Brunswick. Then, while she lived in Regina from the late 1880s until 1900, Kate Simpson
Hayes occasionally wrote poems and feature articles for local newspapers, primarily The
Leader, but also The Standard and The West. Her work also appeared in The Globe
(Toronto), The Week (Toronto), Saturday Night (Toronto), Winnipeg Saturday Night,
Canadian Magazine, and Vancouver World. One of her poems, "Rough Ben," was included
in William Douw Lighthall's 1889 anthology Songs of the Great Dominion.35 It was during
this time, as well, that Hayes's first book, Prairie Pot...Poum, was published.r''

Kate Simpson Hayes's reasons for leaving the security of a government job for the less
certain life ofa journalist are not known. She had been working for the government of the
North...West Territories since the late 1880s. From August 1890 to 1898 she was the clerk
in charge of the Legislative Library t after which she continued as a clerk in the Executive
Office, and then in the Department of Agriculture. Kate Simpson Hayes submitted her
resignation on 8 May 1900, and was granted five months' leave with pay, a generous
severance gesture. Her government salary for most of these years was $720 per annum,37
and was supplemented by whatever she earned from her writing.

Marjory Lang has observed that near the end of the nineteenth century, newspapers
began to realise that a "female readership could be a crucial element in the forecast of
financial success.... Thus, the emergence of the women's page ... was a direct result of
commercial pressure on newspaper owners and editors.,,38 Newspapers were shedding their
reliance on political, ethnic, and religious support in the search for financial inde
pendence. Once their significance as consumers was recognized, housewives became
profitable targets for advertising. The introduction of new columns and features created
an opening for women writers who were expected to appeal to family...oriented readers. As

34 SAB, Robinson Papers, R-423, 1, (name scratched out) (Kate Simpson Hayes) to "My Dear Aggie," 1June
1925.

35 Kate B. Simpson, "Rough Ben," in William Douw Lighthall, ed.• Songs of the Great Dominion (London:
Walter Scott, 1889),136-41.

36 Mary Markwell. Prairie Pot,Pourri (Winnipeg: The Stove! Co., 1895).

37 Henderson's Northwestern Ontario, Manitoba and NorthrWest Territories Directory (Winnipeg: Henderson
Directory Co., 1889),606;John Hawkes, "The Library," PublicSeroice Monthly4 (12)(1915,1916),230; SAB,
North West Territory Executive Committee Minutes, 6 September 1892, 30 October 1896, R-Z,16;
Government of the North West Territories (GNW1), Statement of the Public Accounts for the North West
Territories, 1894..1900;SAB, Public Accounts of the North West Territories for the Sixteen Months Ended
Dececember 31, 1898, December 31, 1899, December 31, 1900. GNWT, Order-in-Council, 407-00, 7
November 1900, R,178.2. Previous to 1894,clerks' salaries are lumped together under "clerical assistance."
The person hired to replace Hayes was paid $520 for 12 months.

38 Marjory Lang, "Separate Entrances: The First Generation of Canadian Women Journalists," in Lorraine
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a result, women's columns usually contained what newspaper editors and publishers
thought women should be reading.

It was an accepted custom at the time for women journalists to adopt a pen name. For
some, like Kit Coleman of the Mail (Toronto).orFaithFentonoftheEmpire(Toronto).it
was a strategy they adopted to shield their true identity; it also allowed them to speak more
freely on controversial topics. When analyzing behavioural patterns regarding women's
speech, Joan Swann has observed that "speaking out is seen as inconsistent with
conventional notions of femininity," and she adds that restrictions on speech are "part of
more general social restrictions imposed on women.»39 Newspapers were part of the public
sphere, and, placed in this public forum, journalists and their words were fair game for
critics. In her biography ofKit Coleman, Barbara Freeman relates how Kit achieved some
success, waging "battles over her preference for ... politics, religion and science» on the
women's page, instead of items such as household hints and recipes.l" According to
Freeman, Kit kept readers guessing about her gender for "the better part of three years."
They did not know that she was Kathleen Blake Coleman, a woman, separated from her
husband and raising two children on her own." Faith Fenton was also hiding; she was
Alice Freeman, a school teacher during the day, and a journalist at night. Jill Downie, in
her biography of Faith Fenton, states that public concern "about the morality of female
school teachers in general- let alone those who wrote in the newspapers» prevented Alice
from disclosing her dual identity.42 She feared losing her teacher's salary, which was her
main source of support. Neither of these women could afford unemployment.

Most, though not all, of Kate Hayes's work was written under the pseudonym "Mary
Markwell." For her early poems, written for The Leader in 1888, she used the name
"Elaine," but soon afterward was writing as "Mary Markwell." Hayes admits that it was
Nicholas Flood Davin who gave her the name. "He said, 'Now, 'Mark...well" - he was very
witty."43 Kate Simpson Hayes did not make a concerted effort to conceal her identity as
Mary Markwell. It is more likely that she assumed an alias because it was a common
practice. Her Ottawa columns, in 1910..1911, were written under her own name. Although
she had things to hide, she did not separate herself from the thoughts she shared with her
readers. As near as can be determined, Mary Markwell's comments reflect the personal
views of Kate Simpson Hayes. Nothing has been found in either her personal papers or her
written work to indicate that she adapted her opinions to suit her editors, or anyone else.
Although her moderate views were in contradiction with the choices Hayes made in her
private life, they worked to her advantage, fitting well with society's expectations for
convention, and making it easier for her writing to be accepted. Hayes wrote and edited a
newspaper column, week in and week out, for more than ten years. She once remarked
upon the importance of being able "to write without hesitation (no time for re..writes).tJ44
This level of activity would have been almost impossible to sustain had she been
consciously altering her views to suit others' opinions.

39 Joan Swann, "Ways of Speaking," in Frances Bonner et al., eds., Imagining Women:Cultural Representations
and Gender(Cambridge: Polity Press, The Open University, 1992), 59.

40 Barbara Freeman, Kit's Kingdom: The Journalism of Kathleen Blake Coleman (Ottawa: Carleton University
Press, 1989), 8.

41 Ibid., 29,3l.

42 Jill Downie, A Passionate Pen: the Life and Times of FaithFenton (foronto: Harper Collins Publishers, Ltd.,
1996) 92, 93.

43 SAB. Robinson Papers, R-423, I. "Gr." (Kate Simpson Haves) to "Dearest A~~ie," 17June 1925.
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The position as editor of the women's page of the Manitoba Free Press marked a
significant change for Kate Hayes, as she began to support herselfwith her pen. She edited
the weekly page from June 1900 to October 1906. For part of this time she also worked for
the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in Montreal as an assistant to George Ham, the
Director of Publicity. During this absence from Winnipeg, Hayes continued to edit and
write her weekly column. The fact that she continued with both jobs indicates that she
either wanted, or needed, the double income. AS she remarked to Henry Morgan, "the
Free Press is good enough to say they want me-the CPR is good enough to say they want
me, and both these octopus have a claw on my brain!,,45 It was also during this period, in
1904, that the Canadian Women's Press Club was formed, and Kate Simpson Hayes was
among the sixteen charter members. After this, until 1909, her contributions to the
Manitoba Free Press were less regular, but still frequent, in a column entitled "Prairie Pot
Pourri." Once again, as she continued to contribute her column to the Free Press, Kate
Hayes was employed by the CPR, this time in London, where she wrote promotional
material and gave public lectures encouraging British women to emigrate to Canada as
domestics. Living in London gave her an opportunity to observe first ..hand the combative
actions of Britain's suffragettes.Then, for several months, from September 1910 to
February 1911, Hayes was in Ottawa, editing the women's page of the Ottawa Free Press.
At this point, Kate Hayes decided to take "a short holiday from active journalism.T" Her
reasons for this decision are not known. The Ottawa columns are the last of her regular
newspaper work to be located, so far.

Kate Hayes insists that she was not restricted by the Manitoba Free Press in what she
wrote, other than to "write, say or report nothing which may offend good taste, and which
mayor may not be read by the youngest child of the family."47 There is no evidence of
disputes regarding content during her years of association with the Free Press or any of the
other newspapers for which she wrote. It is likely that her own moderate views were a
contributing factor. Her opinions may have coincided with those of her employers, and if
they did not, she likely relied on common sense and avoided material that would be
considered unacceptable. That she is aware of the issue is evident in her replies to readers.
In one instance, a "Miss M." is thanked for her article, which cannot be accepted, since
"nothing of a controversial nature is admitted to this page."48Another reader, "Wonder
Why," is told that "stirring up mud only soils one's hands." The columnist also notes, "I
don't want to have my stuff thrown into the \V.P.B. [wastebasketj.T" which indicates
Hayes's awareness that material deemed inappropriate for a women's page would not be
printed.

Ordinary housewives likely made up the largest proportion of her readers. However,
letters reveal that it was not only hearth-bound wives and mothers who read the women's
page. Mary Markwell willingly offers advice to women who are "forced" by circumstances,
as she sees it, to be earning a wage. 50 On the other hand, there is little sympathy for those
who need a wage but are hesitant to find work. As she tells one distraught reader, "God

45 NA, Morgan Papers, MG 29, 061, Vol. 10,3850,C-1993, Kate Simpson Hayes to H.J. Morgan, 20June
1905.

46 PAM, Media Club of Canada Papers, Winnipeg Branch, M-613, Box 4, Newspaper Clippings, 1906~1938,

"Canadian Women's Press Club," Toronto Home Journal, April 1911.

47 "WW," 27 October 1906.

48 Ibid., 4 May 1906. The content of the controversial article is not known.

49 Ibid., 11March 1905.
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help you if you really need the cash and don't want to stand out in the open and earn it. ,,51

Not all correspondents agree with Mary MarkwelL She takes exception to comments from
readers such as "Facts" who think that the page should advocate equal rights. The
columnist replies that "to take 'up the cudgels for women,' isn't the province ofthis page."52

In another instance, Mary Markwell chastises "Thunder Hill," a male reader who does not
take women's pages seriously. He is invited to peek over the fence of "Woman's World"
and "may he be edified whenever he does go peering."53 Mary Markwell welcomed critical
comments, for, as she remarked, it proved that the page was being read.54

Preparing a weekly women's column required continuous effort. As Mary Markwell
quipped to one reader, "the press-ure is great!"S5 Much of the editor's time was spent
scanning newspaper exchanges for interesting material, an activity which Kate Hayes once
described as "the clipping festivities which I indulge in from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m, in a delirium
of decayed delight.Y" However, after carefully editing and selecting material, the editor
often discovered that some segments could not be printed because space was needed for
advertisements. As she tells it, the compositor "snipped our noses off ... and gave the
reading public a dose ofPink Pills!"s7 Exasperation is discernible in her reply to a letter from
"Agra," a friend whose personal letters had not been answered. The columnist's response
hints at the unrelenting pressure of her work. "Arn'n't I writing all the time and sundry?
But there's a bag full of ideas that must be included each week, whether friends live or
die."s8

Elaine Showalter) in her study of British woman novelists, comments upon women
writers' imperative need for skill and "a certain degree of toughness" so they would not be
taken advantage of in business dealings.59Publishers and editors were in business to make
money, and rightly expected writers to be capable ofhandling their own affairs. The meek
and hesitant were at a disadvantage. Much the same could be said of the newspaper world.
Marjory Lang records the timidity expressed by Jean Blewett to John Willison, editor of
The Globe. "If you felt fifteen dollars a week was too much you could make it less, the thing
is that I may have a certain amount coming in regularly for a while.,,60 Blewett was
supporting an invalid husband. There is no record of Kate Hayes's attitude in salary
negotiations, but she does comment on what, in her view, is expected of a newspaper
woman:

[She] must be willing to take her turn at anything that offers.... giving her best, taking
what offers in the way of remuneration, and accepting the price paid until she is in a
position to demand her price. 61

51 "WW,"4 February 1905.

52 Ibid., 3June 1905.

53 Ibid., 13February 1904.
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Kate Simpson Hayes does not mention her salary. Barbara Freeman estimates that Kit
Coleman may have started, in 1889 at the Mail, at the low rate of$20 a month, eventually
reaching a maximum of $25 or $35 a week.62Kate Hayes was not desperate for a job, so
would not have accepted a meagre wage. She had been earning $15 a week with the
territorial government, so it is assumed that her initial salary was in that range. According
to A.H.V. Colquhoun, in 1899 a reporter (male) "rarely received more than $1200 a year,
and the average was closer to $600.,,63 Jill Downie, in writing about journalist Faith
Fenton's rate of pay in the late 1880s, thinks she may have earned $2 for each column
submitted.64 No further record of women journalists' salaries has been found. Gertrude
Balmer Watt ("Peggy") recalls that her husband earned $10 a week in 1902 as editor of
Ontario's Woodstock South~ Review.Peggy, who wrote and edited the women's page, says
that she, herself, was "just paid with a song.,,65

Kate Simpson Hayes was well aware that a newspaper office was considered, as she
termed it, "a place where few women have any right to be." In her opinion,

the women who get there and who stay there are the women who forget their "rights,"
and never think of "wrongs," who take the ups and downs of newspaper life just as men
take it, philosophically.66

Hayes's practical nature prompts her to recommend a similar approach for all women who
are compelled to earn a living in the public sphere. Although she tirelessly promoted the
domestic ideal, with home and hearth as woman's true calling, Kate Hayes knew from
personal experience that some women could not depend upon masculine support and
faced an imperative need to find waged employment. Her advice on how to succeed in a
world dominated by men, where success was measured in masculine terms, was to
approach work "as a man would." As she saw it, a "wild-eyed, eager woman, clad in a
costume entirely unfitted for the position she occupies.... she's going to wear out soon
unless she learns to think like a man ... calmly adjust life's little ways like a man, and act
like a man if she's going to work like aman."67She advises women to be prompt, concise,
calm, practical and suitably attired, none of which are specifically male attributes, but the
sensible and reasonable actions ofpersons who have achieved success. It just so happened
that most of these successful people were men, but, in Hayes's view, women could just as
easily adopt the necessary behaviour patterns. She does, however, warn of the inherent
danger in "meeting men on their own ground." Women are cautioned to "at the same time
meet men always in a woman's way, remembering that the slightest loss of femininity ... is
a loss of power and of all that is dear and vital to a woman.,,68Kate Hayes's contradictory
advice, to think and act like a man, all the while holding fast to femininity so as not to lose
what was seen as womanhood's powerful influence, hints at how Hayes herself met the
demands of life in the public domain. Her remarks can be extended to include those

61 "WW," 9 September 1905.
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women she terms "unwomanly," such as the suffragettes and the proponents of equal
rights, who, in her eyes, have surrendered their femininity and lost their vital influence as
women.

The pursuit of equal rights directly challenged the patriarchal structure of society, and
this threat was a major reason for objections to the extension of women's rights. Those
who exercise authority are seldom willing to relinquish it without a struggle. Aside from
the obvious example of opposition to female suffrage, this can be seen in the resistance to
reform the dower law, or the reluctance to grant homesteads to women. According to
Gisela Bock, whose research challenges artificial dichotomies such as work versus family
and public versusprivate in women's history, demands for equal rights "did not so much
challenge the sexual division of labour, as the sexual division of power.»69 That Kate
Simpson Hayes understands this is evidenced by her comment that ever since "the Serpent
tempted the woman to treat man as a rival, as an equal, that ... competition brought
about a struggle which has well nigh become a fisticuffs fight for place and worldly
power."70 However, Hayes's views on equal rights are not entirely consistent, for although
she opposes woman suffrage, she supports the idea of homesteads for women:

I have frequently urged that our own Canadian government should grant to all pioneer
women offull age a free grant of acres .... The thought ofgiving to western-bred women
a small tract of land would in no wise interfere with the present working of our excellent
land laws.

She does not consider the granting of homesteads to women a threat to the status quo, but
rather sees it as an improvement. Perhaps she feels more comfortable advocating equal
rights for women regarding property, but not the vote, since homesteading fits well with
the idea of women presiding over home and hearth. The columnist adds that homesteads...
for ...women warrants consideration as an election issue.71 Although she writes of "our
excellent land laws," Mary Markwell believes they need to be amended. She neglects to
mention the obvious, that if women had the vote they ·could increase the number of
electors favouring the cause.

The continued quest for equal rights would have dire consequences, in the opinion of
Mary Markwell. If this taunting of Nature persists, she claims,

the only outcome will be the arising of a new race, a new type, whose chiefcharasteristic
[sic] will be that of the monster! Of this let those who are shrieking for "rights" beware
they are not producing "wrong" upon unborn generations.n

She again alludes to the unnatural, in warning that women's attempts to be more like men
are producing "a hybrid, neither feminine in instinct nor masculine in strength."
Moreover, she grimly observes, through these misguided attempts at emancipation,
woman is "losing her hold on the home."73 This belief in woman's power and influence for
good is based upon the strategic location of wife and mother in the home. In Hayes's view,
once she steps beyond the domestic portal and enters the outer, more masculine world,
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woman's influence is diminished. Having lessened her feminine advantage and strength,
thus being neither masculine nor feminine, the emancipated woman is destined to be an
aberration. As late as 1911, Hayes is still telling her readers that "in this country we are
not anxious to emancipate ourselves at all. ,,74

Fear ofthe unknown is implicit in this imagery ofmonsters and hybrid mutations. Kate
Hayes was not alone in her fear. Lisa Tickner, in her analysis of the campaign for woman
suffrage in Britain, notes the anxiety prompted by images of emancipated women:

If woman was out ofplace everything was out ofplace. For those concerned with social
stability it was the actual or potential change in the social place of women ... which
seemed the major threat to the security of the family, state, and empire. 75

Hayes furthers the sense of uncertainty by comparing emancipated women to a comet.
"You never can count on the exact course it will take ... it is portentous of trouble, it
presages some sort ofdisaster ... and disappears in a blustering display offireworks!" Hayes
elaborates upon this by noting that "[sjuch women are not brilliant, they shine but they
are not lovable nor do they love as women do. ,,76 Here she again hints at the transformed
state of these exceptions to respectable womanhood. Eight years later Ka-te Hayes returns
to the image of stellar instability when she discusses the insistence of some women to be
involved in public life. Although still opposed, Hayes takes the view that perhaps such
women are better off in public pursuits rather than ruining the peaceful contentment of
home. "Would it not be much less dangerous to have these feminine comets ... streaking
through the atmosphere of public than private life? What odds if in their aggressive path
onward and upward, they did knock into flinders a few other erratic 'stars'?" Perceived as
being aggressive and dangerous, these "comets" are also beyond control. Even though this
lack of control contributes to the anxiety and fear, Hayes suggests that in their aimless
course, these irrational beings might do more damage to themselves than to society. She
concludes that the "only hope we have of the world keeping its equilibrium is to have the
. ht oeonle i h . h 1 ,,77rig t peop e In t e ng t pace.

The issue ofsuffrage appears frequently throughout the more than eleven years ofKate
Simpson Hayes's newspaper columns. Hayes did waver from her anti-suffrage stance on
occasion, such as admitting that suffrage could be used to ensure maternal custody of
children in marital disputes, or that women's votes could remedy the inadequate salaries
of woman teachers.i'' However, given her outspoken opposition, it is doubtful that Kate
Simpson Hayes actively encouraged Nicholas Flood Davin's suffrage motion, regardless of
inconsistencies. Furthermore, according to Hayes, by May 1895 she and Davin were no
longer close. 79 It is likely that her influence was more subtle. An independent, enterprising,
intelligent woman such as Kate Simpson Hayes could be considered a vivid example of a
woman who "deserved" the vote, even if she declined the offer.80
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In the early years her comments are written in a fairly light-hearted tone, while her later
references carry a sharper edge, possibly because the issue was receiving more public
attention, and by then Hayes had personally observed the militant British suffrage
movement. In order to emphasize her view that "if the ladies are not with the candidate,
he stands precious small chance ofadding M.P.to his name," one ofMary Markwell's early
sketches describes the fate of two competing political candidates, Howler and Growler.
John has decided to vote for Howler, when Mrs. John declares, "horrid old Howler.... He's
a - a beast!" A story is told, "omitting nothing, but elaborating considerable." Howler
cannot possibly succeed. The tale concludes with the author's comments that, although
women do not vote, "they visit each other and talk: woe be to the candidate whose fate
hangs in the balance of their decision. ,,81 In another instance, she chastises those women
who "err in assailing man's authority, which is and should be unassailable; they should
rather ... conquer by feminine guile!"8Z Later, in 1911, Kate Hayes proudly announces that
in Canada "no woman's name has ever been mentioned in connection with politics. This
is something to boast about." She observes that wives of men in Canadian public life "have
their influence and use it ... wisely and well" while they "guard the portals of political social
life.,,83 '

According to Mary Markwell, it was the duty of wives and mothers to influence their
husbands and sons in the manly task of ballot-casting. She declares, "let men control the
vote, but let us control the men!"84 There is a contradiction here, in that supposedly
house...bound women are expected to offer intelligent advice on public and political
matters. Mary Markwell addresses this inconsistency by stating that a woman should
"inform herself upon political questions.i. It would afford wider scope at least, and
infinitely more mental recreation. Then there is always the possibility that she might
influence man in his political attitude." As for the woman who is less than wise, "she can
at least hold her tongue."85 It is not clear how these women are to become informed. Since
a woman is supposed to influence her husband and son in their political decisions, they
cannot be her source of information. One obvious and probable source is newspapers and
magazines. In her study of the effects of reading on women in late Victorian America,
Barbara Sicherman observes that reading, "by removing them from their usual activities
e.. encouraged vital engagement with the world, a world many thought would be
transformed by women's special sensibilities.,,86Kate Hayes does not appear to realize that
once women become knowledgeable on public issues they might not be content to merely
advise the men.

It is understandable that women who felt comfortable with life as it was would not
welcome the uncertainty of change. Kate Hayes was among those who feared that if
women's activities became more public, their interests would be less domestically oriented.
In her view, this meant that home life, and society as a whole, would suffer as the influence
of wives and mothers lost significance. Mary Markwell reminds her readers that society
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depends on the home. The "woman who devotes her brains and energy to affairs outside
the home may broaden her intellect, but she narrows her influence and her usefulness.»87

Moreover, activities like political involvement and salaried employment placed women in
situations where they risked direct conflict with the male establishment, a circumstance
which the cautious and conservative were anxious to avoid. In her study of anti..feminist
attitudes, Jill Conway has observed that the men and women who opposed equal rights
issues such as woman suffrage "had a stronger perception of the competitive character of
... society than feminists, and ... placed a greater store on the supposedly altruistic sphere
of the home and domestic life." Women were regarded as "agents of restraint" against the
excesses of acquisitiveness and competition. Equality would expose them to the same
corrupting atmosphere as men, and jeopardize their unique feminine influence.88

In 1903, Mary Markwell informed readers that the women of Australia had "secured
the privilege of the ballot," granted "by a generous masculinityt"and now intended to seek
election. Her witty commentary demonstrates once more that Kate Hayes did not
seriously consider women either capable of or suitable for holding public office. She
imagines a charming bachelor Premier surrounded by elected females on both sides of the
Legislature. All goes well until the male Speaker absentmindedly allows one Member to
speak out of turn; the resultant furor leaves no alternative but dissolution of the House,
"if not of the world!" The author speculates on possible questions to be considered by this
fictitious "petticoat parliament," including urgent matters such as "a bill to make kissing
compulsory," while items tabled would no doubt be tea and cakes. Allowances for wives
would be granted, with the money promptly spent at the chocolate counter. Mary
Markwell concludes, "let us have actual war with bullets, in politics, rather than the
bloodless battle of feminine tongues. The slain would ... be less numerous. tt89 The
suggestion of danger to society, and the world, if women neglect their domestic duties is a
recurring theme throughout Mary Markwell's writing.

The woman voters of Australia again appear in "Woman's World" when Mary
Markwell presents the recollections of a Mr. McKenzie who had recently visited that
continent. This returned traveler mentions the difficulty encountered in persuading
women to register as voters, although "the same could not be said in labor circles." He
notes that "the servant girl, if she takes the trouble to register t has the same political power
... as her employer.»9oThe levelling consequences of woman enfranchisement are seldom
mentioned in Hayes's columns, which suggests that she was aware of the issue, but not
alarmed by it. It surfaces again when she comments that, in Britain, women are "assailing
the doors of ... parliament with shrill demands for 'women's rights.' Ladies of title and
women of the factory, standing ... on common ground and demanding the right to go to
the polls and vote on public questions." In fact, Mary Markwell was more disturbed by the
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89 "WW," 19 December 1903. The technique of a "petticoat parliament" or mock parliament was also utilized
effectively by pro-suffrage advocates. For an especially vivid account of one such parody, see Nellie L.
McClung, The Stream Runs Fast (Toronto: Thomas Allen Limited, 1946), 113-22. In her analysis of
Canadian feminist theatre, Kym Bird notes twelve separate occasions when mock parliaments were staged.
Kym Bird, "Performing Politics: Propaganda, Parody and a Woman's Parliament," Theatre Research in
Canada 13 (1~2) (Spring/Fall 1992): 173.
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women's apparent lack of control, which resulted in forcible police action, than their class
origins. "Doesn't this ... prove woman's incompetence in public life? A woman who can't
control her own feelings, control her own 'wrongs' ... cannot control public affairs.,,91
Elaine Showalter writes of threats .from the suffrage movement as perceived by British
women authors. Included are: the spectre of violence, the ruthlessness of female authori..
tarianism, the elimination of class boundaries, a politics of action rather than influence,
and collectivism.92 Of these, Kate Hayes expressed the least anxiety over collectivism and
class, an indication that these were.matters with which the author, and likely Canadians
as a whole, were not yet greatly concerned.

When the women ofTasmania received the vote in 1904, Mary Markwell expressed her
disapproval, using the opportunity to reiterate her position regarding women and public
life. She pities the man whose wife goes to the polls, for although this woman was not likely
to stop at the bar on the way,

she will be leaving something undone "which she ought to have done" and there will
be "no health in" her children. A place for everything and everything in its place applies
more particularly to woman and the home than to any other thing. The public places
are not and were not intended for women; the only result from any effort to take
possession of such a stronghold, will be to weaken the stronghold that they, they
women, were given by nature, viz., the home.93

This is not meant literally, for the few minutes it takes to cast a vote would hardly place
any home at risk. Her fear was, however, that women might become so interested in
politics that increasing amounts of time would be spent away from their domestic hearths.
Furthermore, women's political involvement threatened the long..established male
"stronghold," and might well result in public disputes and "unwomanly" conduct.

In April 1904, 'Mary Markwell announced an essay contest for woman readers of
"Woman's World," on "Should Women Have the Ballot?" Two prizes of ten dollars each
were to be awarded, one for the best essay "pro" and one for the best essay "con." By the
deadline of 1 July essays were still arriving at a rate of a dozen a day, with contestants
ranging from California to New Brunswick. The column editor admitted that she "has
been frightened not a little by the deadly earnestness in which this question has been
handled by the ladies." She also expressed surprise that women in remote areas were so
well informed, and that women were able to express themselves so effectively in writing.
Furthermore, she is astonished that

the argument in favor ofthe ballot so strongly expressed has for so long ... been so well
repressed by our women. Indeed, the editor of this page, always a most determined
anti-suffragist, has almost keeled over to the arguments of the ballot..believers, so
strong, so convincing, so sensible, and so tolerant have they been in placing their
opinions in this page vote. She would not be at all surprised if this very contest in
opinions should in no small way contribute to the "rights" we hear so much about at
times!94

The columnist's startled response reveals that she underestimated the depth of feeling
associated with the issue and that, when asked, women were not hesitant to express their
opinions.

91 Ibid., 26 May 1906.

92 Showalter, A Literature afTheir Durn, 239.

93 "WW," 13February 1904.
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The winning affirmative essay states that since women are subject to the laws of the
state, they should have a voice in the making of these laws. In the same manner as all
members of a family co..operate to overcome common problems, all members of a society
should be included in efforts to solve that society's difficulties. In addition, it is their
position as mothers that gives women their strongest reason for seeking the vote, for
"beyond moral suasion their strong loving hearts cannot go for their hands are practically
tied by the refusal of the greatest power - that of casting the ballot.,,95 The opposing
opinions of "Madeline" are similar to the anti views expressed by Mary Markwell. Neither
men nor women are superior, but hold complementary positions in society. Women
seeking the vote do not realize that the role of wife and mother is woman's highest goal,
the best way for her to serve the nation. The "home is the birthplace ofthe greatest virtues,
and if a woman be true and tender and devoted she will do much by her influence in the
home to shape the nation's destiny." A wife should understand current affairs in order to
be a knowledgeable companion for her husband, and "he will discover that unconsciously
she is uplifting him to her own higher plane of thinking ... he will place his ballot rightly. ,,96
The woman will thus cast her vote.

By1905,the women ofColorado had experienced enfranchisement for a decade. Mary
Markwell selected an article, which she praised for being "very carefully and fairly written,"
to examine the impact of ten years of woman suffrage in this American state. As the
masculine author relates, Utopia did not follow the granting of votes to women, as was
expected. In fact, "neither in state nor city government, has there been any marked
improvement." However, there was an advantage to women obtaining the vote, in that
political meetings and polling places were more subdued and orderly. It was observed that
the most effective women involved were not the scant few "masculine women" but those
who mingled quietly among various groups. Moreover, men continued to retain political
power J and party politics remained unchanged. Suffrage for women had not proven to be
"the salvation of our civic life, but it also teaches that women can use the ballot in a hopeful
way without loss of womanhood." The author concludes that once a community came to
accept the idea, "universal suffrage promotes universal welfare, though in no pronounced
manner.,,97 Perhaps Mary Markwell was among those who, apprehensive about the
outcome of female enfranchisement, found this article reassuring.

As noted earlier, Mary Markwell was not always consistent in her avowed "most
determined" anti..suffrage stance. For instance, early in 1906 she praised a Socialist
member of the British Columbia legislature who planned to introduce a bill advocating
woman's suffrage, but afterwards reported without further comment that the bill was
defeated 24-12.98 Some time later, in 1910, Kate Hayes notes the positive results of woman
suffrage in New Zealand. According to Hayes, this is mainly due to the work of Lady
Stout, wife of the nation's chief justice. This admirable wife and mother has championed
progressive legislation such as a Factory Act, equal treatment in divorce, anti-white slave
traffic, adoption, and the legitimization of children born out of wedlock. Hayes informs
readers that the numerous public activities of this "brilliant" woman have "not, however,
prevented her from raising a large family of promising children.,,99 It is easy to accept the
public life of such an exceptional woman, especially since she has apparently not ignored

95 Ibid.

96 Ibid.

97 Ibid., 25 November 1905.

98 Ibid., 20January, 10February 1906.
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her duties and obligations as a wife and mother. These achievements could not be matched
by ordinary women, and it is precisely because she is beyond the ordinary that Lady Stout
can be praised. Hers is an unusual circumstance.

One major exception to Kate Hayes's objections regarding suffrage concerned the
relationship between mother and child. Firmly believing that children belong with their
mothers, Mary Markwell relates an incident regarding a woman who is estranged from her
husband, and in danger of losing custody of her children. Perhaps reflecting on the
collapse of her own marriage, Mary Markwell was infuriated that such a situation could
even arise. She declares, "the status of married women ... requires a shaking up, and some
fine day the women are going to control the vote of the nation." This statement
acknowledges that women have not been as successful at influencing the votes of men as
they had hoped. In addition, the fact that Kate Hayes is actually predicting the eventual
removal of control from the hands of the masculine establishment reveals the strength of
her beliefs on this issue. She also admits that this is contrary to her customary position:

The Page would regret to see women running for parliament, or indeed, interfering in
public affairs, considering the hearth a woman's true place. But when mother and child
are threatened ... then, in defence of that right, which even a wild beast claims ... the
instinct of preservation of its young, I do think and do believe it is the time for every
woman to speak out and speak with no uncertain voice.100

Another instance necessitating the enfranchisement of women, in Kate Hayes's view,
is the inadequate salaries paid to woman teachers. In a lengthy article entitled, "Are
Teachers Learned Indigents? ," Mary Markwell declares that no woman "receives sufficient
salary ... to make the profession one to be desired." It is her opinion that men have the
advantage over'women, with little difficulty leaving teaching for politically appointed
positions, or more remunerative work, as a result of influential connections gained
through marriage. Neither of these alternatives is appropriate for women, and woman
teachers who do not marry are completely dependent on their teaching salaries. Accord
ing to Mary Markwell, "having no vote they [women] are of no consequence to the
political world, 'and having to await the matrimonial offer they are doubly handi
capped.,,101 However, she did not feel strongly enough about these limitations to campaign
for the suffrage cause. On the other hand, perhaps her beliefs regarding the domestic ideal
and the hazards of uncertainty were stronger still.

Kate Simpson Hayes was not the only woman journalist with reservations regarding
woman suffrage, as indicated by a comment in "The Wakefield Washout." This collection
of anecdotes, puns, and more serious commentary was "written, edited and typed on the
Canadian Pacific Railway train, private car 'Wakefield"" as members of the Canadian
Women's Press Club travelled between Winnipeg and Banff from 11... 13 June 1906. It
appeared as part of"Woman's World." The presswomen declare, "we are not oftheopinion
that the world would be much benefited by the enfranchisement of women. They have ...
small right to vote until as a mass they have a more intelligent understanding of political
issues and forms of administration."102This trip followed the organizational meeting of the
Club in 1906, when Kate Hayes was elected president, with Kit Coleman as past-president.
Barbara Freeman discusses the cautious approach taken by Kit, who, as early as 1896,

100 "WW," 26 March 1904. Mary Markwell often referred to herself as "The Page" in her columns. This appears
to be more of an editorial "we" than a deliberate strategy to further distance herself from other public
women.
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"began to see suffrage as inevitable, but not a goal at that time for most women." As
Freeman notes, Coleman was also troubled by the increasingly militant tactics of British
suffragettes.103 By March 1910, Kit had come to accept suffrage, but still refrained from
actively participating in the movement. Freeman attributes this to Kit's desire to maintain
" 'objectivity' in journalism," and comments on how she "reacted furiously to any attempts
by suffragists and feminists to co..opt her or make her a figurehead in the cause."l04It is not
clear whether the collective anti-suffrage statement above reflects the views of a majority
of the CWPC members present, although it is an indication that suffrage was not yet
enthusiastically embraced. This lack of clarity also points to the need for further study of
Canada's early woman journalists and their ideas.

Having been impressed by the persuasive opinions for the affirmative in the Free Press
essay contest, Hayes was once again nearly swayed by the well..spoken arguments of the
suffragist Ethel Snowden following a dinner at London's Lyceum Club in December 1906.
Hayes later wrote, "1 am not a suffragist (as the page well knows), but really, after a half
hour talk with Mrs. Snowdon [sic], I am bound to say I believe the condition of things
feminine in England wants the hand and voice of women at the head of parliamentary
affairs." She then makes the statement that these "suffragists are not ... 'loud...mouthed
females wanting notice' ," but are "whole..hearted women, willing to suffer in the cause of
the working women of over-populated Britain.,,105 A recent arrival in Britain, Kate Hayes
quite likely had not yet had much contact with the militant suffragettes, for her later
comments on the issue are not as sympathetic.

Four years later Hayes recalled her meeting with Mrs. Snowden as "some memory of
there being 'something good' in the demand of the Ballot for Women.» She relates being
"quite carried off myoid-fashioned feet" by Snowden's words which were "couched in a
language as far removed from the Suffragette lingo as Chock..taw is from the good old
Saxon tongue." Moreover, she adds, "I never saw Mrs. Snowdon [sic] in an ugly hat."I06
Despite her own "old-fashioned" anti...suffrage position, Kate Hayes was definitely im...
pressed by the simplicity of and lack of aggressiveness in Ethel Snowden's presentation. It
is probably Snowden's quiet demeanour that captured Hayes's attention, for this was in
direct contrast with the frenzied actions and tousled appearance usually associated with
suffragettes. Like Lady Stout, Ethel Snowden was an exception and therefore easy to
accept. In an earlier article criticizing "the maid militant" as "a mere fungus growth," Kate
Hayes remarks that suffrage advocates would probably have more success if they asked for
the "favor" of the ballot with womanly ways, wearing "a pretty frock - tip-tilted a
becoming hat above a pouting mouth, saying 'Please dear government, give us what we
ask,."107 It apparently does not occur to Hayes that the reason the suffragettes resorted to
militancy is because the more peaceful "feminine" approach had proven ineffective. This
suggests that she did not fully understand the issue.

Although Kate Simpson Hayes expressed anti-suffrage views well before her first visit
to England in 1906, exposure to militant suffragettes in Britain reinforced these opinions.
The apparent lack of control and "unwomanly" conduct of these dedicated activists

103 Freeman, Kit's Kingdom, 141, 142.

104 Ibid., 147.

105 "Mary Markwell is in 'Dear Old London," Manitoba Free Press,SJanuary 1907.This article was written on
16 December 1906. Ethel Snowden was the wife of Philip Snowden, a Labour Member of the British
Parliament.

106 "Promenade." 3 December 1910.
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evoked fervent objections from Hayes. Through her choice of language, she effectively
demonstrates the strength of her thoughts on the subject. Utilizing terms such as
"strident,,,l08 "howling mob." "amazons,"I09 "unwomanly shrieks," and "abominable,"
Hayes labels these "screechy women" as "vulgar and almost profane." Readers are asked to
"imagine the state of a country with such a power as the use of the ballot" in the hands of
women who are "unfit for anything but the mad...house."llo Hayes made it clear that by
their actions the suffragettes had proven themselves mentally unbalanced, and certainly
not fit to participate in the making of political decisions. Carolyn Heilbrun, in Writing a
Woman's Life, declares that denouncing women "for shrillness and stridency is another
way of denying them any right to power:' while women who confront power and control
risk being named "unwomanly."llIKate Hayes's phraseology indicates her intense disap...
proval of aggressive behaviour by women; it also reveals her fear of the strength and
unpredictability of those she characterizes as "amazons" and a "howling mob."

.Mary Agnes Fitzgibbon,1l2 writing for the Globe, was also in London during 1906-07.
With less fervor than Hayes, Fitzgibbon also expresses anti...suffrage sentiments, and her
remarks offer a clue to Hayes's reactions. Fitzgibbon tells of one instance when she
unexpectedly came upon the beginnings of a suffrage demonstration, "a surging tide of
women ... muttering or shrieking words of defiance," confronting a "strong posse of
police." Recalling how all women present, herself included, were regarded with suspicion,
she expresses "contempt for the dull policeman who could not distinguish between an
anti...suffragist and the opposing element." This "extraordinary melee.... a sort of football
scrimmage with the police," included working...class women with dishevelled clothing and
hair flying, along with well...dressed women in tweed coats and motor-veils. Even though,
in Fitzgibbon's view, the women wanted to be arrested and the police were only doing their
duty, this "was a sight, once seen, never to be forgotten." She continues by saying,

nevertheless, some instinct of womanhood told one that, to gain a doubtful privilege,
women were indulging in a method ofwarfare unworthy of their sex.... It was more like
an ugly dream ... unreal, unhappy and unwholesome; the Commune in Paris on a mild
and theatrical scale, giving everyone who saw it a feeling of insecurity and unrest. For
one has always looked upon the women of England as the great steadfast element in
society which is responsible for the maintenance of law and order.

There is something sinister, and which forebodes evil to the future of the race, in his
[sic] outburst of lawlessness among women. Those who are responsible for it incur a
heavy responsibility) for they have let loose forces which may destroy the very thing for
which they profess to aim. l 13
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Hayes and Fitzgibbon were good friends and quite likely discussed the event. Fitzgibbon's
words echo Hayes's concern, and partially explain the latter's fears for Canadian society.
As Fitzgibbon points out, the women of England were regarded as role models and
guarantors of stability, and the possible disintegration of this safeguard was alarming. In
spite of the fact that the battles were an ocean away, the fear was that frustrated Canadian
suffragists might choose to emulate their British counterparts.

The image of a wild, lawless woman js the antithesis of the virtuous, serene wife and
mother. Like Mary Agnes Fitzgibbon, Kate Simpson Hayes also utilised the rebellious
women ofthe French Revolution in her criticism. "We have an example ofwhat 'organized
womanhood' can do when it gets started, in Russian anarchism; in the French revolution
women played no considerable figure in its bloody reign.,,114 In her examination of the
threatening images of unruly French women from the last days of the Paris Commune in
1871, Gay Gullickson discusses the petroleuses, women accused ofand executed for setting
fires. These women wore an aura of sinister foreboding, and their alleged destruction of
public property was a threat to social order. Similar perceptions arose in Britain more than
three decades later, when defiant suffragettes broke windows and set fire to mailboxes.
Gullickson notes that the French incendiary "not only challenged -male authority by
leaving her home and acting in the public sphere; she attacked male property, the source
of the bourgeois male's sense of importance." Gullickson also alludes to the portrayal of
these women as "unnatural," much as Hayes and Fitzgibbon refer to the unnatural and
unwomanly British rebels. The contemporary view of the accused petroleuse was that,
having left the security of her home, "and having challenged male dominance, she was no
longer truly a 'woman,' no longer deserving of a 'man's' protection." These unnatural
women "had left the domestic sphere for the political arena. They were challenging
bourgeois men's sense oforder, power, and well-being."115 It could be said that by breaking
the rules, the women brought trouble upon themselves, which, in turn, made. society
blameless in its reaction. Though separated by different generations and nationalities, the
feeling of insecurity and uncertainty generated by unlawful women was the same. It was
an enduring fear.

While Kate Hayes decried the British votes-for-women movement in the pages of the
Manitoba Free Press, Lillian Beynon,I16 whose column often ran adjacent to Hayes's, was
supportive ofthe cause. Undoubtedly the two journalists read each other's material. While
not approving of civil disobedience to accomplish reform, Beynon, writing as "Lillian
Laurie," sympathized with the frustration and problems faced by the defiant women.
Although there is little evidence of direct disagreement, Lillian Laurie's criticism of those

113 Lally Bernard (Mary Agnes Fitzgibbon), "London in Springtime: Battle of the Suffragettes," The Globe 13
April 1907,8.The event took place 29 March 1907.

114 "WW,"26May 1906.

115 Gay L. Gullickson, "The Unruly Woman of the Paris Commune," in Dorothy O. Helly and Susan M.
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women who disdained the suffragettes and their struggle no doubt included Mary
Markwell:

Many women ... sneer at the methods employed by the suffragettes. Now, I have never
been in the old country, but I have talked with educated women who have been there
and who understand conditions, and they do not sneer. Instead ... tears fill their eyes
at the thought of the suffering of those women who are striving to right the wrongs
under which so many sister women are struggling .... But their convictions are that it
is their duty to stand for the rights of women, and despite the jeers of the mob, the
contempt of many women who should feel otherwise ... they follow the course they
believe to be right. 117

In another instance, on the same page, while Mary Markwell declares that here, "in the
new world ... women are altogether too busy - and too satisfied with conditions ... to
make themselves heard outside the home," Lillian Laurie praises those American states
and European nations where women are enfranchised, and considers it strange "here, in
the land of freedom ... where women are the freest, in nearly every way, that equal rights
are grudged and denied."IIB

Kate Simpson Hayes continued to write in the same vein regarding British suffragism
until 1911, and the end of her newspaper columns. For example, she pokes fun at the
elderly activist Mrs. Despard, "Mrs. Desperate," for her eccentric dress and deep voice,
while Emmeline Pankhurst, who "wormed her way into the high ranks of shrieking
suffragism," is described as a rambling, weary person "with a queer little habit ofletring her
eye rove about her.,,1l9 Prior to Sylvia Pankhurst's visit to Ottawa in 1911, readers were
treated to an unflattering physical description of the speaker, and warned against being
seized by "the excitement ofan eloquent tongue."120Kate Hayes did not seem to realise that
such unkind depictions were themselves tinged with vulgarity, while her ridicule of other
women cast the author herself in an "unwomanly" light. Lisa Tickner discusses the "deeply
misogynist" nature of anti..suffrage humour in The Spectacle of Women, her lengthy study
of imagery in Britain's woman suffrage campaign.Y' Hayes's attitude fits with Tickner's
observations, but what makes Hayes's words so cutting is that they came from the pen of
another woman. In mocking the suffragettes by worded caricature, Kate Hayes was
attempting to lessen their appeal as worthy examples.

Politics \vas not the only public activity to lure women from their homes, for there
existed a myriad of associations which encouraged women's participation in the commu...
nity. In 1900 the National Council of Women of Canada (NCW) published Women in
Canada: Their Life and Work, in which they list a remarkably large number of women's
organizations, and reveal the broad range of interests ofCanadian women. 122 Considering
the wide variety of activities, from social, cultural, and athletic, to charitable, religious,
patriotic, and political, it was not unusual for women to belong to more than one
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organization. It was the vision of such active women, many of whom were mothers, that
prompted Kate Hayes to ask, "Well, well, what is going to become ofthe babies in, say, ten
years or more?"123 In addition to relieving the monotony of domestic routine, clubs placed
women in contact with others who shared similar ideas. Furthermore, through their
organizational activities some women became proficient at public speaking and learned
how to conduct public meetings. By 1916, according to an estimate by journalist Marjorie
MacMurchy, "one out ofevery eight women in the Dominion belonged to the network of
women's services. 1t124 '

When criticising women's public activities, Kate Simpson Hayes occasionally evoked
the image ofMrs. jellvby, from Charles Dickens's Bleak House. In commenting upon what
she considers to be misguided philanthropy, Mary Markwell observes that "when Dickens
pictures the neglected home with its happy (?) mistress spending all her time on the
heathen, he gave us a perfect photograph of the woman in public life.,,125 In another
instance she mentions that families suffer when wives and mothers thoughtlessly donate
their "money, strength, and time" to charity. "Nothing is sadder than to see the modern
Mrs. jellybys neglecting home, children and all home life in a mistaken ideal of doing a
noble work.,,126 By stating once again that home, husband and children were enough to
occupy a woman's time and attention, Mary Markwell emphasized her point that wives
and mothers contributed more to society by conscientiously fulfilling domestic obligations
than by working for charity. She also expressed the opinion that public pursuits could not
bring happiness to these misguided women.

Kate Hayes's distaste for club women and their activities was evident in remarks she
made regarding an article from the Toronto News which supported the idea of women's
clubs, claiming them to be "traditional and accepted methods of gratifying the social
instinct." The author ofthis article contends that clubs give their members an opportunity
to think of something other than domestic problems, "and they get some sort of new
outlook and mental quickening. In fact, the most intelligent women in any community
belong to some kind of a women's club.,,127 Mary Markwell completely disagrees,
commenting that it is bad enough for a family when the father is a club regular, but once
the mother becomes involved in clubs, the family is certain to suffer. After wondering who
will care for the children while mother is at her club, she continues by saying that,

[tjhere is another instinct in women besides the "social" instinct, and unless the "social"
instinct comes second place in her mind that woman had better adopt club life and let
the homelife go. Clubs are no place for women to go to; there's the home life for wife
and mother and she makes a poor wife and a bad mother who seeks recreation
elsewhere. 128

As Mary Markwell saw it, women's domestic, maternal instinct clearly took precedence.
Her use of quotation marks indicates that she doubted the legitimacy of the "social"
instinct.

Mary Markwell also took aim at the whole idea of clubs and their regulations in a
satirical sketch about a club for single women, the "Merum Sal Quorum," for which the
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main qualification was celibacy. The only possible way of retiring or leaving this club is by
marriage, though few of these clever and determined young women ever marry. One
exception is Flossie, who "confessed a preference for connubial life, and we were
reluctantly obliged to grant her 'exile'." However, complete chaos results when the club
president, Millicent, fails to return from a holiday. As her substitute, Milly sends a young
man, and an explanatory letter. Milly writes that she now realises that there is useful work
to be done in the world, and women should be more willing to help others:

What is our Club? What our pigmy resolutions? What have we done to help or what
are we endeavoring to do to aid? Nothing. Selfishness under the guise of Independence.
... Comrades, I have broken our charmed circle and confess me a renegade from our
law. Not alone have I fallen, but have dragged another. 129

As it happened, Millicent was married while on holiday. In addition to the satire, the
author was promoting marriage as an alternative to the single life, which was portrayed as
shallow and self...centred. Supposed "independence" was merely a false front.

Mary Markwell's contention .that women are ·self...centred was one reason for her
criticism of their clubs. In her view, men are able to ignore extraneous matters to focus on
the aims and objectives of their clubs in a business...like manner, "and carry out their
project in a man's way,» while women "aren't educated up to club life.... we've got to boil
down a lot of the silliness and smallness of the woman...nature before we assert ourselves
outside the home." She continues by declaring that

women have but one aim, one object in life, be it club or connubial life; that is to be the
central figure - the pivotal point - the whole thing herself. Consequently she
overbalances the structure she has so carefully built up, and down comes the roof, walls,
chimney and slates, all the women..builders in the ruinism, which, of course, was

. 130
brought about "because!"

Including married women in this criticism is at odds with her picture of virtuous and
selfless wives and mothers. It was 1909 when Hayes wrote this, and she had been
advocating the domestic ideal in her newspaper columns for nearly a decade. Her irritation
indicates frustration, and suggests that she believed her instructive words were not being
heard. As well, Kate Hayes extended to the area of club meetings her idea that women
were not knowledgeable enough to hold public office, or even vote intelligently. Hayes's
presumption ofself...absorption and pettiness aside, it is not unusual to expect women who
have mainly domestic experience to be inept at public speaking and unfamiliar with rules
of parliamentary procedure.

By 1908, despite a "general gasp of astonishment," Mary Markwell began to acknow...
ledge that women were entering public life in ever larger numbers, although she still
expresses doubts about the outcome. In fact, in Britain, she notes, "they seem to be making
headway towards parliament." She mentions that, "whether it will be all well with the
world ... no one can say as yet, but if women are determined to take up public questions
... then, for goodness sake, let women learn a few prime facts about the rules and
proceedings governing public meetings.»131 Seeing that women were insistent on entering
the public arena, despite their unpreparedness for the task, Kate Simpson Hayes decided
to write a series of articles instructing readers on how to conduct a meeting. Those
concerned are directed to Robert's Rules of Order. Although the outcome remained

129 Ibid., 19 October 1901.

130 "PPP,"30 January 1909.
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uncertain, Hayes hoped that if women at least learned the appropriate procedures and
methods, the harm from their actions would be minimized. As well, women might be
taken more seriously if they conformed to accepted guidelines. Two years later, in lengthy
articles over three consecutive weeks, Hayes gave detailed constructive advice on "How a
Meeting is Conducted." In her view, women lacked organization and an understanding of
"clock limitations" where meetings were concerned. However, she maintains that "this is
a mere matter of education," for once women learn how, they are capable of conducting
meetings "in a most 'gentlemanly' manner!,,132 In offering advice to women regarding
public meetings, Kate Hayes revealed her own extensive knowledge of these regulations
and procedures; this set her apart from her mainly domestic audience, and reaffirmed her
position as a woman confident and comfortable with her position in the public sphere.

In the autumn of 1910 Kate Simpson Hayes's column in the Ottawa Free Press
occasionally included a small section entitled "Women's Organizations" with brief reports
concerning various women's clubs in the city. As well, by this time, Kate Hayes was no
longer so critical of the "Mrs. jellybys," as she recognized the worth of women's
philanthropic work, particularly at the municipal level. According to Hayes, these
clubwomen, having learned from their mistakes and failures, are "going on in the great
and good work ofmaking the world better." Through their admirable efforts, women were
demonstrating "that certain things man has heretofore considered as beneath the notice
of the municipality are foundation stones in building a healthy, happy city." This is one
instance of the legitimate extension of women's domestic duties beyond the doorstep of
their homes. Hayes continues:

Largely t club philanthropy is a matter of showing men that protecting women and
children and helping children to be clean, happy, cared..for, taught and loved is the best
solution of the saloon, jail and other ignoble things which an advanced civilization
seems to be still weighted with. 133

Few could argue with such noble motives. Obviously, in her view, men were not doing a
good enough job, and women's intervention was needed.

Despite her strictures against women's clubs, Mary Markwell approved of professional
organizations, such as the Canadian Women's Press Club to which she belonged as a
charter member. She declares that the organization is not intended as a vehicle for equal
rights or suffrage. In 1904 Mary Markwell explains to a reader that the recently formed
CWPC has "no desire for any gush or nonsense in the way of 'equal rights.' All the rights
we want are woman's working rights, and that is a place to work in." She continues by
saying that the Club's objective is "to be self-helpful. To join for the purpose of knowing
each other and.... To learn, to think, to study our work and when necessary to help
fellow-women of the pen.»l34 While Club secretary, Mary Markwell was pleased to
announce its recognition by the Society ofWomen]ournalists ofGreat Britain, remarking
that "no doubt there will be much of common interest and fraternal help felt by affiliation
of these two societies.»135 Barbara Freeman observes that, in the early years, "[ajlthough
the club was supposed to be a professional support group ... it did little to emphasize the
journalistic or philosophical concerns of its members, especially controversial ones."

132 "Promenade," 24 December 1910.The remaining articles appear on 31 December 1910, and 7January 1911.

133 Ibid., 24 September 1910.

134 "WW," 29 October 1904.
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Furthermore, she notes, "the CWPC was not taken seriously by male colleagues, who, at
b . d h ,,136 E · beziest, patromze t e women. ven so, It was a egmnmg,

Kate Simpson Hayes also wholeheartedly approved of the National Council of
Women, frequently including news of its activities in her columns, along with printed
excerpts from national meetings.. According to Mary Markwell, the NCW "illustrates the
bond of womanly sympathy which is born of a united will to aid, uplift and cheer.,,137
Along with the national association, Mary Markwell occasionally includes noteworthy
information from the Winnipeg Council of Women in "Woman's World." In one instance,
the Council is praised for a most "business-like meeting of really capable and clever
women. People are prone to laugh at whatever women undertake.... The Council is doing
a good and earnest work.,,138 These women are urged to persevere, despite disparaging
comments, for such effort provides valuable experience. Hayes was long familiar with the
work of the NeW and its affiliates, having belonged to the Regina Local Council of
Women in the 1890s.

Kate Simpson Hayes's varying opinions regarding women's clubs reveal changes in her
position on the issue, although she did not waver in her belief that a woman's place was
by her hearth. She declares, "we should lose more than we could ever gain in leaving the
hearth fire untended.,,139 Clearly, Hayes disapproved of what she considered women's
unnecessary absence from the home, but eventually accepted those philanthropic organi
zations that contributed to the betterment of society, and, most particularly, the welfare
of children. As she saw it, in these instances women were obligated to assume municipal
duties, since their concerns included areas which the men in administrative positions had
either neglected or overlooked. It was a valid expansion of women's domestic roles and
responsibilities. Professional associations also received approval from Kate Hayes, and
since they offered mutual help for women who were already part of the public sphere, they
did not pose a threat to the home.. Furthermore, as long as they eschewed controversial
issues such as equal rights and suffrage, they did not directly challenge the status quo.

It is not known when Kate Simpson Hayes came to fully accept women's active
participation in politics, or why she changed her mind. Her initial objections to woman
suffrage were based upon anticipated harm to the well-being of home and society if wives
and mothers allowed themselves to be drawn away by political activities. Kate Hayes also
believed that women were not knowledgeable enough for this serious responsibility. By
1921 she had changed her mind, for her congratulatory message to Agnes Macphail soon
after the latter's election to the House of Commons refers to the new MP as being "the right
person in the right place.,,140 Another major obstacle was Kate Hayes's genuine fear that
the idea of militant confrontation would spread to Canada, in response to the combative
suffragist struggle in Britain. It was not only the notion of suffrage that Kate Hayes
criticised, but also the methods of its supporters, until she came to view the two issues,
suffrage and method, as almost interchangeable. The topic of women's political involve...
ment remained of interest to Hayes, who, in 1941 at the age of 85, wrote a letter to the
editor of the Victoria DailyColonist urging woman candidates to become acquainted with

136 Freeman, Kit's Kingdom, 140, 141.

137 "WW," 12October 1901.

138 Ibid., 8 October 1904.

139 "Promenade," 24 September 19'10.

140 SAB, Hayes Papers, 1 (Letters), Agnes C. Macphail to Mrs. Kate Simpson Hayes, 20 April 1922. Macphail
.""'.....1;.c.C' t-" l ...:Lnror "1 ~:UT\ en crl~r1 t-1-..~~ '1("\11 ~hin]...T~Tn thPrioht nPr~nn in rhp ri(1htnt:lC'e." The letter from Haves
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their constituents, and advising voters to ask pertinent questions. She suggests queries
such as:

What type ofwoman isasking my support? What kind of a representative will she make?
Is she loyal to the working woman? Isshe loyal to all womanhood?

Furthermore, ifyou have a vote, are you going to see that it goes into the ballot box? If
you lose your vote, you lose interest in the very thing your children are most dependent
on! ... See that the vote you give goes to a woman who is (like yourself) a worker.141

Still promoting the role of mothers in the betterment of society, Hayes included "the busy
wife and mother" in the world of working women.142

Despite her own inability to conform, Kate Simpson Hayes earnestly promoted the
idea that women belonged by their hearth fires, acting as moral guardians for their
families, and ultimately, for the entire country. For the most part, she did not approve of
either equal rights or woman suffrage, and she considered most women's organizations to
be pointless. In her eyes, the unique influence of women in their homes was fundamental
to the formation of a strong nation, and if women were distracted by public pursuits, this
vital power would be diminished. By promoting married domesticity as the norm, Kate
Hayes placed herself and others who did not comply outside the range ofnormalcy, which
left them vulnerable to criticism from those who mistrusted difference or feared the
unfamiliar. In her columns Hayes urged women in the public domain to "act like a man"
while carefully retaining their femininity. In addition to safeguarding their influence, this
approach allowed public women, Hayes included, to appear less different and therefore
less threatening. Kate Hayes was aware that her personal circumstances could not
withstand public scrutiny, and without public acceptance it would have been difficult to
find, and to retain, suitable employment. It is not clear how much the community knew
of her private life, but Hayes was determined to hide what she could, and adamantly
refused to publicly acknowledge her two youngest children. Although her personal
situation did not fit within the bounds of convention, her views and opinions did, and this
allowed her writing to be accepted, which, in turn, helped to forestall questions about
personal matters she wished to conceal.

141 Marv Mar kwell, "Domesticated Women,» DailyColonist (Victoria, Be) 19 October 1941,4.



Pasquatinow and the Red Earth Crees
David Meyer and Robert A. Hutton

ABSTRACT. Pasquatinow, located on the western edge of the Cumberland Marshes, is mentioned repeatedly
in historical documents dating from 1772 through to 1916. By the mid ...1800s it is evident that Pasquatinow was
within the territory of the Red Earth Crees. Information provided by Red Earth elders indicates that they
maintained the place name Paskwatinaw well into the 19005, and that the area was highly regarded as a
productive hunting and trapping locale. Indeed, Hudson's Bay Company journals provide evidence that muskrat
trapping in the Pasquatinow area was very important in the 19205and 19305.

In the late 1930s, the provincial government began to impose some restrictions on hunting and trapping in the
Cumberland Marshes, as did the Hudson's Bay Company in a large area which it leased. As a result the Red Earth
people were lessable to use the Pasquatinow locality regularly, and by the 1940s they had lost the use of this part
of their traditional lands.

SOMMAIRE. Pasquatinow, situee sur la bordure occidentale des marais du Cumberland, se trouve frequemment
mentionnee dans les documents historiques allant de 1772 a 1916. Vers 1850 it etait evident que cette localite
faisait partie du territoire des Cris de la Terre Rouge. Les renseignements fournis par les anciens indiquent que
les Cris conserverent ce nom de lieu [usque dans les annees 1900, et que cette region etait fort appreciee pour ses
ressources de chasse et de trappage; en fait, les journaux de laCompagnie de la Baie d'Hudson demontrent que
le piegeage des rats masques dans cette region etair considerable dans les annees 1920 et 1930.

A la fin des annees 1930 Ie gouvernement provincial commence a imposer des restrictions sur la chasse et Ie
trappage dans les marais du Cumberland, al'instar de la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson dans la vaste region
qu'elle louait abail. En consequence les Cris de la Terre Rouge perdirent l'usage regulier de Pasquatinow, si bien
que dans les annees 1940 ils se trouverent depourvus d'acces acette partie de leurs territoires traditionnels.

Introduction

The Cree word "Pasquatinow" is a rendering of paskwatinaw "bald/bare hill" which
appears on Sir John Franklin's (1970) end map as the name of a location on the north
valley rim of the Saskatchewan River, opposite the head of the Sipanok Channel (Figure
1). In a paper published in 1992, Meyer et a1. have argued that in early historic and in
pre..European times Pasquatinow was one of several spring ingathering centres positioned
every 80..100km along the length of the Saskatchewan River. The latter paper discussed
Pasquatinow only on the basis of information available from historical records and from
a brief archaeological examination of the location. As a result, one of the reviewers of the
1992 paper recommended that Cree elders in the region should be consulted for
information about Pasquatinow.' This recommendation has been acted on and, to a
degree, the present article presents the results of recent inquiries of elders, although the
analysis of additional historical materials is also included.

The following article considers Pasquatinow in terms of the social geography of the
Cree occupants of this region. As discussed by Margaret Conkey (1984: 263, 265), social
geography refers, in part, to the manner in which people distribute themselves through..
out their lands. It also includes consideration of the network of communications which
the members of each social group maintain throughout the year, and knowledge of where
other social units are and why they are at those locations (Conkey 1984: 265). Indeed,
Conkey (1987: 165) sees social geography as a concept which makes the connection

When Meyer first began to research Pasquatinow in the late 1980s, he did not immediately recall that it was
within the territory which, historically, had been occupied by trapping and hunting groups ofthe Red Earth
Crees. At that time he was planning to become involved in archaeological work at Cumberland House.
Therefore, he asked Virginia McKay, community historian/archaeologist at Cumberland House, to
enquire about Pasquatinow of the elders there. An individual she contacted indicated that he had not heard
of Pasquatinow but, anyway, we should ask people at Red Earth as it was in their territory! Ofcourse) Meyer
(1985: 12)had only to consult his own work to confirm that this was indeed the case.

2 Conkey has expanded on the concept of social geography, based on a passing reference to it by Lewis Binford
(1972: 291).
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of Pasquatinow, Red Earth and Shoal Lake in east-central Saskatchewan
(modified from a base map prepared by Terry Gibson of Western Heritage Services Inc.).

between social groups and their landscape. This concept is particularly applicable to
hunter..gatherers, since such peoples move through their lands with the seasons, and the
composition of their social groups changes from time to time in the course of this annual
round.

Hunter..gatherers generally do not attempt to manipulate or change their environ..
merit; as Hayden (1993: 152) has noted, they "are passive participants in their ecosystems."
While they may not attempt to modify their environment, hunter..gatherers do structure
it culturally (Conkey 1984: 266-68). In part, they organize their landscape by naming
places, and their lands consist ofa myriad ofnamed locations. Such locations have certain
meanings (feelings) attached to them, some being important from an economic point of
view, some from a spiritual point of view, some from both (Correll 1976: 176). A very
important part of the structure is the routes of travel which connect these locations. Since

, travel is frequent and necessary in the lives of hunter-gatherers, it is these routes (on land
or water) that are crucial (Ingold 1987: 149..53). In short, the landscape is structured in the
mind and becomes a cultural construct.

The social geography of the study region will be considered according to a particular
model of southern boreal forest Algonquian social organization. This model is based on
well-established ideas published by ethnographers such as Edward Rogers (1965, 1969) and
Eleanor Leacock (1969). More recently, Meyer and Thistle (1995: 407..9) have outlined this
model in some detail, considering the social organization of these Algonquians to have
been characterized by regional bands. The regional band was composed of all of those
people who occupied a defined geographical area, such as a particular drainage basin
(Meyer and Thistle 1995: 407..9). This social unit usually consisted of 200-300 people)
although groups as small as 75 are known historically, and was often named, usually
according to the most prominent river or lake in the region. Many of the members of a
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resource is the focus of total group identity perse"(1968: 121); rather, it is the geographic
region occupied.

For much of the year (especially through the winter), these people lived in smaller,
scattered social units; but once or twice a year all of the members of the regional band
gathered at some traditional location. The importance of these periodic aggregations to
the social and cultural well-being of the people involved, and the very perpetuation of the
social unit, cannot be overstated (see also Rogers and Black 1976: 30). As Meyer and
Thistle (1995: 407) have noted:

These aggregations are not simple gatherings of large numbers of people; rather, they
are complex events with social, spiritual, political and economic aspects and functions
[but see Conkey 1985: 303, 315]. They are the means by which a sense of community t

ofcultural oneness, is maintained.

In the Saskatchewan River valley, historically, the aggregation, or "ingathering" (Nicks
1980: 44, 62-64) generally occurred in the spring.

Through much of the year, the members ofa regional band lived in smaller social units
such as the "local band" (Helm 1965: 375; Morantz 1986; Feit 1991). The local band was
composed ofbetween fifteen and thirty persons, generally focussed on an older couple and
their married offspring. In any case, each member of the local band could trace a direct
blood tie (parent/offspring, siblings) or marriage.tie to at least one other member.

This study, therefore, has its foundation in earlier work by individuals such as Helm,
Rogers and Leacock on the socioterritorial organization of boreal forest Algonquians and
Athapaskans. However, it expands on their work through the introduction ofthe concept
of "social geography" and a focus on the significance of ingatherings.

While the Crees of the region under consideration here have been involved with a
market system throughout their recorded history, it has been argued that through to
about 1840 this involvement was discretionary as far as individuals were concerned and
that these peoples lived lives which were far from dominated by this trade (Thistle 1986).
Indeed, it is apparent that they-opted in and out of the trade at will, much as Woodburn
(1988:51 ..53) has decribed for contemporary African hunter..gatherers. In the later 1800s,
with the growing organization of the fur trade and increased missionary activity, these
people slowly lost their independence. In short, this article also touches on changes in
power relations during the last half of the 1800s into the early twentieth century. In
pursuing the relationship between the Red Earth Crees and their traditional lands, we
observe that these Crees were increasingly alienated from the Pasquatinow area by the end
of the 1930s. This alienation can be viewed in the context of a larger genre of historical
and anthropological studies which consider the incorporation of northern aboriginals
into the Canadian state system (e.g., Dickason 1992; Ray 1990; Tough 1990, 1996). In
particular, Patricia McCormack (1993: 100) has described an "internal kind of neo...coloni...
zation" which has occurred in northern Canada.

Geographical Overview

The Saskatchewan River is about 470 km in length, from the confluence of its two
upper branches in central Saskatchewan to its mouth at Grand Rapids on Lake Winnipeg
(Figure 1). The lower 310 km of the Saskatchewan River valley is dominated by the
so...called "Saskatchewan River Delta." The delta is a huge area of marshes and shallow
lakes where the only higher land is on the levees which border active (e.g, Carrot River)
and abandoned stream channels (Smith et al. 1989). The head of the Sipanok Channel
marks the western edge of this delta, which extends roughly north...south from that point.
On its west side, the delta is bordered by an expanse of fairly level terrain, the former bed
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The south side of the delta is bordered by the foot of the Pasquia Hills. Here, a narrow
strip offairly flat land lies between the delta edge and the first rise ofhills. The Carrot River
enters this southern part of the delta from the west and trends east, roughly parallel to the
foot of the hills. The hills rise some 552 m above the delta to an elevation of 835 m, the
second highest point in the province of Saskatchewan.

All of this region is within the southern part of the boreal forest, within which a
number of subunits have been recognized. The delta is a part of the Manitoba Lowlands
region and is characterized by a number of tree and other plant species which are unusual
to the Saskatchewan forests (Harris et a1. 1983: 26...29).These include American elm, white
ash and Manitoba maple, all of which reach their northern limits 'here. The forest
bordering the west and south sides of the delta is part of the mixedwood forest section, a
typical, rich boreal forest (Kabzems et a1. 1976).

The marshes and shallow lakes of the Manitoba lowlands support large numbers of
muskrats and beavers, as well as waterfowl in season. Fish populations are substantial,
although limited by the shallowness of the lakes, and moose productivity is considered to
be the highest in the province (Dirschl et a1. 1967: 188). In the adjacent mixedwood forest,
muskrat, waterfowl and fish numbers can be expected to have been lower; however, this
is productive beaver and moose habitat, and some elk are also present.

Pasquatinow Described

Meyer and Terry Gibson located Pasquatinow in 1989and examined it more closely in
1990(Meyer et al. 1992). Subsequently, Meyer and companions have visited Pasquatinow
in 1991 and 1992,and again in 1995 and 1996. Situated across the river from the head of
the Sipanok Channel, Pasquatinow occupies a well...elevated valley rim along the southern
edge of an extensive area of stabilized sand dunes. Occupying the north side of the
Saskatchewan River, the valley rim here rises some 23 m (75 Fort) above the river and this
is the first "high" land on the west side of the Saskatchewan River delta. Along the valley
rim at Pasquatinow there are presently two sizeable meadows, and it is likely that these
grassy areas were much larger when this place was regularly occupied. The area bordering
the rim is fairly level, but to the north, within 200m, the terrain becomes undulating since
it-is dominated by stabilized sand dunes. This latter area is an open jack pine forest.

Along the valley top there is an open, eroding "cutbank" about a metre in height. For
about 200 m along this eroding edge there is a steady scatter of lithic debitage, fire-cracked
rock, occasional stone tools, and animal bones. In several locations there are the remains
offormer hearths, indicated by pieces of fire...cracked rock, burned bone fragments and ash
eroding out of the edge. Beyond this central 200m stretch in which archaeological remains
are common, there is a broader scatter of materials, especially fire-cracked rock, for about
a kilometer along the valley summit.

Pasquatinow would have had several attractions as a spring gathering place. It is a
suitable camping place since it is well elevated and this, plus the sandy substratum, would
have kept it relatively dry during the spring melt and runoff. Also, it is south facing and
therefore would have received the maximum warmth ofthe sun in the spring. Importantly,
it was at the intersection of travel routes. One route led southwest and south along the
Sipanok Channel and Kennedy Creek to the Red Earth area, while another led north over
a portage to the Torch River. Ofcourse, east ...west travel occurred along the Saskatchewan
River.

Use of the Name Pasquatinow
1- .1-. • 1 .... " r .1 - .1
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through to Otto Klotz's reference to "Pasquatinas" in 1884 (Meyer et a1. 1992: 205-6). Since
the preparation of the latter article, three additional occurrences of this toponym have
come to Meyer's attention.l two of which by a colleague, Dale Russell. One of the latter is
found in a daily journal entry made by the Hudson's Bay Company post manager at
Cumberland House on 11 February 1807. In this entry (HBCA 1807: fol. 12) he refers to
two individuals who, ten days previously, had gone to "Pis cow tin now chuk.» The hand
writing involved is very poor, so that it is not certain whether the "chuk" element is
correct; it could even be a scrawled rendering of the English word "hill." The second
occurrence noted by Russell dates to 1880, at which time Jean D'Artigue, a decommis
sioned North West Mounted Police officer, boated with companions from Prince Albert
to Grand Rapids on the Saskatchewan River. En route, they stopped at Fort it la Corne
(Figure 1) where they were hosted by the post manager, George Goodfellow. Goodfellow
provided them with a detailed description ofthe route which they should follow to Grand
Rapids, part of which i~cluded a reference to Pasquatinow:

Below Birch Islands you will find the Tohin Rapids which you will easily run. Farther
down, on the left hank, you will see Paskatinow [sic] Hill where you can take dinner
(D'Artigue 1882: 156).

The third reference is found on one of the maps prepared for a Department of Public
Works report by C.E. Voligny (1916) on the results of a large ...scale, multi...year survey and
mapping project of the North Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan Rivers.4 Designed to
provide information for engineering projects proposed for the improvement ofnavigation
on this river system, the field surveys extended from 1911 to 1915. One of the maps
contains the toponym "Pasquetines" which is placed on the north side of the river, across
from the mouth ofthe Sipanok Channel (Figure 2). This large...scale map provides the most
precise location for Pasquatinow of any of the available materials, and this is also the last
known published attestation of the place name. It is interesting that Voligny, like Klotz,
presents this place name in the diminutive, as "Pasquetines," evidently a rendering of
paskwatinas 'little bald hill.' Also, since Volignv's spelling differs from that of Klotz
(Pasquatinas) it is apparent that Voligny did not simply copy the name from Klotz's earlier
reports; rather, V oligny must have obtained the place name from a local person. Since
both Klotz and Voligny recorded this place name in the diminutive, it appears that this
form was in common use in this region in the late 1800s and early 1900s.

The historical documents, therefore, extending from the late 1700s through to the early
1900s, provide abundant evidence thatPasquatinow (or Paskwatinis) was a place name
well known to the Cree occupants of this section of the Saskatchewan River valley. Since
the territory occupied by the Red Earth Crees included Pasquatinow, it is to be expected
that these Crees knew Pasquatinow and used this toponym. Unfortunately, in the course
of his work with Red Earth elders' in the early 1970s, Meyer never happened to elicit the
place name Pasquatinow.5

More recently, Meyer has attempted to obtain information about Pasquatinow from
Red Earth elders. In October of 1994, he travelled to Red Earth to show some of his 1970s

3 A likely additional reference to Pasquatinow was made by William Tomison on 9 August 1798 when
travelling up the Saskatchewan River: "at 7 p.m, put up two miles above the High Bank" (Johnson 1967:
140).

4 This source was pointed out to Meyer by Dr. Norman D. Smith, geologist, University ofTIlinois at Chicago.

5 Meyer (1985: 5) lived at Red Earth, conducting field work (mainly' interviews with elders) for a year and two
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Figure 2. Portion of Voligny (1916) map showing the location of Pasquatinow (Pasquetines). (Reoriented and
redrawn from Voligny map; depth soundings on river omitted.)

photographic slides to the elders. While there, he took the opportunity to talk about
Pasquatinow with one of the "elders, Abel Head (aged 73). Mr. Head had assisted Meyer as
an interpreter on numerous occasions in the early and mid-1970s. Unfortunately, he did
not know (or had forgotten) the place name Pasquatinow; however, he was interested in
knowing its location and then volunteered information on the nature ofmajor gatherings
on the Saskatchewan River, especially that at Fort ala Corne.

Following this, in November of 1993, Meyer contacted the second author, Hutton.
Hutton lived at Red Earth for much of the first half of the 1900s and he recalled that, at
that time, the place name Pasquatinow was in regular use by the Red Earth people.
Subsequently, in February of 1995 Meyer was asked to travel to Red Earth to meet with a
committee ofelders who were assisting with the development of a school curriculum based
on community history. The elders present were Abel Head and his brother Barnabus, as
well as Alice Head, Clara Head, Clara Nawakayas and Harriet Nawakayas. In the course
of the "meeting" Meyer raised the topic of Pasquatinow. Surprisingly, the name was not
familiar to any of those present. Following the meeting, Meyer questioned Abel Head
about any other elderly persons who could be asked about Pasquatinow. He suggested
Godfrey Daniels (aged 77), ..whom we then went to speak with. Again, the place name was
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appears, therefore, that subconsciously these individuals did know the name - and that
the Red Earth people sometimes employed the form "paskwatinahk."

In the summer of 1996, Meyer and a colleague, Terry Gibson, made an impromptu visit
to Red Earth while Gibson was engaged in archaeological investigations in the region. We
contacted Abel and Rebecca Head, and we then visited two other elders, John and Stella
McKay (aged 75 and 71). Again, Meyer asked about Pasquatinow and was gratified to
learn that this latter couple did, indeed, know of it, although they had never been there.
Indeed, Stella McKay volunteered the name of another location on the Saskatchewan
River, this one several kilometres to the east of Pasquatinow. Meyer also asked about the
form "paskwatinas," but this was not familiar to Mr. and Mrs. McKay.

In short, the memories of the second author and discussions with a number of Red
Earth elders provide evidence that, while the place name Pasquatinow (or Paskwatinahk)
is now known only to a few Red Earth elders, it is clear that this toponym was in common
use in the early decades of this century.

Pasquatinow and Regional Social Geography, Pre..1782

Meyer and Thistle (1995) have proposed that prior to the smallpox epidemic of 1781-82,
Pasquatinow was one of six ingathering centres positioned along the Saskatchewan River
(see also, Meyer et a1. 1992: 217-20). They have also argued (1995: 426) that each of these
was maintained by a distinct regional band. As such, Pasquatinow would have been the
social and spiritual centre of a regional band whose territory straddled the western edge of
the Saskatchewan River delta. IfPasquatinow was such a centre, then the members of this
band would have gathered at Pasquatinow during the spring. Unfortunately, there is little
documentary evidence to support this conjecture, although on 13 May 1777 two men
whom Matthew Cocking noted as having come from Pasquatinow arrived at Cumberland
House, thus indicating use ofPasquatinow in the spring (Rich and Johnson 1951: 146). A
briefnote by Cocking the following day is also noteworthy: "One Canoe ofIndians arrived
(part of the same Tribe mentioned Yesterday) they brought nothing." (Rich and Johnson
1951: 147) This reference to "Tribe" is significant. In this region, the term "tribe" was
employed by Samuel Hearne and Matthew Cocking to refer to large subgroupings of the
Cree population, presumably regional bands (Meyer and Thistle 1995: 426). In shortt
Cocking seems to be referring to a regional band upstream from Cumberland House,
apparently on the western side of the Saskatchewan River delta.

In the summer, it is possible that these people maintained a pattern which Matthew
Cocking (Rich and Johnson 1951: 150) alluded to in a 25 May 1777 journal entry: "Twenty
Canoes also arrived from up the River Saskachiwan who generally reside in the Lakes in
the Summer." In other words, the peoples along the west side ofthe delta moved somewhat
farther east for the summer) to spend this season among the marshes and shallow lakes of
the western part of the delta. This area would have provided a plentiful food supply
including fish, waterfowl, beavers and moose. The marshes would also have been a source
of plant foods, including the roots of water parsnips, bulrushes and cattails, and the fruit
of berry bushes growing on the higher terrain of the levees. Cocking's reference to
"Twenty Canoes" is also noteworthy. This number of canoes would have carried between
40 and 50 people (Russell 1991: 125-28), who could have composed a substantial portion
of a regionalband which occupied the area on the western side of the Delta.

The population of the Saskatchewan River valley was decimated by the smallpox
epidemic of 1781-82. Indeed, at one- point William Tornison, the post manager at
Cumberland House, believed that all of the "U'Basquia Indians" (the regional band
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disastrous epidemic had occurred (Rich and Johnson 1952: 250, Thistle 1986: 63). That
the remnant of the original population was small is reflected by the statement of post
master William Tomison at Cumberland House, in 1801: "Cheag one of the best Indians
belonging to this place died last summer he was the only real Cumberland House Indian
that survived the Small Pox in 1781» (Thistle 1986: 71). By this, presumably, Tomison
meant that Cheag was an adult at the time of the epidemic, since several local children did
survive the smallpox.

Therefore, although the historical information is limited, some general ideas about the
social geography prior to 1782 can be determined. It appears that a regional band was
present, the members ofwhich spent the summers within the western edge ofthe delta and
the winters outside of the delta. There is evidence of use ofPasquatinow in the spring, and
this may have consisted of an ingathering of all of the members of the regional band.

Social Geography of the Western Delta Region, ca. 1819...1870

Following the smallpox epidemic of 1781-82 the lower Saskatchewan River valley was
largely repopulated by immigrants from elsewhere (Thistle 1986: 64, 69-71). These were
predominantly Swampy Crees from the east and Ojibwa (Saulteaux) from the southeast
and south. By 1819, almost forty years after the epidemic, it is clear that there was a Cree
community along the western edge of the Saskatchewan River delta. Evidence in this
regard is available through the records of Captain John Franklin's expedition. In the
winter of 1819··20 a portion of Franklin's party wintered at Cumberland House and in
March of 1820, Lieutenant Robert Hood, one ofthe members ofthat expedition, travelled
southwest of Cumberland House to the Red Earth region (Houston 1974: 43-68).
Although he was not entirely successful in his attempts to pinpoint the locations that he
was at, it is clear that he visited three camps in the Red Earth Creek region. There seems
to have been only one tent at each camp, but it is evident that a substantial number of
people were present. One of the men was employed by the Hudson's Bay Company at
Cumberland House as a hunter (i.e., to kill as many moose as possible for the use of the
post staff) (Houston 1974: 47). The remainder of the families were evidently enjoying the
plenty of their wintering grounds. In short, the Red Earth region was an important
wintering area for those families who occupied the southwestern edge ofthe Saskatchewan
River delta.

While Robert Hood provided a glimpse aflife in the Red Earth region in 1819, he only
named two individuals, the Warrior and Long Legs. Neither of these appear in the
genealogies which Meyer gathered in this region in the 1970s, despite the fact that a
number of individuals included were born in the early 1800s.6 However, subsequent
genealogical work with the Fort a la Corne Crees by Alexander Deetz (personal
communication, 24 August 1997) has led to the identification of Long Legs as a member
of that band.7 Supporting evidence in this regard is contained in a Fort ala Corne account
book. In this document, it is recorded that "Kak.quan.nap.pew" or "Long Legs" "died ]any
1867» (HBCA 1864..67: fo1. 53). This is important since, as is discussed in a subsequent
section, the occupants of the Red Earth region in the mid..1800s are known to have been

6 Indeed, the genealogies contain the names of some individuals who were almost certainly born in the mid
and late 1700s (albeit not in the western delta area), such as Kiseyinis' grandfather, Paspaskiw, and his
father-in-law, Seweyotam (Meyer 1985: 4748).

7 As well, Deetz has indicated (personal communication, 24 August 1997) that "Kak.quan.nap.pew" was
alternatively known as kinokat, which also translates as long legs. Long Legs was the father of Chekastay-
.............:;..........1.,..............o ....1-,.• .,... ,...... rhD rhr.rr_l''lJ'Drl rl..u,.l,-::I<!r~'7Tv3uC!1n ~ p<!p-rup u7hlrh hArrlPTPrl ~hp C:nn~'h C:~C!lr!:lt"rhpUT!)n
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the most easterly members of the Fort ala Corne band. Long Legs' presence here in 1819,
therefore, provides evidence of significant time depth for the utilization of this region by
Fort a la Corne Crees. Two other individuals, Kiseyinis and Kisemoswakapow, are also
noted in this general region in the early 1800s, in this case by a Hudson's Bay Company
account referring to the winter of 1827...28 (Thistle 1986: 85). Both of these.men have been
identified in the Red Earth-Shoal Lake genealogies (Meyer 1985: 40). To be mentioned in
the Hudson's Bay Company accounts they must have been at least in their late teens in
1827 and so would have been born in the first decade of the nineteenth century.8 It is
noteworthy that Kiseyinis and Kisemoswakapow lived the remainder of their lives in this
region, evidence of a considerable degree of stability in the local population through the
nineteenth century.

It is not until about 1860 that the oral history accounts and genealogies provided by
Red Earth elders in the 1970s (supported by a small amount of documentary evidence)
become sufficiently detailed to allow an outline ofthe regional social geography. As Meyer
(1985: 40...62) has indicated, around this time there were six local bands present in this
region. Those in the Shoal Lake area were led by a man named "Okakeek," and by two
brothers, Osawask and Kisemoswakapow. At Red Earth and farther west were local bands
led by Kiseyinis, Cecim and "Pootikat."

The locations of important base camps used by four of these local bands have been
provided by regional elders. That ofOsawask was at Shoal Lake, that ofKisemoswakapow
on the Man River near its mouth, that ofKiseyinis at Red Earth, and that of Cecim on the
Papikwan River (Meyer 1985:43) (Figure 3). These locations were on or near the flat terrain
at the foot of the Pasquia Hills, a particularly good zone for moose hunting in the winter,
since in December and January these animals migrate down from the hills in order to
escape the deeper snow there (Meyer 1985: 180). These appear, therefore, to have been the
locations at which the mid-winter months were spent. In this, we see maintained the same
pattern that Hood observed forty years before. This difficult time of the year had to be
spent at carefully chosen locations where moose, beaver and other game would be
plentiful.

These "base camps" are clearly synonymous with the "home base," described by Rogers
and Black (1976: 23) for the Weagamow Ojibwa ofnorthwestern Ontario, as "a habitation
site or area ... up to a mile or so in extent (or possibly more), within which camps were
occupied each year for a period of time that in total generally exceeded the time spent at
any other single site; where occasionally cabins were built (but more typically moss...
covered conical lodges) and gardens might be located."

Meyer has argued that, in the mid..1800s, the Crees of this region were not members of
the same regional band. Rather, the strong kinship connections of the local bands led by
Kiseyinis, Cecim and Pootikat to the Fort a la Corne Crees is evidence that they were
members ofthat regional band (Meyer 1985:85). It is likely that these Red Earth/Papikwan
River Crees travelled annually to spring ingatherings at Fort ala Corne, and it would also
have been possible to engage in trade there. The timing and the nature of the ingatherings
at Fort a la Corne are detailed in the writings of the Reverend Henry Budd (e.g, Meyer
1991: 109... 10).

In contrast, the local bands led by Okakeek, Osawask and Kisemoswakapow had
strong kin connections to members ofThe Pas regional band, and have been identified as
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Figure 3. Map showing the locations of base camps maintained by Cecim, Kiseyinis, Kisemoswakapow and
Osawask, c. 1860.The routes of two trails, Ayisiyiniw Meskanaw and Greenbush, are delineated approximately.

members of that group (Meyer 1985: 62). These occupants of the Shoal Lake region are
believed to have spent time at The Pas in the spring and/or summer. There is also cultural
evidence supporting this membership in two different regional bands, as the Shoal Lake
people speak an "n" dialect of Cree like the people of The Pas, whereas the Red Earth
people speak a "y" dialect of Cree, as do the members of the Fort a la Corne band. The
strong Plains Cree cultural elements characteristic of the latter group were expressed not
only in their dialect, but also in the maintenance of numbers of horses, mainly as pack
animals.

While the occupants of the southern part of the delta are considered to have been
members of two regional bands, therefore, their social separation should not be over...
stated. Indeed, the Hudson's Bay Company documents indicate that Kiseyinis and
Kisemoswakapow, apparently members of different regional bands, wintered together in
1827-28 (Thistle 1986: 85).

A new regional band also took form in the Cumberland House region following the
smallpox epidemic of 1781-82. This band was composed of remnants of the original

- - - - - - - ~
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northwest of Cumberland House. In other words, some members of this new regional
band occupied an area which straddled the northwestern side of the delta.

In this period, therefore, the social geography of the western delta can be outlined
broadly, although not in detail. Crees representing portions of three regional bands were
present: those on the northwestern part of the delta were oriented to Cumberland House,
those on the southwest oriented to Fort ala Corne and those on the south oriented to The
Pas. These peoples joined the other members of their particular regional band at spring
and/or autumn ingatherings at Fort ala Corne, The Pas or Cumberland House. Portions
of the spring and summer also were spent in the vicinity of those centres. With regard to
those peoples on the south and southwest sides of the delta, winters were spent in
hunting/trapping camps strung out, east-west, along the foot ofthe Pasquia Hills. Each of
these was the focus of a particular local band. Unfortunately, there is no information on
the relationship of the regional population to Pasquatinow during this period.

Social Geography of the Western Delta Region, Late 18008

It is quite clear that, about 1870, a remarkable decision which was to have far-reaching
social ramifications was taken by Kiseyinis and other leading band members in this region.
This was to hold the annual ingathering in the Red Earth/Shoal Lake region. This is
evidenced by the observations ofthe Hudson's Bay Company trader Reginald Beatty) who
attended a spring ingathering in the latter area in the early 1870s, focussed on a Goose
Dance ceremony (Meyer 1991: 110-11). Beatty noted that both Red Earth and Shoal Lake
people took part in this gathering (MMC USL n.d.: fo1. 1-3). Meyer (1985: 82) has
considered that this reflects the development of a new regional band which consisted of
both the Red Earth and the Shoal Lake peoples. This new social entity-is especially
reflected in the considerable number of marriages that were contracted between these
peoples. As Meyer (1984: 8) has noted, of the twenty..seven marriages contracted by the
1870-1900 generation, ten involved Red Earth and Shoal Lake individuals. As well, it is
undoubtedly significant that "three of Kiseyinis' grandchildren married two offspring and
a grandchild of Oswask" (Meyer 1985: 142). Apparently, these two leading figures were in
favour of closer social relationships.

In Meyer's earlier writing (1985: 138) he proposed that one of the reasons for this
development was that these Crees "retreated" south into this (then) remote area because
of increasing Euro-Canadian influence on the Saskatchewan River. In this way they hoped
to maintain a degree of cultural and economic independence (Meyer 1985: 140--41).
Composed of about 140 persons, this group was large enough to form a distinct and
reasonably self-sufficient society (Meyer 1985: 141-42). In short, these peoples had taken
up full..time residence in a region which previously had been their wintering ground.

Again, for this period there is no direct historical reference to the use of Pasquatinow
and its vicinity by these Crees. However, in the late summer of 1870 the Reverend Henry
Budd and assistants travelled up the Saskatchewan River from Devon Mission (The Pas)
to Nepowewin Mission (Fort it la Corne). On 1 September, 'a few kilometres downstream
of Pasquatinow, they stopped for the night when a heavy thunderstorm passed over:

We heard some one coming ashore where our Canoe lay, & it proved to be some 5 or
6 men (Indians) from the Pas Mountain.... They came up to our fire all drenched

I through, and were glad for the nice fire we had. They would not leave our fire the whole
night, which gave me the opportunity for speaking to them on the all important
subjects; but alas! they seemed to listen with much indifference: ... The old man of the
party has often come down to Devon [The Pas], and our Indians have always tried to
persuade him to leave off his heathen practices, but to no purpose it would seem. They
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Earth areas, it appears that these were Red Earth men. As Meyer (1985: 97) has noted in
a previous discussion of this passage, "he [Budd] knew the Shoal Lake elders very well and
in his journals he normally referred to them by name (especially Osawask). The fact that
he omits this information in this case suggests that these were Red Earth men." In short,
these were most likely Red Earth individuals who were in the northern part of their
territory.

Around 1870, therefore, a new regional band had come into existence in this region.
While some details of the social geography of this band remain uncertain, information
provided by elders and by some documentary sources indicates that these Crees occupied
a well...structured cultural landscape. Of course, all the streams and lakes, as well as the
wintering camps strung out along the foot of the Pasquia Hills were named. For example,
that of Kisemoswakapow was named kasowaskay kanosihk (untranslated) (Meyer 1985: 42)
and that of Kiseyinis was mihkwaskiwahkahk "Red Earth Locality" (Meyer 1985: 9). The
spring (sometimes autumn) ingathering came to be held at Mihkwaskiwahkahk, and this
became the social and spritual centre of this comrnunity.I

Of course, structuring of the environment was also enhanced by the network of travel
routes that were present. Travel routes within the delta were along the waterways, and
especially prominent was the Kennedy Creek route which led north from Red Earth to the
Sipanok Channel and thence to the Saskatchewan and Torch Rivers. Outside ofthe delta
there was an important series of trails, including one which followed the north side of the
Carrot River, trending southwest and then west to Nipawin and Fort a la Corne. Very
prominent was the ayisiyiniw meskanaw "Indian Trail" which led southwest towards the
parklands (Figure 3). Where this trail crossed the pepikwan sipiy"Flute River" (papikwan
River) was the winter base camp of Cecim, and farther to the southwest, near the present...
day town of Arborfield, it also crossed a prominent landform and camping place known
as wapos waciy "rabbit hill." A third trail, which became known as the Greenbush Trail in
the twentieth century, led south from Shoal Lake over the Pasquia Hills and into the Red
Deer River valley (Figure 3). There were less prominent trails, as well, such as a trail which
led south from Red Earth over the Pasquia Hills to the Nut Lake area (DLSF SAB 1901:
6). IO In short, the social geography of the Crees of the western delta was organized in

, relationship to these travel routes, and the named locations to which they led.

Red Earth Crees and Pasquatinow, Early1900s

While the people ofRed Earth and Shoal Lake adhered to Treaty No.5 in 1876 (Meyer
1985: 72), the establishment in the 1880s and 1890s of reserves, Hudson's Bay Company
stores, and Anglican churches at Red Earth and Shoal Lake led to only gradual change in
the social geography. However, it is apparent that mid...winter was more likely to be spent
in"log cabins or wooden wigwams (mitiklwahp) at the reserve centres than at the former
winter base camps (Meyer 1985: 83...85). By the early 1900s two separate reserve communi...
ties had developed, one at Shoal Lake and the other at Red Earth. However) intermarriage
continued to be frequent (Meyer 1985: 109) and social ties continued to be close.

In Meyer's work with Red Earth elders in the 1970s, they made it clear that in the early
decades of this century Red Earth people customarily hunted and trapped in the whole of
the region which extended from the slopes of the Pas quia Hills north to the Torch River

9 It should be noted, also, that the Cree language is rich in terminologyrelating to a plethora of landforms
such as narrows in lakes and rivers, peninsulas and points of land, etc. These, too, contribute to the cultural
structuring of the environment.
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Figure 4. Map showing the area occupied by the Red Earth and Shoal Lake Crees in the late 1800s.

valley (Figure 4). One of the elders with whom Meyer consulted extensively was Silas Head
(Figure 5). He not only had trapped and hunted in the Torch River area, but one winter
he went even farther north and joined a Pine Bluff group for the season (Meyer 1985: 143).
Similarly, Joel Whitehead told of his activities and his father's in this region. With the
decline of beaver numbers in the 1930s, he and his father (Josiah) had executed a huge
circle around the perimeter of Red Earth territory, attempting to find any signs of beaver.
Part of the circle included the lower Torch River valley - but neither there nor elsewhere
did they find any beavers.

While Meyer did not ask Red Earth elders about Pasquatinow in the course of his 1970s
work, recent discussion with John and Stella McKay, two Red Earth elders, has provided
information on the use of Pasquatinow and environs by Red Earth people in the early
decades of the twentieth century. Meyer's notes taken during a 30 August 1996 conversa...
tion read as follows:

Both John and his wife knew of Pasquatinow, although they had never been there
themselves. John said that people would go there for the spring trapping season. There
were plenty of muskrats there every year. They would go up there in March with
dogteams, taking their supplies, traps and canoes on the sleighs. They would trap there
through to the first part of May when they would return to Red Earth by canoe. They
would come back by way of Kennedy Creek [see Figure 4] or, if it was too shallow, they

11 rn .1 _ C"~ L _11 ~L ~_ ...L_ r"' ... D: .J ...L __ ..._1._ ...L_ r"' ...
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Figure 5. Lazarus Nawakayas, Silas Head and Ole,McKay with muskrats and trapping tools, c. 1945.
Photographer unknown.

Whitehead, Noah McKay, Geordie McKay, Alfred Head, Amos Nawakayas, Samuel
Nawakayas and Isaiah Badger. I asked John whether people liked to go there and he
said, oh yes, it was their favourite hunting place; moose hunting was good there.

These accounts can be supplemented by information from documents in the Hudson's
Bay Company Archives: The Hudson's Bay Company store at Red Earth was known as
Pas Mountain Post and it was in operation from 1885 through to 1934. Unfortunately,
only four Pas Mountain Post journals, kept between 1929 and 1934, have survived. These
journals, however, make it clear that the region around the mouth ofthe Torch River was
the focus of a major spring muskrat "hunt" by the people of Red Earth. Indeed, at times
this hunt appears to have extended north into the Pine Bluff region, as the post manager
noted on 13 March 1930:-"Noah McKay got home from Pine Bluffwhere he was trapping,
brought about 30 rats back with him" (HBCA 1929/30: fol. 33).11 The importance of this
spring muskrat trapping in the Pasquatinow area was especially evidenced in the spring of
1931 when the post manager decided to travel north to observe the "hunt" in progress and
bring as many skins as possible back. Presumably, he also wanted to check whether free
traders were operating in the area. He departed from Red Earth on 25 April: "Left in the
morning for Sask. River but only got as far as the portage'f & turned back, having met the
Red Earth hunters coming home" (HBCA 1930/31: fol. 56). The considerable size of the
expeditions to this region is reflected in several journal entries for the spring of 1932. For
instance, on 27 February: "About a sore [score?] of indians [sic] left to...day for the Torch
River district" (HBCA 1931/32: fo1. 45). Following this, on 11 April: "About 14 men all
left for the Sask. River in order to trap" (HBCA 1931/32: fol. 54). Again that year, the post
manager travelled north to the muskrat trapping grounds, leaving on 26 April and coming
back on 31 April: "Returned from a successful trip, brought back over 700 Rats with me"
(HBCA 1931/32: fol. 57).

11 In t~e early 1920s,Noah McKay's sister, Rebecca, had married Horace McGilli~ary of Pine Bluff.

12 The nortase referred-to here is orobablv that which connected the Sinanok Channel with the head of
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Figure 6. Late winter muskrat trapping: George Head with his grandson Aborham Head. Photograph taken by
David Meyer t 26 March 1971.

In 1929, the Hudson's Bay Company journals also indicate use of the Pasquatinow
region in the early winter. On 14 November it is noted, "Some of the young fellows back
from Torch River with a few ermine" (HBCA 1929/30: fol. 20); also, the next day: "Torch
River bunch pulled out again early this morning." (HBCA 1929/30: fol. 20); and on 10
December: "Benj McKay and the crowd from Torch River arrived but with little fur"
(HBCA 1929/30: fo1. 22).

The second author, Hutton, can confirm the information provided both by Red Earth
elders and by the archival documents. He lived at Red Earth much of the time from 1912
through to the early 1960s and learned to speak Cree there as a child. His father, William,
operated the Hudson's Bay Company store (pas Mountain Post) at Red Earth from 1912
to 1929 (Meyer 1985: 95), following which the family lived in The Pas for a time. The
Hudson's Bay Company closed Pas Mountain Post in 1934 and the Huttons then returned
to Red Earth to set up a private store. In the springs of 1936 and 1937 they outfitted several
Red Earth men to trap muskrats in the Pasquatinow area. One of the leading individuals
involved in this activity was the chief, Isaiah Badger. At this time, people from Pine Bluff
and Cumberland House also trapped muskrats in the Pasquatinow area.

Hutton recalls that the Red Earth people were always eager to travel to the Pasquati...
now area, and it is apparent that this was a highly regarded locale. Unfortunately, due to
the drought of the mid..1930s, the muskrat population declined precipitously; and
following 1937 the provincial government terminated muskrattrapping in the Saskatche
wan River delta. This ended the spring expeditions of Red Earth people to the Pasquati
now area.

Discussion

As has been proposed, prior to the 1782 smallpox epidemic Pasquatinow was likely the
ingathering centre of a regional band. As such, the whole west side of the delta, extending
from the foot of the Pasquia Hills north to the Pine Bluff area, could have composed a
single regional band territory, with Pasquatinow at its midpoint. Throughout this region
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from Pine Bluff' (HBCA 1929/30: foL 23) Similarly, on 17 March 1932 the manager wrote:
"Joe McAuley Jr. [of Pine Bluff] is here from Torch River" (HBCA 1931/32: fol. SO) and,
on 26 February 1930, "Noah (McKay] left for Pine Bluff this morning" (HBCA 1929/30:
fol. J1). Also, on 17 August 1933, it is noted: "George McGillivary, Marshall McGillivary
and Peter Head left for Pine Bluff Indian Reserve" (HBCA 1933/34: fo1. 12). While the first
two were Pine Bluff men, Peter Head was a member of the Shoal Lake band.13

Therefore, following the decimation of the population in the 1781...82 smallpox
epidemic, the reconstituted population ofthe western side of the Saskatchewan River delta
appears to have been composed of local bands affiliated with not one but two regional
bands. Those in the north, on the west side of Cumberland Lake, are believed to have
been members of the Cumberland Lake regional band. Those on the south, in the Red
EarthlPapikwan River region, were quite clearly members of the Fort a la Corne band.
Given the social geography of this period, therefore, Pasquatinow would not have been
central to any regional band. We would not expect, therefore, that it functioned as an
ingathering centre.

In the Shoal Lake region, there was also a group of local bands which were affiliated
with The Pas regional band. Around 1870, the peoples ofthe Shoal Lake region and ofthe
Red Earth-Papikwan River region made the decision to jointly take part in ingatherings
focussed on the Goose Dance. This, together with a good deal of intermarriage, is
considered to mark the development of a new regional band.

The membersof the Red Earth/Shoal Lake regional band of the late 1800s utilized a
territory which extended south and southeast from the Torch River through to Shoal
Lake (Figure 4). Obviously, this regional band territory was centred on Red Earth, with
Pasquatinow in the northern sector of the regional band territory. However, the strong
identification of the Pasquatinow region as part of Red Earth territory in the early decades
of the 1900s is notable given that the pre ...reserve wintering camps were well to the south
(at least 35 km as the crow flies), along the foot of the Pasquia Hills, and the reserves that
were eventually established were at Red Earth and (temporarily) on the Papikwan River.
Hunting and trapping expeditions north to the Torch River were regular occurrences, and
the positive attitude of the Red Earth people to the Pasquatinow area is recalled by the
second author, and has also been noted by John McKay. All of this may be taken as
reflecting the maintenance of a long established pattern: the western edge of the delta as
far north as the Torch River had been utilized by members of this band since the
reconstitution of the population in the early 1800s.

John McKay,14when interviewed in late August 1996, noted that developments in the
twentieth century eventually alienated the Red Earth people from the Pasquatinow area.
In particular, he noted that in 1936 the Hudson's Bay Company established a fur lease
which included a large area of marshes bordering the south side of the Old Channel of the
Saskatchewan River (HBCA 1936: fol. 53, 1939: fol. 8 & 9). This lease was maintained
through to 1960, and according to Kew (1960: 34):

13 The puzzling aspect of this situation of regular Pine Bluff-RedEarth interaction is that it led to very few
intermarriages, and certainly not the integration of these Crees to form a single regional band (Meyer 1985:
146).It is possible that the presence of a major trading post, Cumberland House, 40 km to the southeast of
Pine Bluff was an important factor in the development and maintenance of a regional band centred on
Cumberland Lake. Certainly, the Hudson's Bay Company accounts of the early and mid-1800s describe
spring ingatherings (rendezvous) at or near Cumberland House (Meyer and Thistle 1995:425). In short, the
peoples of the Pine Bluff area were a part of the Cumberland Lake regional band; and it appears they saw
no advantage .to becoming part of the Pas Mountain regional band.
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Under the Company's management, strict control of trapping and conservation
measures were achieved. The White lease manager and an assistant assessed the
muskrat population annually and set quotas for each small zone into which the area
was sub...divided.

The western border of the leased area was near the Sipanok Channel and so it made it
more difficult for the Red Earth people to use this part of their traditional lands.

John McKay also noted that a person named Bill Morgan took up residence on the
north side of the Saskatchewan River in the Pasquatinow area. In this regard, the second
author recalls that Morgan was one oftwo Euro...Canadian trappers who occupiedthis area
in the late 1930s and into the 1940s. These individuals, of course, had usurped a portion
of the Red Earth trapping and hunting grounds. As well, increasing provincial govern...
ment intervention, such as halting muskrat trapping in 1937, also had an effect.
Eventually, it was almost impossible for the Red Earth people to use the Pasquatinow area.
According to Mr. McKay this involved not only loss of trapping grounds, but also loss of
access to the fish resources of the Saskatchewan River) especially sturgeon. Mr. McKay
expressed some bitterness in this regard, and this certainly reflects the high value placed
on this area by the Red Earth Crees through the early decades of the twentieth century.

Summary

Pasquatinow is located on the north side of the Saskatchewan River, across from the
head of the Sipanok Channel. Prior to the 1781...82 smallpox epidemic, Pasquatinow is
believed to have been the spring ingathering centre for a regional band that occupied a
territory straddling the west side of the Saskatchewan River delta. This territory would
have extended from at least Pine Bluff on the north to Red Earth on the south. It appears
that the members of this band moved east into the lakes and marshes of the delta for the
summer, having spent the winter outside the delta.

Following the epidemic it seems that Pasquatinow ceased to function as an ingathering
centre; rather, in the early and mid ... 1800s the reconstituted population ofthe western delta
area consisted of Crees affiliated with two regional bands, one oriented to Cumberland
House and the .other to Fort a la Corne. The population appears to have gradually
increased through the 1800s, and by the 18705 the Red Earth-Shoal Lake regional band
took form. Despite the growing Euro-Canadian hegemony of the late 1800s, it is clear that
traditional cultural values and economic attitudes continued to exert a significant
influence on their relationship to, and use of, their lands. To a considerable extent,
therefore, the social groupings of these Crees conformed to those recognized elsewhere
among northern Algonquians. Local bands were present as well as the regional band, and
the crucially important annual ingatherings continued.

Information regarding social geography in the late 1800s and early 1900s is quite
detailed. Consultations with elders and various documentary sources indicate that the
area straddling the west side of the delta was an integral part of Red Earth band territory)
as far north as the Torch River. The Pasquatinow area was highly regarded as a moose
hunting area and, in particular, major muskrat hunts took place in this locality in the
spring and (occasionally) in the fall/early winter. Government policies and actions during
and following the 19305, and the arrival of some Euro...Canadian trappers led to the
alienation of the Red Earth people from the Pasquatinow region. As a result, Pasquatinow
lost it significance in the lives ofofthese Crees and it is now remembered by only a handful
of Red Earth elders.

Note
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Red Earth. Upon Mr. McKay's death in the spring of 1997, the unique and irreplaceable nature of his
contribution became starkly apparent.

We are particularly grateful to Dale Russell of Western Heritage Services Inc., Saskatoon, for his generous
assistance in guiding us to appropriate historical sources and for pointing out two additional references to
Pasquatinow. His critical comments on a draft of this article have proved very useful, as have several related
discussions. As well, Terry Gibson, also of Western Heritage Services Inc., very kindly transported Meyer to Red
Earth in the summer of 1996. Ms. Anne Morton, Hudson's Bay Company archivist, has been very helpful,
especially in identifying references to the fur lease which the Hudson's Bay Company once maintained in the
Cumberland House region. With regard to the latter fur lease, Dr. William Brennan, University of Regina,
graciously provided references to pertinent documents in the Archives of Saskatchewan. Meyer must also
acknowledge discussion and communication with Dr. Norman D. Smith, University of Illinois, regarding the
geomorphological history of the Pasquatinow Pine Bluff region.

Information provided by Jean Okimasis and Arok Wolvengrey, Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, has
been important to correctly rendering the name "Pasquatinow" in contemporary Cree orthography. As well,
Meyer much appreciates communication with Alexander Deetz regarding Long Legs and his descendants. Meyer
must also acknowledge the use of the facilities at Wanuskewin Heritage Park research laboratory while preparing
this paper. In particular, the computer graphics capability of that facility has been of great assistance.
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RESEARCH NOTE

On the Spelling and Pronunciation
of First Nations Languages and Names in Saskatchewan

Arok Wolvengrey

The recent publication of Bill Barry's (1997)People Places has served to illustrate two
distinct written forms which can be used to represent person and place names of First
Nations origin. The majority of the Saskatchewan populace will be most familiar with
certain names as they have been recorded by English or French speakers trying to render
unfamiliar sounds into a more familiar writing system. Often, the recorders were
completely unfamiliar with the language(s) that they were attempting to represent,
resulting in a rather wide variation in the suggested spellings. Variation in the accuracy of
these spellings is more a reflection of the individual who recorded the name (e.g., varying
degrees ofliteracy in the English or French writing systems, personal choice ofletters) than
of any detailed knowledge of the First Nations source language. For instance, a sound
similar to the "sh" in English "shell" might be written "sh" by an English speaker, but "ch"
by a French speaker. In most cases, the sometimes wild idiosyncracies ofboth English and
French spelling systems (or English and French spellers) resulted in some equally wild
renditions of First Nations names. A simple example is the Cree and Saulteaux word
kehkehk "hawk" which, when recorded as a headman's name on Treaty 6, was spelt
"Cakecake."

Furthermore, the variety of English spellings for a single sound is often repeated in the
attempts to write First Nations names. For example, the vowel sound represented by the
letter "A," (the so-called "long..A" sound), can have the following spellings in English: way,
ace, wait, eh, and a itself (as well as in a great many more weighty examples)! Many, if not
all of these, as well as further variations, can be found in the attempted English spellings
of Cree names: Kiwaytinok (kiwtiinohk), Ochapowace (ocapow~), Makaiysis (mahk~is),

Meskanaw (mekanaw), Assissippi (eis..sipiy). Note that, in every case, the modern Cree
transliteration employs one and only one symbol (e ) for this single sound. Compare also
Chacastapasin (cakdstepesin), where the first two instances of English "a" represent Cree a
and d respectively, while the last two instances represent e, as reflected somewhat more
clearly in the alternate English spelling, Chacasteypzysin.

These examples clearly show that European..based spelling does not yield an adequate
representation of Cree, and the same holds for all First Nations languages. Each First
Nations language is the equal in complexity of any other language, and each has its own
unique sound system which can differ markedly tram the systems that speakers ofEnglish
and/or French are used to. Each sound system requires representation in a writing system
designed specifically to reflect that system. Nevertheless, it is possible to utilize the roman
alphabet, sometimes with necessary modifications and additions, to represent these and
any other languages. At least for the Algonquian languages surveyed below (i.e., Cree and
Saulteaux), standard Roman orthographies (SROs) have been devised and are in common
use. Where no consensus exists on a standard spelling system (e.g., the Siouan dialects:
Dakota, Lakhota and Nakoda), it is still possible to suggest a system which will at least
serve to highlight the sounds important for each individual language in contrast to those
important in English or French. Often, a great many more characters or special diacritic
symbols than are found in the 26-character Roman alphabet are required to accurately
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counterbalance the often misleading European-based spellings, it is possible and indeed
necessary to recognize these differences and to offer a second version of each First Nations
name in a spelling system more appropriate to the individual source language. Here, as in
Barry (1997), this more accurate transliteration is given in italics. These (italicized) versions,
therefore, are not meant as pronunciation guides for English speakers, as such, but as
appropriate representations of the sounds of each First Nations language. However, the
reader can estimate a more accurate pronunciation of the original by comparing italicized
spellings with the pronunciation guides which follow. These guides are given, for those
interested in such matters, to illustrate some of the differences in the sound systems of
Cree, Saulteaux, Dakota, Lakhota, Nakoda, and Dene, both when compared with
English or French, and when compared with one another.

Pronunciation Guides!

Cree2

The majority of First Nations-derived names in Saskatchewan come from the Cree
language (nehiyawewin) , and this is an excellent language to begin with, as it has a relatively
small number of distinct sounds. The vowels will give English readers the most difficulty
as they have values more consistent with those of continental European languages. In this,
the spelling of Cree (or what is known as the Standard Roman Orthography) is actually
closer to the writing systems of the majority of the world's languages which employ a
Roman-based alphabet. In contrast, English and French, with a long written tradition and
little spelling reform, have two of the more divergent and idiosyncratic spelling systems.

The most outstanding feature of the Cree vowel system is the distinction between the
short (a, i, 0) and long (d, e, i, 0)vowels, which differ chiefly in the duration for which each
is held. Simply put, long vowels are pronounced for a longer period of time (about twice
as long as the short vowels). In addition to quantity, however, there is also a slight
difference in vowel quality between long and short vowels. The symbols and approximate
equivalents for the Cree vowels are as follows:

a ' as in English but.

d ... as in English father, though an Irish accent may give a closer approximation; this sound
is also pronounced for a longer duration than for the shorter a.

e- as in English bay, though without gliding the tongue towards the roof of the mouth at

In the preparation of these guides, I am indebted to my many mentors, colleagues and students from the
Universities of Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Regina, with special recognition reserved for those at the
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College (SIFC). I have at times relied on a number of written sources, listed
subsequently, but I would like to emphasize the aid of several individuals and groups in the decipherment
of many of the place names appearing in Bill Barry's (1997)People Places. For names ofCree derivation, I am
grateful to all the members of the Cree Language Retention Committee, particularly. Jean Okimasis,
Solomon Ratt, and Doreen Oakes, my colleagues in the Department of Indian Languages, Literatures, and
Linguistics at SIFC. For Saulteaux names, I am indebted to my Saulteaux colleagues at DILLL: Eliza Smith,
Stella Ketchemonia, and especially Margaret Cote-Lerat. Names of Siouan derivation, particularly those
from Nakoda, were checked with Leona Kroeskamp, the Nakoda instructor in our department. For the
exceptionally few names of Dene origin recorded in the official record of Saskatchewan place names, I was
able to consult with Elaine Hay at the Saskatchewan Indian Cultural Center in Saskatoon. Finally, 1would
like to extend my sincerest thanks to BillBarry, for the interest he has taken in gaining an accurate rendition
and translation of First Nations names, for the vast amount of work he put into gathering the names
together in the first place, and for allowing me the opportunity to be a part of it and motivating me to write
this guide. kmanaskomitinawaw. ekosi.
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the end of the sound. German zehn ("ten") is actually closer, for it is a true long vowel as
in Cree.

i-as in English bit.

i-as in English beat, again without the upward glide of the tongue. German sieben
("seven") is more accurate, corresponding closely to the true long vowel of Cree.

o ... as in English book, though with a large amount of variation in actual pronunciation.
Regional and even personal differences can result in a sound closer to the vowel of boat,
though not sustained like a long vowel (see 6 immediately below).

o; as in English boat, again without upward glide oftongue. German Boot ("boat") is more
accurate, corresponding closely to the true long vowel of Cree. As with short 0, this vowel
can also exhibit a great deal of variation in pronunciation, and can seem closer to the
vowel sound in English boot. This accounts for the common English representation of this
sound with the English "00" or French "ou" spellings. Hence, the first syllable of
Moosomin, for English speakers, is the same as in the English pronunciation of "moose."
However, both derive ultimately from Cree moswa, and the first syllable of this word in
Plains Cree usually has a sound closer to that in the name Moses, not moose.

Another complication of the Cree vowel system for English speakers to wrestle with is
the effect that certain consonant sounds have in altering the basic pronunciations given
above. Thus, when followed by h, w, and/or y, many of the vowels may appear to have a
slightly different sound. The basic sound of these consonants is not very different from its
sound in English, but the effect on preceding vowels is important and will be noted below.

h ... as in English heat. This sound rarely occurs at the beginning of Cree words, but unlike
the English sound, it does occur immediately before consonants in Cree. This breath of
air, or "aspiration", is very important and can signal the difference in meaning between
two words: e.g., nihtiy "tea" vs. nitiy "my bum."

The effect of an "h-consonant" cluster (hC; or "pre-aspirated" consonants, e.g., hp, ht,
he, hk) on the preceding vowel is also important for, in most cases, the distinction between
long and short vowels is neutralized. In other words, it is usually not possible to tell the
difference between long and short vowels before a combination of h and another
consonant: before he, long and short vowels seem to merge into a single vowel which is
short in duration, but closer to the quality of the long vowel. Hence:

ahC and ithC ; both sound as in English father (like it), but short in duration (like a).

ihC and ihC ... both sound as in English beat, without the upward glide of the tongue (like
i) and short in duration (like i),

ohC and 6hC; both sound as in English boat, without the upward glide of the tongue (like
0) and short in duration (like 0).

w ... as in English wow. When following a vowel, w often sounds something like the short
o or long 0 vowels. It is very similar to these vowels for they all include "rounding" of the
lips in their pronunciation. w has the following effects:

aw - as in Canadian English about.

dw ... as in English now.

ew - like a combination of English "ay-oo", and hence the common spelling of Cree
words like napew ("man") as "Napavo" in English.

iw - this combination varies in pronunciation from a sound similar to that in English
- -_ .. 4-_ 4-L~ ~~ •• _ ....:J~ roof r_roo.r.. ...1-......._+- ~ .......... 11""'10 ....... ..., A Ih.a ,". L:>aL:>""+-;~7L:>1,? " ..."'., ....... rlC"" +-ho 'l:7r".'701
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ow ... this combination sounds very much as in English know, and it is difficult to tell
the difference between short 0 and long o. Before w, both vowels sound long.

ow - this combination sounds very much as in English know, and it is difficult to tell
the difference between short 0 and long o. Before w, both vowels sound long.

y ., as in English yay. This sound, when following a vowel, often has a quality much
like the short i or long i vowels, since these vowels and yare very similar in the place
and manner in which they are produced in the mouth. In nouns and names, y.usually
only follows short vowels, and it has the following effects:

ay as in Canadian English bite.

iy this combination sounds very much like the long i, and it is not possible to tell the
difference between short i and long i before y. Before y, both vowels sound long.

oy .... this combination is similar to the sound in English boy, or buoy.

The remainder of the Cree consonants should present less trouble, though there are
still some important differences from the English sound-letter correspondences. The first
three consonants, p, t, and lc, are always "unaspirated" (i.e., are not followed by a puff of
air when spoken). They may therefore sound somewhat closer to "b," "d" and "g" to some
English listeners.

p -- as in English spill, (not as in pill where the "p" sound is followed by a puff of air).

t as in English still, (not as in till where the "t" sound is followed by a puff of air).

k as in English skill, (not as in kill where the "k" sound is followed by a puff of air).

c, represents a range ofsound from "ts," as at the end ofEnglish cats, to "ch," as in English
church or catch. The symbol c usually represents a "ts" sound for Plains Cree, while other
dialects more commonly have a "ch" sound.

m .... as in English mom.

n - as in English nun. .

s - as in English sis. This can occasionally sound more like the "sh" sound in shell,but these
are not two distinct sounds in the western Cree dialects and the difference between "s" and
"sh" will never indicate a difference in meaning in Saskatchewan Cree, as it would in
English or eastern Cree dialects.

This pronunciation guide thus far is based on the Plains Cree dialect, though much of
it holds true for all three dialects of Cree spoken in Saskatchewan. There are, however,
some small differences in the sounds of each dialect, of which the most important should
be noted. In addition to the sounds present in Plains Cree, Woods Cree has one additional
sound:

th ' this sequence of letters is the only strict holdover from English spelling convention,
and it represents the louder or "voiced th" sound in English then, not the whispered or
"voiceless th" sound in thin.

This sound only occurs in Woods Cree. Where Woods Cree words contain this sound,
Plains Cree has y and Swampy Cree has n. For this reason Plains Cree is often referred to
as the "Y" dialect, Swampy Cree as the "N" dialect, and Woods Cree as the "TH" dialect.
Two of the most common examples demonstrating this difference are given in the
following chart:

Plains Cree Swampy Cree Woods Cree
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These examples also illustrate three more important points. As noted above, the
sequence of iy always sounds long, so that even where the other dialects make a distinction
between i (as in nehitaw) and i (as in nma), this difference is neutralized in Plains Cree and
always speit with the short i. Secondly, Woods Cree is also the only western dialect in
which this additional distinct sound (th) occurs. In Plains Cree, this sound occurs as y and
cannot be differentiated from the other y..sound which occurs in all dialects. Similarly
Woods th is n in Swampy, which cannot be differentiated from the other n...sound common
to all dialects. Only from Woods Cree can we tell which Plains y or Swampy n actually
corresponds to tho The following chart gives additional examples of y and n sounds which
do not change across the dialects:

Plains Cree Swampy Cree Woods Cree

"one" peyak peyak piyak

"two" ntso niso niso

Thus, not all Plains Cree y..sounds or Swampy Cree n-sounds alternate with Woods Cree
th, and only someone familiar with \Voods Cree can tell which is which and which will
switch!

The third difference between Woods Cree and the other dialects is illustrated in the
form of the words for "Cree (person)" and "one". Where Plains and Swampy have the
vowel e, as described above, Woods Cree has long t-sound instead (though spelt i before
y). Thus, Woods Cree has one less vowel sound than the other dialects, with Woods i
corresponding to both i and ein Plains and Swampy.

Plains Cree Swampy Cree Woods Cree

"play" metawe metawe mitawi

"turn around" kweski kweski kwiski

Not all Woods Cree long t-sounds correspond with Plains or Swampy long e, and again
only someone familiar with Plains or Swampy Cree can tell which is which. .

In this discussion, Plains and Swampy Cree may appear to be more closely related, but
this is not necessarily the case. Besides the major difference between y and n, other minor
sound changes are evident, such as the tendency in Swampy for the sequence of wa to
sound more like 0, or for the consonants p, r, c, and especially k to be closer to English "b,"
"d," "j" and "g" respectively when they occur between vowels. The additional alphabetic
symbols familiar to English speakers that do not occur in this description are absent
because there are no equivalent sounds required for them in the sound system of western
Cree dialects. Eastern dialects also include s ("sh"), and can include l (Moose Cree) or r

(Attikamek Cree) but these are not present in the dialects of Saskatchewan.

In addition to sound variation, each of the dialects has a certain amount of difference
in vocabulary, just as is found between British, Canadian' and Australian English.
However, all three Cree dialects of Saskatchewan represent a single language which
speakers can, with varying degrees of difficulty, readily understand. In contrast, the Cree
language as a whole is closely related to Ojibwa, for both are Algonquian languages; but
here the differences in sound and especially in vocabulary are too drastic to allow for
mutual intelligibility. Cree and Ojibwa are clearly separate languages, which stand in
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Saulteaux'

The second most common source for First Nations names in Saskatchewan is the
Saulteaux dialect (nahkawewin) of the Ojibwa language. As closely related Algonquian
languages, Saulteaux and Cree share many of the same features and a similar spelling
system." Below, then, only obvious differences between the two languages will be
discussed.

The vowel systems of Cree and Saulteaux are virtually identical and the same
description ofthe basic Cree vowels above can be assumed for Saulteaux. The only drastic
difference in pronunciation occurs when the sequence wa changes following a consonant
(Cwd). Hence:

wa ... a~ in the Cree sound system or in English water.

Cwa., after a consonant, the "wa" sequence changes to a long vowel sound similar to the
British pronunciation of law; cf. Saulteaux ohpwakan "pipe," where the underlined
sequence "pwa" is very similar to British paw, not Cree "pwa" (cf. Cree ospwakan "pipe").

The remaining differences pertain only to the consonant system.

c - as in English church, the sound commonly spelt "ch" in English, not "ts" as in the Plains
Creec.

S as in English shell, the sound commonly speit "sh" in English. See also below.

n as in English nun, except when preceding k, where it has the same value as the English
sequence "ng" in ring. It is important to note that the sequence nk always represents the

- sound found in the middle of English finger t not as in singer. Hence, even at the end of
words, nk represents a sound combining both English "ng" and hard "g" as in gill.

h ... this is a very important symbol in the Saulteaux writing system. It does not represent
an "h" as in English heat, but rather the catch or "glottal stop" that is heard in the middle
of English "uh-uh" or "oh...oh." This sound, or lack of sound (being a brief complete
stoppage of airflow) can also be heard more frequently in certain British dialects, such as
Cockney, where it often replaces "t" between vowels. 5 Since "h" does not represent the same
sound as in Cree, it does not have the same effect on preceding vowels as discussed above.

The symbol h is also very important in distinguishing two sets of sounds in Saulteaux.
Where h precedes a consonant, there is again a very slight glottal catch preceding a sound
almost identical to the Cree sounds represented by the same consonant. So:

hp = Cree p with slight glottal catch preceding.

ht= Cree t with slight glottal catch preceding.

hk= Cree k with slight glottal catch preceding.

hc= Saulteaux c (or English "ch") with slight glottal catch preceding.

hs= Cree and Saulteaux s with slight or no glottal catch preceding.

hs= Saulteaux swith slight or no glottal catch preceding.

3 The following discussion of Saulteaux sounds is adapted from information from my colleagues and from the
description in Cote (1984).

4 There are, in fact, two competing spelling systems in use for Saulteaux, the respective merits of which
continue to be discussed (cf. Wolvengrey 1997).The spelling system in use here is that taught at SIFC and
found in the aforementioned text by Cote (1984)..

5 This is not uncommon in the languages of the world, also being found in the Siouan dialects and in Dene
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In contrast to the occurrence of these symbols following h) they may have slightly
different pronunciations when standing alone.

p ... at the beginning or end of a word) = Cree p; between vowels or following rn, closer to
English b.

t ... at the beginning or end of a word, = Cree t; between vowels or following n, closer to
English d.

k ... at the beginning or end of a word, = Cree k; between vowels or following n, closer to
English g. See also n above.

c - at the beginning or end of a word, = Saulteaux c; between vowels or following n, closer
to English i·
s - at the beginning or end of a word, = Cree p; between vowels, closer to English z,

S ... at the beginning or end of a word, = English "sh"; between vowels, closer to "zh" as in
the Russian name Zhivago, the initial sound in French gendarme, or in the middle of
English vision.

m, W, Y, are as in Cree and English.

Dakota, Lakhota, Nakoda6

The people designated by the names Dakota) Lakhota and Nakoda are distinct groups
politically and culturally. However, all three of these groups speak closely related dialects
of a single language which belongs to the Siouan family, as dissimilar from the Algonquian
languages described above as any of them are from English or French.

The Dakota now in Saskatchewan came to Canada to avoid persecution following the
"Minnesota massacre" of 1862, and have often been referred to as "Sioux." This is a
shortened form of an Ojibwa word, recorded by the French as "nadouessioux,n meaning
"enemy, or snake.,,7 It is not difficult to see why a word with such derogatory connotations,
from a completely different language family, is not popular with the Dakota who prefer
their own name, meaning "ally." This same tribal name) in slightly different form, is also
used by the Lakhota, a small group of whom entered Saskatchewan with Sitting Bull after
the battle of the Little Big Horn in 1876.Fewer still remained at Wood Mountain when
Sitting Bull returned to the United States. The third group, the Nakoda, are indigenous
to our province and were longtime allies of the Cree and Saulteaux. They have often been
known by the name Assiniboine, from Ojibwa ahsinipwan. for "one who cooks with
(heated) stones," and thence also the name Stoney. Though this is less derogatory (since
they were named by allies rather than enemies), their own name is still understandably
preferred. It is again a dialectal variation on the same word for "ally.n I have chosen to
represent these three names - Dakota, Lakhota, and Nakoda - with three slightly
different (commonly attested) spellings, to highlight differences in these dialects and the
spelling systems used for them, in addition to the obvious difference between the initial
sounds of 'D," "L" and "N." This latter alternation (much like the Cree "Y," "N" and "TH"
dialect difference) has long been cited as the primary diagnostic for differentiating these
Siouan dialects. However, a more recent and careful dialect survey has shown that this
feature alone is not sufficient for an accurate dialect classificaton (cf. Parks and DeMallie
1992).

6 The description of Dakota and Lakhota sounds are partially based on the description in Boas and Deloria
(1941). Though this book is entitled Dakota Grammar, it is in fact describing Lakhota. The description of
Nakoda has been facilitated by the excellent description in Schudel (1997).
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In general, very few official place names in Saskatchewan derive from Siouan origins
and, given the similarity between these dialects, it is not always certain from which group
a name has come. Of the few which do occur, Nakoda is the most common source for
Siouan names, with fewer from Dakota and only a very small number of Lakhota forms.
Because of this small number of names, and the fact that no single spelling system has
currently gained general acceptance for use in writing any of the individual dialects, let
alone all three, no detailed attempt will be made here to outline the complex sound system
of each of the Siouan dialects. Only a brief statement of some of the outstanding features
of the Siouan dialects must suffice.

The vowel systems of all three of the Siouan dialects are virtually identical. The basic
vowels are:

a ' as in English father.

e- as in English bait.

i, as in English beat.

0' as in English boat.

u, as in English boot.

As indicated, the first four vowels have qualities very similar to the four long vowels of
Cree and Saulteaux, except they are not pronounced for a prolonged duration. The most
outstanding feature of the vowel system, however, is the presence of"nasal" vowels, much
like those found in French. Three of the basic "oral" vowels have nasal counterparts and,
as with French spelling, this has commonly been indicated by writing the basic vowel with
a following n.

an ..as in French blanc "white."

in - as approximated in English mean, the vowel of which may sound nasal because it falls
between two nasal consonants, "rn" and "n." However, the "n" in not pronounced.

un ' as approximated in English moon, as above.

Numerous optional conventions exist for representing these nasal vowels, and no
agreement exists on the best system. Some of the options include the following "n" (an), a
following "n" (an), an overposed tilde (£1), or an underposed hook (q). The latter symbol is
a promising possibility) since it is commonly used by Siouanists outside of this province,
and is also the convention adopted for writing nasal vowels in Saskatchewan Dene (see
below).

Another outstanding feature of the Dakota and Lakhota dialects is a three-way
contrast found for some of the consonants which can be very difficult for speakers of
English to discern. This can best be explained by example:

p ... as in English spill, "unaspirated" as in Cree.

p' - as in English pill, "aspirated" or with a puff of air following.

p' , with no English equivalent, though the attempt to make a popping sound with both
lips will give an approximation of this sound. This is a "glottalized" consonant also known
as an "ejective" or "explosive."

The differences between "aspirated" and "unaspirated" are very slight, and not
normally recognized by English speakers, though they use both in daily speech. Hence)
both sounds are often given the same spelling even though they are distinct. For instance,
in the spelling of"Dakota," the "k" is aspirated (and hence) k ') but this has commonly been
lpft. llT"t"Y'\!1rll"1:~rl·i1"'\ n~1rnt--:l UTt·;t-;~,.., T~ r-...,.__ ~.,.nr~ n~ l~..:..~+:;...:~ ........_ .....11.: ... '" ....7 ...+ .....- :- .,~- r....._
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"t" (or r) is written "th." "Glottalized" consonants, marked by an apostrophe ('), are
pronounced as if they were exploding from the mouth and present similar problems of
representation with no consensus on the best symbol to employ. Some systems have
placed the apostrophe directly over the consonant rather than following it, or have
utilized an overposed line (jj). The same three...way sequence illustrated above for p is
present for t, k, and c (again with a "ch" sound). This consonant series has shifted
somewhat in Nakota, such that the unaspirated consonants have changed to the more
familiar voiced "b," I'd"and "g" and, therefore, the basic "p," "t," and "k" can be used for
the aspirated sounds without any additional mark, closer to the English spelling system.
Thus, where Dakota and Lakhota have "t" for the unaspirated [t] sound, Nakoda has a
voiced [d]. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon to find all three names written with no more
difference than the initial sound: Dakota, Lakota, Nakata.

Finally, a small number of additional sounds are present. As with Saulteaux, the
Siouan dialects have a distinction between the following:

s as in English sell.

s as in English shell.

z as in English zoo

z as in the Russian name Zhivago, the initial-sound in French gendarme, or in the middle
of English vision.

Each ofthese can also occur glottalized (i.e., 5', S',z',z'), so that each sound has a very slight
glottal catch before a following vowel.

Two additional sounds not familiar to most English speakers can been represented as
follows:

1i ... as in German Bach, or Scottish loch. (Often represented by "x" which is the standard
symbol for this sound in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). "kh" could also be
used, but not in the Lakhota system where a following "h" indicates aspiration).

g, with no English or-standard German equivalent, but rather like standard French [R].
It may be approximated by "voicing" the 1i (or German "ch"), more like a "g" pronounced
with friction, just as 1i is made in the same place as [k]. "gh" is another optional spelling for
this sound and [1] is the IPA symbol. This sound is found in the name ofthe chieffor whom
the "Carry The Kettle" Reserve is named: Cegak'ina.

As with the sand z series above, 7i and gcan also occur glottalized.A glottal stop can
even stand as a separate consonant itself and occur alone preceding vowels, where it is
often represented by the lone apostrophe ('). None of these dialects have an "r" sound,
while "I" is also absent in all but Lakhota. .

DeneB

Dene is the lone Athapaskan language spoken in Saskatchewan, as different again from
the Siouan and Algonquian languages as these are from English or French. Dene has
commonly been referred to as Chipewyan, but this is from a Cree word, cipowayan,
meaning "pointed hide" used in description of traditional Dene dress. Corning as it does
from the language of a people with whom the Dene were not always on good terms
historically, its use is now considered derogatory by the Dene themselves, who use their

8 A chart of the phonemes or important sounds of the Dene sound system can be found in O'Grady and
11 .f1£'\t"\t:: "-)01'\\ ~L L_l ~~1~__ ..1 L ~L = ~~ =_ ~L ~__~_1 ..J•• _~..J~ ..
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own name meaning "the people." The term Dene, or a very slight variant of it,'is used by
a large number of linguistically distinct Athapaskan groups. Thus, names like Chipewyan
and Slavey still persist in linguistic literature solely to distinguish separate languages and
cultural groups within the Athapaskan family as a whole, and such usage is not intended
to offend Saskatchewan's northernmost First Nations, the Dene people.

The Dene language shares a number of features with the Siouan languages. The same
basic symbols are used to represent the oral vowels of Dene, though the quality of each
vowel is not identical to its Siouan counterparts, and there is an additional lax front or
central vowel (f):

a as in English father.

e between the vowels in English bit and bait.

i as in English beat.

o between the vowels in English book and boat.

u as in English boot.

f between the vowels in English about and bet.

Additionally, all of these except f have nasal counterparts, as in the Siouan dialects or
French. In at least one spelling convention which is finding increased popularity, these
nasal vowels are represented by placing a small hook underneath the vowel.

a as in French blanc "white."

-, as approximated in English main or mint, the vowel of which may sound nasal because
. it falls between two nasal consonants, "rn" and "n",

i as approximated in English mean, as above.

.Q. as approximated in English moan, as above, or as the vowel in book, but nasalized.

Yo as approximated in English moon, as above.

The three-way contrast of unaspirated, aspirated and glottalized consonants found in
Siouan (e.g., t, r, t') also occurs in Dene, though the plain unaspirated [p] occurs without
aspirated or glottalized counterparts. The unaspirated sounds tend to sound voiced, so
that b, d and g are commonly used for the unaspirated consonants, unmarked t and k are
used for the aspirated consonants, and t' and k' are used for the glottalized consonants. In
this system, there is no "p" symbol in the Dene alphabet. However, Dene does have a large
number of additional consonants, some unfamiliar to all other languages spoken in
Saskatchewan, and many of these also come in the three...way contrast of unaspirated
(voiced), aspirated and glottalized. For instance, both the sounds of English "ts" and "ch"
occur as distinct sounds in this series as follows:

dz ... as in English buds.

ts as in English cats.

ts' not occurring in English; just as ts, but with glottalization, as in the description ofother
glottalized consonants discussed above for the Siouan dialects.

j - as in English judge.

ch ... as in English church.

ch' ... not occurring in English; just as ch, but with glottalization, as in the description of
other glottalized consonants discussed above for the Siouan dialects.

Someothermore familiar sounds occur, such as the s, 5, z,.h and g series (without Z)
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.. respectively. rn, n, T, w, and y also occur with values consistent with those of English. Both
of the English "th" sounds occur:

dh ' as in English then.

th ' as in English thin.

And there are two distinct "l",sounds:

1' as in English leaf.

r .. produced in the same position as l, but with a strong breath as if attempting to whisper
"I" and hiss an "h" together.

These last four sounds, combined with d and t, also occur in two further consonant
series that English speakers find problematical. Again, the range of unaspirated (voiced),
aspirated, and glottalized is attested:

ddh ' pronouncing d and dh together.

tth .. pronouncing t and th together.

tth' ;.. pronouncing t and th together with glottalization.

dl ... pronouncing d and l together.

tl ' pronouncing t and I together.

tl' ' pronouncing t and I together with glottalization.

As in Saulteaux and the Siouan dialects, the glottal stop can also occur as a separate
consonant, but in Dene it is commonly spelt with a dotless question mark (?) [publisher's
note: the typesetting program used to produce Prairie Forum does not have this symbol],
the official symbol of the IPA.

Finally, Dene is a "tone" language, meaning that the tone or pitch at which a word is
spoken can have an affect on the meaning. In this respect it is similar to many of the
languages of Eastern Asia, such as Mandarin, Cantonese and Thai, to name a few, or to
numerous African languages, such as Ewe, T wi and Yoruba. There are two distinct tones
in Dene, so only one needs to be marked in contrast to the other. Thus, high tone is
marked with an acute accent (a) over the vowel, while low tone is unmarked.

There are exceedingly few official Saskatchewan place names that have been taken
directly from Dene. This mayin part be due to the later point in time of sustained contact
between the Dene and Europeans, but it is certainly also a consequence of the difficulty
that English speakers have with the complexity of sound in the Dene language and the
problems it presents for an English-based spelling system.

Recording, Reconstruction, Restoration and Change

Despite attempts to give more accurate spellings of First Nations names, the "official"
English names are still the ones that are most familiar to the majority of Saskatchewan's
residents. These English spellings have had a number of different effects on the First
Nations originals. In some cases, the spellings used are so obscure as to make it very
difficult to recover the actual form of the original First Nations name. Even when
translations are available to provide the necessary clues to a proper reconstruction, a poor
original recording (compounded by odd choices of lettering) may still prove baffling.

A good example of a troublesome spelling is the name «Archithinue," representing the
Woods Cree word ayahcithiniw meaning "enemy, Blackfoot." There is, in fact, no [r]
sound in Woods Cree at all, let alone in this particular word. However, the word was
rprn...rlprl h\T ~ ~T'\P~ln~r nf Rrit1~h F.nO'li~h_ Wt1f::>TP thp rrl son nrl is tlstl;:ll1v not nronounced
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Henry Kelsey himself, in this case) of a British pronunciation, and the word was
accordingly given a British spelling.

The word ayahcithiniw provides yet another excellent example ofhow sound change in
a language can render a spelling inaccurate. Even the English spelling "Archithinue"
recognized the occurrence of a nth" sound (loud or voiced "th" as in "then," not whispered
or voiceless "th" as in "thin") in the Woods Cree original. This sound is still present in
Woods Cree (though no other Cree dialect), but for many speakers it has changed to [t] in
most forms of the word ithiniw "person, First Nations person." Hence the spellings ithiniw
and ayahcithiniw are already somewhat out of date, for these words are now most
commonly pronounced itiniw and ayahcitiniw respectively.

Be that as it may, English may still hold the record for obscure spellings as attested by
the many spelling rules and outright exceptions with which anyone learning to read the
language must cope. As an example, the spelling of the English word "knight" was once
not so far ..fetched, since it was recorded when the word was pronounced [knlxt], This
pronunciation was still current some 600 years ago, before the loss of [k] and [xl from this
word and the change of [I] (as in "bit" [bltj) to [il (as in "beat" [bitj) and subsequent change
to fay]....After all of these changes in pronunciation, today our pronunciation of "knight"
as [nayt] is drastically different from that which appears to be indicated by our unchanged
spelling.

Another interesting phenomenon that is commonly encountered has to do with the
pronunciation of names based on the English spelling. Once an English spelling has been
established, the original sounds that it was meant to represent are no longer an issue for
others completely unfamiliar with the word or name. Instead, a variety of pronunciations
may arise based on attempts to decipher the English spelling. Two excellent examples can
be found in Wiwa Creek and Meskanaw. Both of these names are very close to the actual
Cree spelling, but this has the reverse effect of distancing them from English sounds. The
Cree original for Wiwa, wiwa "his wife," might be more appropriately represented for
English readers with a spelling like "Weewuh." The spelling Wiwa, however, has led to the
nO\\7 current pronunciation of "Why..wuh," which is no longer close to the Cree original.
Similarly, the original for Meskanaw, meskanaw "road, trail," appears to have been too
close to the Cree spelling, again causing a rather different English pronunciation. The
original is closer to "May..skun..now," while the current English pronunciation is more like
"Mess..skun-nah' (with the final syllable pronounced to rhyme with "law" rather than the
more accurate "now"). Finally, even where the sounds themselves are retained reasonably
well, differences in stress patterns between English and First Nations languages can lead
to somewhat odd pronunciations. A good example is found in Misinipe, north of La
Range. The name is from misi..nipiy "big water." In Cree and in the speech of those English
speakers familiar with the Cree pronunciation, the main stress falls on the second syllable,
so: [rniss-Sl..ni ..pee]. For those unfamiliar with the original stress pattern, English habits
usually lead to its pronunciation as [miss..si..NI-pee]. This is as odd to Cree ears as it would
be for an English speaker to hear "radio" .pronounced as [ray-DEE..o], with the stress on
the second rather than the first syllable.

Most of these problems ofspelling and pronunciation are to be expected when attempts
are made to represent the sounds of one language with the symbols of another. With the
descriptions provided in the guides above, and the existence of newly emerging (or
well..established) SROs, it is hoped that First Nations names will be respected for their own
origins and every attempt will be made to give these names, both old and new, spellings
which accurately reflect the unique sound system of each of the languages in question. As
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hoped that those not so honoured here, or in Bill Barry's very thorough treatment in
People Places, will one day also be properly restored and represented in their source
language.
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BOOKREVIEWS

Tribal Honours: A History of the Kainai Chieftainship, by Hugh A. Dempsey. Calgary:
Kainai Chieftainship, 1997. Pp, 160, illustrations, appendices, notes and index.

This small volume presents to the reader a glimpse into the world of "one of the most
prestigious organizations in North America" (p. 5). The author, Hugh A. Dempsey,
himself an honourary chief, presents us with a history of the development of the Kainai
Chieftainship. The volume is divided into fourteen chapters as well as containing three
appendices. Each chapter is a concise description regarding aspects of the Blood and
Blackfoot Nations of Alberta. Each chapter is written to flow into the next phase of the
development of the honourary Kainai chiefs.

Chapter One presents the reader with a briefhistory ofthe Blood (Kainai) Tribe which
is one of three tribes of the Blackfoot Nation. The other tribes of the Blackfoot Nation are
the Peigan (pikuni) and the Blackfoot (Sisika). This chapter presents the reader with a
synopsis of the history of the Blood nation from early times to the 1940s.

Chapters Two and Three explain the structure of the leadership (chiefs) of the Bloods.
Dempsey presents us with a list of names of the people who were leaders of the various
clans. It is from these names that the Kainai Chieftainship obtains the names for
honouring people who become members of the Chieftainship. Dempsey continues by
explaining the meanings that some of the names hold for the Blackfoot Nation. He also
tells us the rationale for the presentation of Blackfoot names to "outsiders" (p, 19).
Dempsey states: "This is not intended to be an honor but simply a means of identifying
the person in their own language" (p. 19).

Chapters Four through Nine present the reader with the early history of the Kainai
Chieftainship. During his visit to Canada in 1919, Edward, the Prince of Wales, became
the first recorded person to be conferred with an honourary chieftainship. Over the
following years up to 1960, the well...known (Ernest Manning, C.D. Howe, Sylvester Long,
Vincent Massey) and not...so..well..known (E.R. Mcfarland, James Muir, Ralph Ragan, Abs
Swinarton) would become members of the Kainai Chieftainship. According to Dempsey
(pp. 53-59) it appears that-the Kainai Chieftainship became a formal organization in 1950.
This formal organization went so far as to develop a formal constitution (Appendix C, pp.
148-53).

In Chapter Ten, the author describes to the 1960s and early 1970s as "periods ofunrest"
(p. 75). Great changes were happening on the Blood reserve: the residential schools were
closed, the children were in "integrated education" (p, 75) and the members of the band
began a new two-year system for electing their chiefs Ip. 75). It was in 1967 that the author
of this volume became a member of the Kainai Chieftainship.

Chapters Eleven through Thirteen bring the reader to the early 1990s. During this time
people such as the Right Honourable Roland Michener, Pierre Burton, Prince Charles,
Pope John Paul II have been inducted into the Kainai Chieftainship.

Chapter Fourteen describes the Induction Ceremony (pp. 107-13). Every person who
becomes a member of this organization must partake in this ceremony.

Appendix A presents the reader with the interpretation or translation of the names of
the various Blood and Blackfoot leadership names which are used in the Kainai
Chieftainship. Appendix B presents the reader with a sketch of the people who have been
inducted into the Kainai Chieftainship over the years.

When- this reviewer first read this compact volume, his first reaction was that this is an
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number of members (40) (p. 149) at any given time. The Kainai Chieftainship as an
organization even has a set of codified regulations called a Constitution.

The reviewer needed to reread the volume several times to grasp the intent of the
organization. Dempsey makes a strong case in Chapters Two and Three that the Blackfoot
were and are carrying on a tradition ofaccepting "outsiders" into their Nation. The author
also states that the bestowing of names of their famous leaders does not necessarily mean
that the "outsiders" are being honoured but instead that the names are used as a means of
identifying individuals in the Blackfoot language. The author shows us in these chapters
that the Blackfoot are willing and voluntary participants in the induction ofoutsiders into
the KainaiChieftainship. Dempsey then proceeds to describe the various eras of develop...
ment ofthe organization and brings the reader into the 1990s. Finally, the reviewer needed
to carefully read the constitution to realize that the Blackfoot people are themselves being
honoured in that the regulations state that this induction ceremony is "highly cultural and
religious in nature, full of meaningful symbolism and the recipient and the ceremony are
the object of prayers by the Medicine man" (p, 150).

This reviewer recommends this book for those who wish to learn about some small
aspects of culture of the Blackfoot. More specifically, this volume presents to the reader
the culture of the organization known as the Kainai Chieftainship. However) like this
reviewer, readers may have to read the volume more than once.

William Asikinack
Department of Indian Studies
Saskatchewan Indian Federated College
University of Regina

Walking in Indian Moccasins: The Native Policies of .Tommy Douglas and the CCF, by F"
Laurie Barron. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997. 252 pp., bibliographical references and
index.

This book examines the Indian and Metis policies of the Saskatchewan CCF govern...
ment led by Tommy Douglas from 1944 to 1961. The one word that best sums up these
policies is "integration." Both Indians and Metis were seen as segregated, oppressed
minorities suffering from poverty and marginalization. The idea was to give these
disadvantaged groups equal rights and social, educational, and economic opportunities so
that they could participate fully in the life of the province. However, Barron detects an
important difference between the ways in which the CCF government treated the Metis
and the Indians. Although it was committed to integrating both groups into "mainstream
society," he believes that the CCF government aimed at total assimilation of the Metis,
but not of Indians.

Barron argues that there is no indication that Douglas ever repudiated the "unique
culture and national rights" of Indians, or that such rights were "out of step with what
Douglas proposed for both on- and off-reserve Indians." One ofthe central issues raised by
Barron's book is: to what tradition does the Douglas government belong-the liberal,
integrationist model, which underlay the federal government's 1969 White Paper, or the
model which gained prominence in the wake of the White Paper and is based on Indian
self-determination or sovereignty and what Sally Weaver has described as a "permanent
organic relationship" between the First Nations and the Canadian state, each respecting
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CCF premier affirmed his respect for treaty rights, which are, in the author's words, "the
bedrock of Indian collective and ethnic rights. JJ Barron also quotes Morris Shumiatcher,
who served from 1944 to 1949 as legal counsel for the Executive Council and as Douglas's
chiefadvisor concerning Indian and Metis issues. Shumiatcher wrote in 1946: "The Indian
must first be free to develop his own culture and ~o.t merely to imbibe ours; to learn his
own history, and not to rely on our interpretation of it; to practice his own religion, and
not to be coerced into another; to devise his own means-to self..government, and not be
cowed by ours. JJ

The preceding quote notwithstanding, the weight ofevidence does not, in my opinion,
support the thesis that the Douglas government's integrationist policy included an
understanding and endorsement ofIndian national and collective rights. The CCF policy
was in harmony with the main thrust of the 1969 White Paper and with some of its specific
proposals.

After Shumiatcher left the government in 1949, provincial Indian policy was relatively
passive and inactive. This changed in 1956 when cabinet established a Committee on
Indian Affairs (later renamed the Provincial Committee on Minority Groups) chaired by
minister-without-portfolio John H. Sturdy. Sturdy continued in this capacity until his
retirement from public office following the June 1960 provincial election. Thus, from 1956
to 1960 Sturdy was the cabinet minister appointed by Douglas to have primary responsi..
bility for Indian and Metis issues. As such, he was co-presenter in 1960 ofthe Government
ofSaskatchewan's brief to the joint Committee of the Senate and the House ofCommons
on Indian Affairs. The theme of the brief was integration. It proposed ways and means to
facilitate the movement of Indians off..reserve and into "the mainstream of Canadian
economic and social life while maintaining traditional rights and preserving the economic
and social security now provided by reservations." In his .testimony before the joint
Committee, Sturdy expressed his hope that eventually reserves would disappear, but only
with the consent of Indians themselves: "It will be a long time and then only with the
expressed wishes and consent of the Indians before our segregated reservations pass out of
existence and our native people are completely integrated into the social, economic and
political life of our nation-if this is our objective-which I presume it is." But what of
treaty rights? Sturdy, addressing the Saskatchewan Legislative Assembly in March 1957,
said ofTreaty 4: "This finality, this seemingly insurmountable roadblock towards progress
of the Indian people must be removed. JJ

Barron characterizes Sturdy as a "voice in the wilderness)JJ despite his role as lead
minister for Indian and Metis affairs. As for Douglas, thepremier expressed himself as
follows in a speech to the Legislative Assembly on 2 March 1956: "I think every member
of this House is concerned about the lang..term picture for the Indians. Do we envisage
that when we reach our lOOth Anniversary, and when we reach our 200th Anniversary
are the Indians still going to be a separate group of people, second..rate Canadians, without
either the responsibilities or the privileges of citizenship? Are they going to be segregated
in little compounds, in little Reserves, or are they gradually going to be absorbed into the
community? We don't settle all the Chinese people out in some corner of Canada or some
corner of the province. We don't separate other' groups of people. Yet here we have
segregated the Indians in this manner; and, as I say, it is a historical sequence. I amnot
blaming anyone for it; it has grown up out ofour history. Are we prepared to accept it as
a permanent feature of our history?" Later in the same speech, Douglas reacted to a
proposal that would have had Indians in Saskatchewan voting separately from the rest of
the population to elect Indian representatives to the Legislature: "1 think if you are ever
~~.:_~.~ __ •__ ..... ~11 ~_:_:1 L 1_ :_£._ ....L 1 1_~~ ~~ ~ ~_~_1__ ~_
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If a politician today were to place First Nations (a term not in use in 1956) in the same
category as Chinese...Canadians, Scotsmen, or Ukrainians, his or her understanding of
Aboriginal and treaty rights would probably be questioned. Public discourse on this
subject has evolved substantially over the last forty years. Douglas was simply reflecting
some of the commonly held assumptions of the times in which he lived. In keeping with
the policy ofintegration, his government extended the provincial vote to Indians, granted
liquor rights, and lobbied the federal government to allow the province to take over
administration of health, welfare, education, and other services from the Indian Affairs
department so that all citizens would receive government services from the same sources
and through the same channels. Douglas believed that in the short term, say twenty...five
or fifty. years, the federal government would be expected to compensate the province
financially for providing these services to Indians, but, in the long term, financial transfers
for this purpose would cease. By that time, as Douglas stated in the Legislative Assembly
on April 3, 1961, Indians "would have been integrated into the community and would
have become self...supporting, and able to take their place as part of Canadian society."
This would include "accepting the responsibilities ofother citizens including the paying of
taxes, and getting other services which are available."

Although Douglas insisted that Treaty rights should last "as long as the sun shines and
the rivers flow," he appears to have interpreted treaty rights very narrowly. He said in
1959: "We think the Indian was short...changed. Anything he has, he should be allowed to
keep. It's little enough as it is." Sturdy remarked to the Joint Committee of the Senate and
House of Commons on Indian Affairs that Indians should receive all the privileges of
Canadian citizenship, plus "whatever few additional privileges they enjoy under their
treaties." It is interesting to note that the authors ofthe Hawthorn report, a major research
project undertaken by a team of Canadian social scientists in the 1960s, shared this
"minimalist" interpretation oftreaties.. The report concluded in 1966 that the "substantive
effects" of the treaties were "minimal," imposing only "marginal obligations on the federal
government." One looks in vain in these statements for a conceptualization of treaties as
the guarantee of Indian nationhood, separate development, and sovereignty. This is why
John Sturdy could talk so breezily about Indians voluntarily surrendering their treaty
rights once they had the chance to participate fully in the benefits of life in "mainstream"
Canada. He thought the advantages offered by treaties were paltry in comparison with
what was available off the reserve and outside of treaty.

In addition to discussing Indian policy, Walking in Indian Moccasins explores the CCF
government's efforts (mainly failures) to improve the socio ...economic standing of Aborigi..
nal people in Saskatchewan's North and of Metis in the South. The discussion is
interesting, but there are a few loose threads and misleading statements. One is left with
the impression on page 165 that the provincial government, not the federal government,
was responsible for family allowances. There is also confusion between Mennonites and
Hutterites. The Committee on Minority Groups is described on page 49as helping "needy
minorities, especially Indians and Metis and, to a lesser extent, the Mennonites."
However, on page 83, the main purpose of the committee is said to be assisting minority
groups, "especially the Hutterite Brethren, Indians, and the Metis, whose social and
economic conditions required study and action." Mennonites and Hutterites are two
different groups, both of which were relatively prosperous by the late 1950s. The
government's main concern with the Hutterites was that the operations and expansion of
their colonies was causing friction with non...Hutterites.

The book stops in 1961, when Douglas left the provincial scene, rather than 1964,
"~9l.......;_ +1,.;,,:;.,. 0r:c - .-""" t- · n~ r1;.,..(""",..+ A I'> +l...,..,._ ,.._.:.:. "',. l...I'> "1: 1", ,..,.,( :_-""'-"'1'>_"","
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Minister Everett Wood in the first..ever Dominion...Provincial conference to discuss Indian
policy, the unsuccessful attempt by the provincial government to "sell" to the reserve
Indians the idea of provincial take..over of Indian administration, and the interesting
situation that arose when Ray Woollam, while still employed as the executive..director of
the Committee on Minority Groups, assumed the role of executive officer for the
Federation of Saskatchewan Indians.

Despite these criticisms and the disagreement expressed in this review with one of the
central theses of the book, Walking in Indian Moccasins does have the merit of pulling
together a wide and varied body of material and giving us the first comprehensive portrait
of a neglected aspect of the Saskatchewan CCF's reform agenda. It is well worth reading
by anyone interested in the history of government Indian and Metis policy in Canada.

James M. Pitsula
Department ofHistory
University of Regina

Challenging Territory: The Writing of Margaret Laurence, edited by Christian Riegel.
Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1997. ISBN 0..88864...289-X

The goal of this new anthology of essays on the writings of Margaret Laurence is
"charting critical space never before traced" (p, xvii). The new maps delineate the terrain
Margaret Laurence traversed before and after she published her popular Manawaka
novels, chart readers' responses to and construction of her feminist consciousness, and
argue about the boundaries of her colonialist position in Africa. Laurence's life and
writings are familiar to countless readers; this collection also re...evaluates her position at
the centre of Canadian letters in terms of contemporary critical theory that often derives
from a basis in linguistic analysis.

The book features a most attractive cover, with a striking photograph by John Reeves
of Laurence in her Lakefield, Ontario, kitchen. In the photograph Laurence appears both
wise and genial; the welcoming aspect of the kitchen table hardly presents the challenges
suggested in the book's title. Indeed, the aspect of Laurence on the cover suggests her role
as "much...loved" Canadian author, a national icon who would, it appears, still be willing
to chat with us in her kitchen. Canadian readers have needed Laurence in this role: her
novels are necessary national treasures.

Laurence's novels appeared in time to correspond to a growth in Canadian literature
courses in schools and universities and the second wave of feminism, which encouraged
women to seek writers telling ofwoman's experiences in what could be read as an authentic
woman's voice. Laurence was embraced by a nation of grateful readers (and reviled by a
troublesome few) because of her sensitive and evocative creation of several generations of
Canadian women's lives, centred on Manawaka, a place that became home in readers'
minds. Her status as a novelist of "heritage, family, and generational ties" (p. 139) is
outlined by Dick Harrison in his essay that compares The Diviners to Wallace Stegner's
Angle of Repose.

Both Stegner and Laurence, according to Harrison, have written family novels about
the search for ancestors in an frontier environment; both novels have been warmly
received by readers. who read them as novels of reconciliation and a return to home cast

- - - r.1 ~,.
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157),who assumes that the past is knowable and can be told truthfully through language.
In contrast, Harrison sees in The Diviners that the "flux of time is ... not immutable or
one-way or even linear, but reflexive, the past and the present ceaselessly recreating each
other" (p. 151). Morag is aware of this process of flow, and Harrison characterizes her as
one who must "inevitably negotiate her narrative authority as well as her subject position
among the multiplicity ofstories that make up her past" (p. 157). As a result, the two novels
end with very different resolutions: in The Angle of Repose, conflicting binaries .are
resolved; in The Diviners, as in other western Canadian fiction, and "as in the pluralism of
Morag's decentred, postcolonial imagination, dialectic resolutions are more common than
dramatic resolutions" (p. 161). Harrison here suggests. Laurence's continuing appeal for
both .readers' and critics. Laurence leaves space in her narratives, spaces for errors,
contingencies, interpretations, life itself. The result is critical room to' maneuver, and
readers and scholars alike appreciate this quality of space and possibility in her work.

Feminist critics in this volume have come to Laurence's works seeking to discover in
them an affirmation or representation of women that transcends the decades since the
books' creation. Nora FosterStovel reads A' Jest of God and The Fire...Dwellers as
sister...books, not just about sisters, but sistered books in their parallels of time, story, and
structure. Her essay in this book affirms our response to and respect for Laurence's artistry.
Her essay celebrates the quality ofthese paired novels, and the level ofdetail in her analysis
effectively demonstrates the source' of Laurence's appeal in her careful use of language:
Foster Stovel explains just what in these books makes us like them so much. Her essay
would be particularly useful to teachers, who could mine her work for analytic detail to
keep a Canadian Literature class busy discussing for a long time.

UnlIke Foster Stovel, Jill Franks directly addresses the issue of Laurence's feminism in
the Manawaka novels. Despite the time in which the novels were written, Franks sees that
"a contemporary feminist will notice a progression in consciousness from Rachel to Stacey
to Morag," with Morag demonstrating an "active" feminism (p. 100). These narrators-and
protagonists all express their feminism in "voices of irony and parody," as franks states in
the title of her essay. They all seek and find their own voices, refusing to "shut up their'
rebellious, cynical and feminist voices"; Franks asserts that Laurence becomes an active
feminist by writing these voices that "struggle against the bonds of patriarchy" (p. 116).
The' bonds of patriarchy extend to language itself, according to MeiraCook, who reads
The Diviners as Morag's construction of the maternal in the sense that the novel embodies
or incorporates "a series of embedded fictions ... in a host...text" (p, 81). Cook bases her
reading of the maternal in The Diviners on Julia Kristeva's 1976 essay "Stabat Mater." Her
argument is tortuous and unconvincing because the theoretical concepts, however they
may apply, do not really tell us more than we know already about Morag's use of various
discourses to reconstruct herself after the trauma of being left without a mother. More
interesting is Cook's own account, in the footnotes to the essay, of her wrestling with the
Kristev~essay. Her reading of theessay is a personal one, in which the reader is personally
and physically implicated in the text.

Both Brenda Beckman...Long and Christian Riegel concentrate on what Laurence does'
with the linguistic patterns of particular speech' acts, the confessional and the expression
of mourning respectively. Beckman-Long reads The Stone Angel as a feminine (and
feminist) version of the confessional, a literary genre traceable back to the writings of St.
Augustine, The confessional is a testimonial, a way of doing something with words, and
Beckman Long explains how Hagar reconciles her past and her present through narrative.
Beckman Long says that Laurence has added the dimension of gender to this long...stand...
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activity" (p, 67). He maintains that "[a]ll of the characters in A Birdin the House mourn to
some degree, and the book is a wide ...ranging exploration of the differences in individual
mourning" (p. 68). Riegel asserts that "[m]ourning is a process that implicitly involves the
questioning of social structures and shaping forces" (p. 79), a process that other critics in
this volume see happening even in the early African works of Margaret Laurence. .

The essays in this book by Gabrielle CoUu and Mary Rimmer question Laurence's role
as author in the social structure of African colonial society. Both critics grapple with their
postcolonial perspectives on the author who, despite resistance, nevertheless found herself
socially implicated in a colonial system. Rimmer places her focus on the interface of
languages in Africa, explaining that both This Side Jordan and The Tomorrow...Tamer
participate in the "linguistic tensions that dominate their narratives" (p. 15). Laurence's
sensibilities do not allow her to rest in the position of the overbearing colonist; Rimmer
states that the books are all "about the fraught and difficult, yet necessary, project of
cross...cultural observation and response" (p, 16). Part of Laurence's response was to write
perceptively about "the Other," a process outlined by Gabrielle Collu in her essay on
Laurence's African stories. CoUu sees in Laurence's African work a reversal of the
"colonial paradigm of the white teacher and carrier of civilization"; she believes that
"Laurence's African stories challenge the exploitative (colonial and postcolonial) tradition
of representing the Other" (p. 31).

Laurence's affinity for the outsider, the marginalized, may have been shaped by her
own relationships within a patriarchal society. Barbara Pell, in her essay on the spiritual
transformation of Laurence's African and Canadian heroines, explains convincingly how
Laurence's female protagonists transcend the prejudices that confine them in bondage in
a male ...dominated society. Her clear, explanatory essay makes links in fictional portrayals
across Laurence's career, and is a valuable analysis of the varieties of female grace accorded
to Laurence's heroines. The difficulty of that literaryproject of reconciliation becomes
clear after reading Angelika Maeser Lemieux's essay in this volume on Laurence's Scots
Presbyterian legacy.

The Scots Presbyterian heritage" is just one aspect of the social context that shaped
Margaret Laurence as a writer, but according to Maeser Lemieux it is an important one,
for the social world in Laurence's novels is shaped by the rules and configurations outlined
by a faith that was not confined to churches, but extended into the community and public
life as well. Laurence's characters find themselves in conflict with the moral order provided
by such a restrictive world view, and part of her task as a novelist is to explain how in fact
one can be "a Reformed Protestant in our age" (p, 184). Laurence's response was to become
"a forceful advocate of social justice and authentic spiritual values" (p. 183).

These values were with her from the beginning of her writing career, as we discover
from the essay by Donez Xiques on Laurence's early pieces of newspaper writing. Xiques
has unearthed Laurence's writings for two Winnipeg newspapers from 1947-1948,and sees
in these news articles and reviews of books and radio shows the elements that were to
persist in Laurence's fiction, in particular the concern with Canadian culture and the
writing ofboth national and personal history. Over the course ofLaurence's writing career
her chosen generic forms shifted from journalism, to novels, and back to journalism. In
his essay on her later pieces of journalism, Thomas M.F. Gerry argues for the artistic
significance of Laurence's political writings from 1975... 1987. Rather than seeing these
writings as a step down from the production of novels, Gerry characterizes them as serious
attempts by Laurence to reach a mass audience with her message of equality for women
and nuclear disarmament. He argues convincingly for the status of these writings, stating
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that what she did in all her work- fictional or otherwise - was to tell the truth as she saw
it and as much as she could" (p. 228). Readers still respond to this quality in Laurence's
work. Challenging Territory is a tribute to a woman who could inspire such heartfelt
response, but is also a challenge to the reader to read Laurence as seriously and deeply as
she deserves.

Barbara Powell
Coordinator ofWomen's Studies
University of Regina

Homeland to Hinterland: The Changing Worlds of the Red River Metis, by Gerhard J. Ens.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996. xiv + 268 pp. Tables, appendix, notes,
bibliography, and index. $55.00 (cloth), ISBN 0-8020-035..6; $18.95 (paper), ISBN 0..8020
7822-2.

Homeland to Hinterland is a provocative study. Gerhard J~ Ens uses the concept of
homeland to encompass the region of the Red River colony which was the hub of Metis
economic life in the fur and provisions trade, but not considered an explicit political
boundary prior to 1869, until it is politicized in the HBC transfer of Rupert's Land to the
Dominion of Canada. Hinterland in contrast refers to the regions of staples subject to
incorporation within a system of capitalist industrialism, which Ens suggests brings the
demise of the Metis modes of production that he characterizes as "proto-industrial,"
"peasant" economic orientations, and which are reflected in the provisions and robe trade,
the tripmen labour, and in the agricultural and pastoral adaptations practiced in the Red
River country. Ens demonstrates his case for how these Metis orientations were both
ill-suited to the new economic order organized in centre and periphery, metropolis and
hinterland; therefore, the Metis populations post-1870 were increasingly relegated to the
latter. Ens presents a reconstruction of a series of progressive demographic ranges of
differences and similarities within Metis society that he links to patterns of land tenure,
and triangulates with economic shifts in domestic and international trade, occupational
demand changes in forms of labour, and roles of class within as well as among groups,
communities and parishes.

Ens presents his version of origins for the Metis, specifically their rise as a distinguish..
able group within the early history of the Red River colony. Utilizing methods of the new
social history, his comparative communities study focuses on the initial economic
orientations, forms of social relations, and intra- and inter-group social formation, e.g.,
the French Metis vis..a-vis the English Metis. Ens presents his case for the Metis as a
"peasantry," asserting "(r)egardless of origins, all Red River Metis came to be united by
common land tenure, economy, and social structure" (p. 28). Unfortunately, Ens retreats
to limited eurocentric formulations about the structure and function of peasant orienta
tions, rather than following more innovative and culturally relative theoretical insights
about peasant resistance movements of indigenous peoples. Ens also contends that "some
patterns of ethnogenesis are discernible" but he omits discussing this in relation to his
analysis. While Ens contends he is presenting a social history, drawing specifically on
methods of demographic analysis, he reduces his focus to the two parishes of St. Francois
Xavier and St. Andrew's, contending they are representative respectively of the French
Metis and English Metis. Although it is important to understand the range of social
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economic formulations, particularly the role ofhivemant hunters and independent traders,
when understood amidst the growing stress by the 1860s and eventual collapse of the
buffalo herds by the late 18705 on the northern Plains which are not factored into his
reconstruction or interpretations.

Nowhere is there an explicit discussion ofwhat results in interests and their instrumen...
tality where issues of power and powerlessness are situated within the dynamics acting
upon Metis society. Ens contends that the demographic shifts away from Red River are
occurring in advance ofthe "rebellion" of 1869..70, rather than in interpretations ofothers
happening in the mid..1870s, when efforts to maintain political influence are lost as
Anglophone Ontarioan and other Canadian immigrants gain control of the new province
and begin dismantling mechanisms embodied in principles of the Manitoba Act. This
political development also occurs during the efforts to implement the land guarantees for
the Metis. The issue of resistance to incorporation, whether it be escalated coercion to
form labour pools when forced from the land by unprofitable tenure patterns, or a choice
for isolation based upon interests based in self-sufficiency, scale and quality of life is given
only passing credence, is given only minimal interpretation. Ens' key contribution is his
case for the emergence of class as a factor of intra-group dynamics among the Metis,
especially when coupled with the shifts in economic subsistence orientations and land
utilization patterns. However, Ens dismisses race as an instrumental issue in social
relations without supporting this assertion, other than to suggest that his larger analysis
circumscribes all the relevant causal factors. In passing, he acknowledges the level of
racism and cultural cum religious intolerance of immigrant Canadians unleashed against
Metis after 1870, forever changing the atmosphere in Red River, but declines to
demonstrate how this was a contributing causal factor in the dispersal of the Metis
population from the Red River colony parishes. Ens contends that the role of scrip, both
in its initial system and as amended, in practice and concept, became a means of
capitalizing the Metis diaspora, which Ens does not want to probe this assertion other than
in the most general of terms once elements of populations depart for points west and
northwest. Suggestions of affluence upon the part of those who accept scrip is far from
proven in his discussion or by others, especially irrespective of any comparison of the
amounts of capital brought by immigrants to the prairie west to establish viable
agricultural or mercantile endeavors. Ens does nothing with the issue of how a cash
economy is introduced into the Red River colony as a region, and the degree of Metis
integration for the years he discusses, which seemingly is essential to any assertion of a
comparative scale of affluence or impoverishment between Metis and other groups.

Ens produces a monograph that must also be understood as part of an ongoing
historiographical debate between opposing experts in the Maniboba Metis land claim
court action, Dumont, et al. vs. A.G. Canada and A.G. Manitoba, of which Ens is one. Ens
presents many interesting areas of data sets and demographic analyses, but limits his
interpretations at many points rather than becoming expansive. Much as historian Gerald
Friesen noted in a 1979 article also entitled "Homeland and Hinterlandn about the political
transition of Manitoba in the 1870s, often little attention is given to the actual means of
transition. While Ens has tried to accept this challenge for the period he treats in the Red
River colony, he falls short of connecting more explicitly his analysis of demographic,
economic, and geographical means to the cultural, racial and political ones of the Metis
dispersion. The Ens monograph is best read with the other authors and titles also at hand
that he is debating, constructing a dialogue while reconstructing the changing world of
the Metis in this critical junction in their past.
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Rediscovering the First Nations of Canada, by John W. Friesen. Calgary: Detselig Enterprises
Ltd., 1997. Pp, 259 + references/ index.

John W. Friesen begins this volume by telling his readers that he originally wanted to
call the book "PeopleJust Like Us," as the premise of the work "is that beneath the surface
ofany cultural garb beats a human heart" (p. 10). Friesen promises to take us on "a journey
of discovery and rediscovery" of Canada's First Nations, after which he hopes readers will
ascertain "the true essence of what a pluralist society can be" (p. 258). While Friesen does
guide us through the maze of the various Native culture areas in Canada, he succeeds
mainly in covering. territory that has already been charted by other historians and
anthropologists. Still, the issues Friesen raise in this publication do incite discussion about
both the past and future ofCanada's Native peoples.

A professor of education in the Graduate Division of Educational Research at the
University of Calgary, Friesen has authored a number of publications in the areas of
Native history and multiculturalism such as When Cultures Clash: Case Studies in
Multiculturalism(Detselig, 1993) and The Riel/Real Story: An Interpretive Historyof the Metis
People of Canada (Borealis, 1996). As in many of his other works, Friesen admits in the
preface of Rediscovering the First Nations of Canadathat the "book is not for everyone" (p.
9), as he is "biased with a pro-Indian slant" (p. 11). It is not clear whom Friesen planned to
take along with him on this tour of Native Canada, although he primarily seems to be
addressing the general public rather than an academic audience. He in fact defines his
approach as "interpretive, rather than constituting an archetype of hard-core academia"
(p. 11). Regardless of who is making the trip, Friesen does stress that the aim of the voyage

.should be to explore the many facets of Canada's Native peoples that the European
"discoverers" of Canada neglected the first time.

To meet this goal, in the first of ten chapters Friesen begins by discussing what he calls
the "Pre-Contact Lifestyle of Canada's First Nations." This chapter offers background
information for the next six chapters, each of which deals with a specific culture area 
Maritimes, Great Lakes, Plains, West Plateau, West Coast and the North. Within this
larger framework of culture areas, each of these six chapters provide brief ethnographies
of selected Native groups such as the Beothuk and Huron; and all of the chapters follow
the same organization. Each ethnography begins with what Friesen has titled a "Chron...
icle" which encompasses a legend from each Aboriginal Nation, such as the source of the
seasons and stories about such topics as how the bear came to have a short tail. Next, the
cultural aspects of the Native group under study such as ceremonies and social orderare
discussed, followed by an examination of the religious practices of each Nation. Every
ethnographical record ends with a short conclusion. Friesen devotes the most time to an
examination of the Plains culture area, covering such topics as the importance of the
buffalo to Plains tribes.

The final three chapters address the concept of"rediscovering" Canada's First Nations.
The first of these entitled "The First Discovery" follows 'the interaction of Aboriginal
peoples and newcomers from eastern to western Canada, stressing the misconceptions
which plagued the initial interaction between Canada's indigenous peoples and the
Europeans. Describing the newcomers as "tourists," Friesen's main point in this chapter is
that European explorers and settlers should have accorded Native peoples more respect
and recognition. Friesen's prior research into the history ofPlains Native groups becomes
evident in this and the next chanter. to the noint where he sometimes ni~kp~ ('1::l1m~whirh
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Native groups ofcourse were agriculturists long before the federal government adopted the
"civilization" policy. Further) works such as Sarah Carter's Lost Harvests: Prairie Indian
Reserve Farmers and Government Policy (McGill~Queen's University Press, 1990) have
shown that many groups actively sought out farming enterprises. Elsewhere, Friesen
professes that the establishment of reserves made it easier for government agents to
manage Native peoples, particularly "once the buffalo had vanished" (p. 234). Again, such
a statement cannot be applied to all Aboriginal groups from the various regions of
Canada.

The second last chapter of Rediscovering the First Nationsof Canada explores the ways in
which indigenous peoples today are experiencing a cultural and spiritual revival through
such methods as contact with elders, a resurgence of traditional ceremonies and Aborigi
nal control of First Nations education. Friesen ends the chapter with a discussion of the
possibility and the implications of Native self-government.

The final chapter, "Benefits of Rediscovery," studies the various ways in which non...
Native society would profit from "rediscovering" Canada's First Nations. Friesen cites a

.multitude of ways in which traditional Native society is exemplary and worthy of imitation
by mainstream Canadian society, such as a concern for ecology, democratic systems of
government, a hospitable nature and an admirable treatment of women. Friesen hopes
that the existence of such positive aspects of traditional Native cultures will inspire
Canadians to investigate what .the original explorers either missed or disregarded about
Canada's indigenous peoples.

While interesting and informative, in many ways Friesen does not deliver what the title
of this work promises. Only three of ten chapters discuss "discovery" and "rediscovery."
The rest of the work focuses on ethnographies which are readily found in such works as
Alice B. Kehoe, North American Indians: A Comprehensive Account, 2nd edt (prentice...Hall"
1992); R. Bruce Morrison and C. Roderick Wilson, eds., Native Peoples: The Canadian
Experience, 2nd ed. (McClelland and Stewart, 1995); Alan D. McMillan, Native Peoples and
Cultures of Canada: An Anthropological Overview, 2nd edt (Douglas and McIntyre, 1995)
and in various volumes in the series Handbook of North American Indians (Smithsonian
Institution, various dates).

Yet, even though much of this information is found elsewhere and Friesen does not
undertake.. any primary research, the work does succeed in synthesizing a great deal of
literature on Canada's Native peoples. Rather than full footnote notations, however,
Friesen chooses to use the parenthetical method of citation which provides only the
author and the year of publication, without including a page reference. This proves
frustrating for those wanting to conduct more in-depth research. One also questions why
Native oral testimony is absent from such a work, particularly since Friesen claims to have
undertaken a great deal of this type of research (p. 11).

Moreover, at times Friesen is unduly harsh towards his readers, assuming they lack a
great deal of knowledge about Canada's Native peoples. At 'one point, for instance, he
flippantly points out that "[c]ontrary to popular myth, Canadian agriculture did not begin
with the Alberta or Saskatchewan Wheat Pool!" (p, 67). This shortcoming seems even
more obvious given that Friesen writes in a manner that makes it appear that all First
Nations today live according to the ways and tenets of their ancestors, when this is
obviously not the case for every Native. The author neglects a discussion of this point,
instead treating the Native peoples of Canada like anachronistic beings who have
somehow escaped the ravages of time. '
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"with the advantage of knowing how things really work" (p. 226). Native societies, of
course, realized relatively quickly that the encroachment of European settlement would
have a profound impact on their way of life. That First Nations peoples fought such
intrusion early on has been well documented by writers such as J.R. Miller, Skyscrapers
Hide the Heavens: A History of Indian,White Relations in Canada, rev. ed. (University of
Toronto Press, 1991) and Olive Patricia Dickason, Canada's First Nations: A History of
Founding Peoples fromEarliest Times (McClelland and Stewart, 1992). Friesen does concede
that men such as Plains Cree Chief Thunderchild held out signing a treaty because of
neglected treaty promises (p. 118), and he points out that Natives were "shrewd bargainers"
in the fur trade (p, 214).

Despite these criticisms, Rediscovering the First Nationsof Canada does serve as a useful
reference work that would be effective as a text for an introductory course in, an area such
as the history of Canada's Native peoples. Questions raised by a reading of this volume
can easily be answered by consulting the extensive list of references utilized by Friesen.
Even though this work offers little that is new to the more advanced scholar of Native
history and culture, it does provoke thought about not only what newcomers could have
learned from First Nations peoples, but also what present...day mainstream society has yet
to discover as well.

Dr. Jennifer Pettit
University of Calgary/Mount Royal College

DeemedUnsuitable: Blacks fromOklahoma Move totheCanadianPrairies in Search of Equality
in the Early 20th Century Only to Find Racism in their New Home, by R. Bruce Shepard.
Toronto: Umbrella Press, 1997. Pp, ix, 149. 17 plates,S maps.

The fact that racism knows no boundaries is the major proposition of R. Bruce
Shepard's Deemed Unsuitable, a book documenting the migration of African...Americans
from Oklahoma to the Canadian Prairies during the early twentieth century. Shepard, the
director of the Diefenbaker Canada Centre at the University of Saskatchewan, examines
the pre- and post...migration experiences of just over 1,000 men, women and children. Yet
this is more than just a simple story ofmigration as the author effectively demonstrates the
way in which racism on both sides of the border engendered the political, social and moral
corruption which characterized this particularly sad chapter in North American history.
To this end, Shepard embarks on a mission to show Canadians that "however much they
pride themselves on their ethnic and racial tolerance, they still have not confronted the
latent racism in their society" (p. v). -

In his introduction, the author outlines the themes to be explored in greater detail in
subsequent chapters: the roots of colour prejudice in North America, the role of business
and the media in promoting such attitudes on both sides of the border, and the impact
that Canadian government policies had on discouraging the emigration of this group into
Canada. The roots of European and, in particular, British racism are reviewed in chapter
one. Shepard identifies and discusses the mechanisms, such as slavery, by which such
attitudes were transported and diffused throughout American society. In particular, he
provides a lengthy review of measures taken to segregate and disenfranchise African
Americans in the south.

In chapter two, Shepa-rd places the movement ofAfrican-Americans into the Indian
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discrimination and violence directed towards them in their former homes and the "pull"
of better wages, more equitable share..cropping contracts, and the possibility of owning
their own land. Yet over time, the cycle of economic and political discrimination would
repeat itself and African..Americans were impelled to look elsewhere to achieve their
dreams of a better life.

The specific details of racist legislation adopted in Oklahoma are reviewed in chapters
three and four. Shepard uses the newspapers effectively to identify the emotions underly..
ing various political positions taken on the segregation issue. This debate and the
increasingly vitriolic editorials published in the newspapers served to intensify white racial
passions, which ultimately resulted in violent acts directed towards black Oklahomans.
Shepard outlines the depressing history of the disenfranchisement of African..American
voters in Oklahoma, an action based on the infamous "Grandfather Clause," which
required eligible voters to be able to read and write, exempting only those who voted prior
to 1861 or whose ancestors were able to vote before that same date. This measure
effectively eliminated most of the black population. Even literate blacks were restricted
from voting because of an edict which stated that in order to vote, African..Americans
would have to be able to read like a college professor. Even when black Oklahomans
overcame these obstacles, there was no guarantee that their ballets were counted. As a
result, disenfranchised blacks began to look to Canada, influenced by government and
railway propaganda attracting immigrants to the "last best West."

The remainder of the book centers on the experiences of more than one thousand
blacks who moved from Oklahoma and surrounding states to Saskatchewan and Alberta,
focusing in particular on the prejudicedirected towards this group. Shepard identifies
racist views expressed in the region's newspapers and discusses efforts made by groups such
as municipal boards of trade and the United Farmers of Alberta to petition the federal
government to halt this immigration. In his opinion, western Canadians were even more
successful than Oklahomans in keeping their region white. Chapter Six discusses in detail
the various measures taken by the government in response to such pressures in order to
dissuade black immigrants. Such actions included not sending immigration literature to
known black postmasters in the United States, instructing officials at the border to
undertake vigorous medical examinations of African..Americans, joining forces with black
religious leaders opposed to out..migration, and lobbying American railway companies to
stop encouraging black migration to Canada, a move, they argued, geared towards
acquiring black land for less than what it was worth.

The most effective measure discouraging this migration, Shepard argues, proved to be
the employment of Dr. G.W. Miller, an African-American from Chicago, who was sent
to Oklahoma to convince blacks that they would be adversely affected by Canada's
climate. Miller subscribed to Booker T. Washington's argument that blacks should stay at
home and fight for their rights. Miller's efforts proved to be so successful that the so-called
"Deemed Unsuitable" order-in-council, designed to prohibit blacks from entering Canada
and passed on 12 August 1911, was never enacted and in fact repealed just two months
later.

Chapter Seven explores the experiences ofthose thousand African-Americans who did
settle in western Canada. Shepard uses family histories to examine their settlement
patterns and concludes that most located in groups determined by kinship and congrega
tion bonds. Such group settlement schemes were also viewed as a defensive strategy against
white racism. The fact that some black settlements achieved a considerable degree of
successis revealed in the author's review of government reports.
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~ demonstrates the kind of barriers facing these people. Discriminatory strategies played a
major role in the decision of many of this group to return to the United States, although
few went back to Oklahoma. Those who remained did manage to develop institutions and
societies such as the Alberta Association for the Advancement ofColoured People which
assisted them in their struggle to achieve equality.

In the conclusion, Shepard summarizes his major findings and emphasizes that this
story corrects the assumption that racism rises most often in hard economic times. Even
in a relatively prosperous period, similar reactions on both sides of the border were the
result of a common legacy of racism inherited from a tradition of British colour prejudice.

This is an important story that needs to be told. Shepard relies on a wide array of
primary and secondary sources including government reports, homestead files, oral
histories, census records, newspapers, books, articles, and theses. He manages to relate this
migration to broad structural forces while at the same time focusing on the lives of those
individuals involved. His discussion ofthe British racist legacy deepens our understanding
of this particular migration and as such serves as an" important historical reference point
for our understandingof immigration today. The book is well written and the figures add
to the discussion. .

However, there are some criticisms to be made. No reference is made in the text to the
maps and figures included in the book. As well, no referenced footnotes or endnotes are
offered, an omission that I find unsuitable for a manuscript directed towards academics.
Yet to be fair, the publishers are most likely gearing this book towards a non-academic
audience and thus have decided that such a traditional requirement ofscholars diminishes
the final product. Shepard's synthesis of sources is truly impressive and helps us to
understand the context of this migration, but the study weakens when the focus shifts to
the experiences of individuals. His chosen case studies reveal much about the circum
stances and consequences of migration, but they do not allow us to make broad
conclusions about the adjustments made by the group as a whole. As such, Shepard faces
the dilemma that all researchers of migration encounter, the paucity of data which allow

.for the tracing of migration paths and life histories. To this end, he might have benefited
from the Canadian border crossing records which contain specific information on wealth
and location.

Shepard also has a tendency to repeat specific points several times, a strategy which
may prove to be effective in emphasizing important items but runs the risk of annoying
the reader who already understands the argument being made. Finally, some may object
to Shepard's tendency to paint a stereotypical picture of white society, as evidenced in
statements such as: "The American, British, and Anglo-Canadians shared a great deal - a
language. a deep love of democracy, and a profound racist bias against dark skinned
peoples" (p, 67). That racism was, and is, endemic in North American society is
undeniable, and the evidence clearly supports his thesis. Yet to paint everyone with the
same brush without any effort to find evidence which proves contrary to the broad picture
is perhaps a bit extreme.

Despite these concerns, Deemed Unsuitable is a very fine book. Shepard creates a
persuasive argument that challenges the reader, especially in Canada, to critically evaluate
the way in which we view ourselves and our attitudes to race and immigration. For that
reason alone, the author is to be commended.

Randy Widdis
Department of Geography
Ilni"P1"~itvnfRPO'in~
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Souvenirs d'un missionnaire bretondans le Nord...Ouest canadien, by Joseph Le Treste, o.m.i,
Sillery: Septentrion, 1997.-Pp. 332. Maps, photographs, appendices-and bibliography.

II s'agit ici de souvenirs plutot que de mernoires, comme le precise humblement l'auteur,
un missionnaire oblat dont la longue vie (1861-1955) chevauche deux siecles, deux
continents et plusieur cultures. Ne en Bretagne, Joseph Le T reste est en bonne compagnie
litteraire entre Ie casanier Pierre-jakez Helias (Le Cheval d'orgueil) et Ie baroudeur Victor
Segalen (Leslmmemoriaux). Region petrie de ferveur religieuse celtique, la Bretagne - tout
comme l'Irlande - a depuis longtemps contribue au monde exterieur un flot d'emigrants
et de missionnaires: Jean Le Bihan-nous a recemrnent donne un -exemple des premiers
(Prairie Forum 22, 1: 73-101); le present ouvrage traite des seconds.

Apres une introduction detainee de Juliette Champagne, qui a etabli et commente Ie
textedu manuscript de 1945~ nous avons un premier chapitreconsacre aux souvenirs et
impressions de jeunesse: la guerre franco-prussienne de 1870, la Commune, quelques
hivers francais exceptionnellement rigoureux... puis c'est le serninaire typique de l'epoque,
avec punitions et coups, mais aussi avec L'Iliade, "dont nous devions apprendre dix vers
par jour" (p. 57). Suit la trajectoire missionnaire classique Bretagne-Montreal..Territoires
du Nord-Ouest, avec des vignettes qui en disent long sur les conditions de transport des
emigrants defavorises: "

Ceux-ci etaient cases dans l'entrepont, empiles un peu cornme des anchois. Quand,
dans Ie voyage, on leur ouvrait la trappe pour leur donner un peu d' air frais, il sortait
de ces profondeurs des exhalaisons rnephitiques. (p, 66)

Le pere Le Treste excelle dans la narration des vissicitudes accompagnant necessaire...
ment tout periple a la fin du siecle dernier: sur le bateau a destination de Winnipeg, par
exemple, ou "cent et une pipes laissent echapper des torrents de fumee assez epaisse pour
suffoquer un chat bien vivant" (p. 81). A Winnipeg rnerne, en 1884, la population ri'etait
que de 35 000 habitants; et un autre Oblat nous prouve que la mentalite coloniale s'y
portait fort bien quand it fait remarquet a l'auteur qu'a cet emplacement "il y a a peine
vingt ans, les sauvages s'y devoraient encore abelles dents" (p. 85). Le Treste, age de mains
de vingt...cinq ans it l'epoque, a egalement Ie privilege de traverser les Prairies alors qu'elles
sont encore a l'etat naturel, En effet, au lieu de profiter de la toute nouvelle ligne du CPR
pour se rendre au Lac...La-Biche en passant par Calgary, ilse rend d'abord de Winnipeg a
Qu'Appelle, qui n'etait alors "qu'un simple sidingavec salle d'imrnigration adjacente" (p.
86). II put done observer touta loisir les derniers troupeaux de bisons, les charrettes de la
riviere Rouge, et des groupes de Sioux installes au Canada apres la bataille de Little Big
Horn et dont les contacts etaient encore generateurs d'inquietude:

En venant nous trouver avec leur viande, avaient-ils quelque intention hostile? Si
c'etait Ie cas, ils durent constater que nous etions en nombre respectable, et capables de
nous defendre hardiment! (p, 90)

Passant par Batoche moins d'un an avant la defaite des Metis, Le Treste arrive
finalement au Lac-La...Biche ers'installe a la mission de Notre-Dame...des-Victoires (a
present musee), OU il sera ordonne pretre. Le reste de ces Souvenirs est consacre a ses
nombreux et difficiles periples it l'interieur du district de l'Athabasea..Mackenzie, creant
des missions, en consolidant d'autres, prodigant secours spirituel et materiel aux auto
chtones qu'a l'epoque il s'agissait de "rnoraliser" (p. 149) - bref s'acquittant de sa tache
apostolique d'une facon exemplaire, nn'est done pas surprenant que l'exaltation mission
naire soit ornnipresente. Par exemple, quand Le Treste entend dire en 1885 que Louis Riel
a donne l'ordre de tuer tous les pretres, sa premiere reaction est instructive:

A la bonne heure, nensai-ie, voila au moins une excellente nouvelle! On va nOl1VCllT
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conceme son impact psychoculturel sur les autochtones - palit parfois devant la
mesquinerie des factions. Lorsqu'une protestante qu'il a convertie in extremis rend le
dernier soupir, Le Treste connait son heure de triomphe:

Les protestants, comme on pouvait s'y attendre, s'emparerent du eorps pour l'enterrer.
Mais eomme me dit Ie cher voisin de la mission Saint...Augustin, Ie R.P. Alae: du
moment que nous avions l'ame, us pouvaient bien s'emparer du cadavre! (p. 243).

Les contacts entre catholiques et protestants etaient encore plus charges de tension que les
contacts entre les catholiques et la Compagnie de la Baie d'Hudson; mais dans les deux cas
il s'agissait d'une opposition fondamentale entre deux groupes ethniques separes par leur
rapport de forces traditionnel- une situation qui n'est pas sans rappeler l'Irlande du Nord
contemporaine.

n ne s'agit pas ici d'une hagiographie: ces mernoires, reunis en un volume en 1945,
furent diffuses it raison de quelques exemplaires polvcopies; des extraits furent publies par
le quotidien Ouest..France en 1954; puis ce fut l'oubli. II est done tout it l'honneur de
Juliette Champagne de les avoir edites et publies, Ce qu'elle nous offre est tout simplement
une tranche de vie apostolique dans l'Ouest et le Nord...Ouest canadien depuis l'epoque des
rebellions metisses jusqu'a la Deuxieme Guerre Mondiale. Vie rude et souvent ingrate,
necessitant une foi et un devouernent it toute epreuve pour lutter contre le froid, la faim,
le constant manque de contort, les dangers quotidiens, voire rneme la grippe de 1918... 19.
II y avait cependant des recompenses: apres vingt-cinq ans de travail missionnaire, un
voyage it bord du Mauritania en 1908 it destination de Londres, puis un long sejour it Rome
et en Bretagne parmi les siens; et aussi la satisfaction, aI'heure de rediger ces souvenirs, de
se pencher sur une vie bien rernplie.

Malgre un certain nombre de fautes d'orthographe et de constructions grammaticales
etranges qui auraient pu etre editees, en depit de la presence d'une carte (p. 200) qui est
pratiquement illisible, cet ouvrage est generalement presente de facon claire; et seize pages
de photos originales en accroissent certainement l'interet, Denue de toute pretention, il
peut prendre sa place aux cotes d'autres livres recents consacres au travail missionnaire au
Canada, comme Proclaiming the Gospel to the Indians and Metis (R.] .A. Huel) ou LesOblats
de Marie Immaculee dans I'Ouest et Ie Nord du Canada, 1845,1967 (D. Levasseur).C'est au
lecteur qu'il appartient alors, apres analyse et comparaison des differents points de vue, de
decider si l'apport missionnaire au Canada s'est en fin de compte avere positif ou negatif,
Dans le cas du present ouvrage, au mains, nous avons affaire it un temoignage sincere, sans
fioritures ni programme secret.

Patrick C. Douaud
Faculty ofEducation
University of Regina
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